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Abstract

Semantic Similarity Detection refers to a collection of binary text pair classification

tasks which aim to indicate certain semantic relations between two short texts.

Modelling the semantic similarity between texts is a fundamental task in natural

language processing with many applications. This is a challenging problem because

the same meaning can be conveyed through a variety of expressions which requires

a deep understanding of language beyond mere surface structure and heuristics.

This thesis addresses Semantic Similarity Detection in a generic framework and

places importance on its application for Community Question Answering (CQA).

CQA aims at harnessing user-generated texts from question-answering websites and

online forums to answer complex new questions. This involves two crucial Semantic

Similarity Detection tasks: question paraphrase detection and answer identification.

CQA content is characterised by informal language and domain-specific vocabulary,

making it a demanding research area with practical application.

This thesis sets out to examine existing dataset biases and propose new meth-

ods for evaluating and modelling semantic similarity between text pairs. We shed

light on lexical overlap bias in existing datasets and introduce alternative evaluation

metrics which take direct word overlap between text pairs into account. Our metrics

highlight model performance on difficult dataset instances, resulting in a more rig-

orous evaluation setup. We follow by investigating whether alternative information

sources can be leveraged for more resilient and effective Semantic Similarity Detec-

tion models. Our first approach incorporates topic models with successful neural

architectures. We experiment with a topic-enriched CNN-LSTM model, which sub-

sequently leads to the development of a framework for combining topic models with

a pre-trained Transformer model. Our second approach incorporates linguistically-

enriched word embeddings with pre-trained Transformers by introducing a versatile

and lightweight method for injecting dependency-based and counter-fitted embed-

dings into BERT. Finally, we summarise our main findings and discuss directions

for future work.

v
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Semantic Similarity Detection The term Semantic Similarity Detection refers

to a collection of text pair classification tasks which focus on automatically recognis-

ing the presence of certain semantic relations between two short texts (we provide

a detailed definition in Chapter 3). Modelling the semantic similarity between text

pairs is a challenging research problem because the same meaning can be conveyed

through various lexical and syntactic expressions. Detecting semantically related

texts despite language variability requires a deep understanding of language be-

yond superficial surface structure and simple heuristics. While recently proposed

models have reported impressive performance gains, dataset biases make it difficult

to realistically understand current model limitations and train resilient models for

real-world applications. Multiple studies in natural language understanding have

highlighted biases within existing datasets which lead to an inflation of evaluation

scores and overestimation of model capabilities (Wadhwa et al., 2018a; Rajpurkar

et al., 2018). For example, Kaushik and Lipton (2018) showed that reading compre-

hension models could exploit specific dataset properties to achieve high evaluation

scores even when crucial task information, such as the question or the passage, was

withheld. Similarly, Gururangan et al. (2018) showed that natural language infer-

ence model performance could be inflated by annotation artefacts, enabling models

to predict the correct class by only looking at the hypothesis without observing the

premise. However, biases across the broader area of Semantic Similarity Detection

are not well understood. Therefore, this work sets out to investigate existing bi-

ases and proposes resilient evaluation methods and models for Semantic Similarity

Detection.
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Context A wide range of natural language processing problems require modelling

the semantic similarity between two texts. This includes applications such as plagia-

rism detection, automated answer grading, question answering and text generation.

Plagiarism detection systems compare sections from different documents to identify

suspicious segments. Although copy-paste strategies can be easily detected based

on word overlap, more subtle approaches, such as paraphrasing or bilingual pla-

giarism, require more sophisticated Semantic Similarity Detection methods (Gripp

et al., 2014). In automated short answer grading, the semantic similarity between

student answers and one or more correct answers can be estimated to automatically

assess the quality of learner responses (Mohler et al., 2011). In question answering,

estimating the semantic similarity between questions can be used to utilise exist-

ing answers to previously asked questions (Nakov et al., 2017). In text generation,

evaluation of natural language generation (NLG) systems is an unsolved problem.

Manual evaluation of generated texts is expensive and not easily scalable. Therefore

generated candidate sentences are often compared with a reference sentence through

automatic metrics. As commonly used metrics (such as ROUGE) are based on ex-

act match and do not robustly capture paraphrases, Semantic Similarity Detection

models are a promising direction towards more robust automatic NLG evaluation

(Zhang et al., 2019b). This thesis proposes a generic framework for detecting cer-

tain relations between text pairs based on semantic similarity, dubbed Semantic

Similarity Detection, which is introduced in Chapter 3.

Approach Many techniques have been proposed for semantic similarity tasks,

including statistical, feature-engineered and - more recently - neural approaches.

While earlier work has focused primarily on dataset- and task-specific methods, this

thesis contributes to developing neural Semantic Similarity Detection models. This

choice is motivated by the potential of neural architectures to work well across a va-

riety of datasets and related tasks without the need for manual feature-engineering,

which is time-consuming and does not generalise well. To harness the versatility

of neural approaches, this work addresses the problem of Semantic Similarity De-

tection in a generic and flexible framework which mainly focuses on exploiting the

provided text pairs, while ignoring any metadata which is highly dataset-specific and

not available for all datasets. Instead, we experiment with incorporating additional

information sources (such as topics and linguistically-enhanced embeddings) which

are applicable across all Semantic Similarity Detection datasets to develop a more

robust approach to neural Semantic Similarity Detection and decrease reliance on

surface form similarity. At the same time, importance is placed on the practical and
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particular challenging application of semantic similarity to Community Question

Answering (CQA).

Challenges in CQA The internet has given rise to various online communi-

ties, such as web forums and specialised question answering websites (e.g. Quora,

StackOverflow, YahooAnswers). These platforms allow users to seek and share in-

formation by asking and answering free text questions. The growing research area

of CQA aims at harnessing this community-generated question answering content

to answer new questions automatically. The questions discussed in CQA commu-

nities tend to be long, open-ended and domain-specific, as opposed to short fact

seeking questions for which answers can be easily obtained with search engines.

Therefore, improvements in CQA are of particular interest for the larger field of

question answering, which currently still struggles to solve such complex questions.

Automatically answering CQA questions typically involves two core Semantic Sim-

ilarity Detection tasks: question paraphrase detection and answer selection, which

are both addressed in this thesis. Analysing content from online communities poses

unique challenges for Semantic Similarity Detection due to the use of informal and

domain-specific language, making it a demanding research area with important prac-

tical applications.

1.2 Research Questions

The overall objective of this thesis is to better understand existing biases across

current Semantic Similarity Detection datasets and to mitigate these by developing

challenging evaluation metrics and more resilient models. More specifically, this

thesis addresses the following research questions:

• RQ1 Which biases exist in current semantic similarity datasets?

– OBJ 1.1 Select a range of well-known and commonly used Semantic

Similarity Detection datasets.

– OBJ 1.2 Analyse semantic similarity dataset properties and identify bias

patterns.

– OBJ 1.3 Demonstrate how models can exploit the identified biases.

– OBJ 1.4 Quantify the prevalence of identified biases across well-known

semantic similarity datasets.

• RQ2 What are ways to account for identified dataset biases during model

evaluation?
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– OBJ 2.1 Understand currently used evaluation metrics and their limi-

tations.

– OBJ 2.2 Demonstrate how identified dataset biases impact evaluation.

– OBJ 2.3 Propose novel evaluation techniques which account for identi-

fied dataset biases.

– OBJ 2.4 Demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed evaluation tech-

niques.

• RQ3 Can alternative information sources be exploited to make Semantic Sim-

ilarity Detection models more resilient to the identified biases?

– OBJ 3.1 Attempt to combine topics with neural models as an additional

semantic similarity signal.

– OBJ 3.2 Attempt to incorporate additional linguistic information into

pre-trained models.

– OBJ 3.3 Propose mechanisms for combining external information with

existing models and evaluate which of these techniques are most effective.

– OBJ 3.4 Evaluate if the incorporation of addition information into pre-

trained models improves model performance and robustness.

– OBJ 3.5 Understand the properties of cases in which proposed models

improve.

• RQ4 How can one develop a generic Semantic Similarity Detection model

which performs well across a variety of tasks and datasets?

– OBJ 4.1 Identify well-known datasets covering a wide range of Semantic

Similarity Detection tasks.

– OBJ 4.2 Investigate the existing literature in the area of Semantic Simi-

larity Detection to understand common approaches and promising direc-

tions.

– OBJ 4.3 Develop robust and accurate neural models for Semantic Sim-

ilarity Detection which do not require feature engineering or dataset-

specific information.

– OBJ 4.4 Evaluate developed models against dataset-specific feature-

engineered systems and other neural baselines.
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1.3 Challenges

This thesis addresses the complex task of Semantic Similarity Detection, especially

in the context of Community Question Answering (CQA). This involves the following

challenges:

• C1 Language variability An inherent feature of natural languages is that

they can express the same meaning in various ways (Dagan and Glickman,

2004; Dagan et al., 2009). Language can vary between individuals - or even

the same individual in different contexts - in one or several aspects, including

pronunciation, word choice, morphology and syntax. As a result, automatic

reasoning about the relationship between text pairs requires the ability to un-

derstand different ways of expressing meaning, rather than simply matching

similar surface forms. In this thesis, this challenge is addressed by combin-

ing neural text representations with additional complementary information

sources for capturing similar meaning, such as topic models and linguistically

enriched embeddings (RQ3 and Chapters 6-7).

• C2 Lexical overlap in datasets Semantic similarity between texts can arise

from various factors, including lexical overlap, syntactic constructions and the

use of synonyms. While lexical overlap may imply semantic similarity, there

are common exceptions, for example when negation expressions or changes in

word order are involved. Construction techniques for many paraphrase and

semantic similarity datasets rely on lexical overlap, which can overemphasise

the role of lexical overlap and under-represent more interesting cases of seman-

tic similarity (Zhang and Patrick, 2005; Rus, 2014). Superficial word overlap

in datasets could even provide clues for class membership and be exploited

by models to achieve high evaluation scores without any deeper language un-

derstanding. This is problematic, especially in real-world situations where

algorithms are more likely to be confronted with less apparent cases of se-

mantic similarity. This thesis addresses this challenge by analysing surface

structure similarity and quantifying lexical overlap bias in existing datasets.

Based on this, the thesis further proposes alternative evaluation metrics which

emphasise performance on more challenging cases of semantic similarity (RQ1,

RQ2 and Chapter 5) which are used to evaluate subsequently proposed models

(RQ3 and Chapters 6-7).

• C3 Domain-specific language CQA platforms offer users the opportunity

to ask free text questions with few restrictions. However, receiving an answer
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requires to wait for other users’ responses, while search engines and auto-

mated question answering systems can provide immediate responses. This

incentivises users to primarily ask questions for which they cannot obtain sat-

isfactory answers through the aforementioned alternatives, which tends to be

the case with long, complicated and domain-specific questions (Blooma and

Kurian, 2011). Moreover, many online forums revolve around a shared spe-

cific interest, and it has been demonstrated that socialisation processes in such

online communities lead to the development of specialised language, such as

forum-specific jargon (Nguyen and Rose, 2011; Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al.,

2013). (Pre-)Training models on general-purpose datasets and applying them

to content from a specialised online community may lead to domain shift and

out-of-vocabulary issues, resulting in reduced model performance. This chal-

lenge is addressed by incorporating topic models into pre-trained models which

resulted in a performance improvement on domain-specific examples in several

CQA datasets (RQ3 and Chapter 6.5).

• C4 Class imbalance Many existing real-world semantic similarity datasets

are imbalanced, containing more examples of one class than another (Rus,

2014). This is especially prominent in CQA datasets, where the majority of

existing posts on a CQA platform are not relevant to a newly posted question,

and negative examples tend to outweigh positive examples. Evaluation on

imbalanced datasets can lead to inflated evaluation scores for models which

only predict the majority class. In this thesis, this is accounted for by evaluat-

ing models on various datasets with different label distributions and using F1

score as the main evaluation metric which balances performance on all classes

(RQ3, RQ4 and Chapters 6-7).

1.4 Contributions

This thesis makes the following main contributions:

• We characterise current Semantic Similarity Detection datasets in terms of

direct word overlap between sentence pairs and the prevalence of lexical overlap

bias (RQ 1 and Chapter 5).

• We propose a criterion to distinguish between obvious and non-obvious in-

stances of semantic similarity and analyse to what extent such instances exist

in current datasets (RQ1, RQ2 and Chapter 5).
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• We introduce an alternative evaluation metric which focuses on non-obvious

cases of semantic similarity (RQ2 and Chapter 5).

• We propose a topic-aware CNN-LSTM architecture for Semantic Similarity

Detection, which improves over other neural models (RQ3, RQ4 and Chapter

6.4).

• We propose a topic-enhanced Transformer model for semantic similarity pre-

diction, which outperforms other neural models in both F1 and stricter eval-

uation metrics (RQ3, RQ4 and Chapter 6.5).

• We show in an error analysis that gains of our topic-enhanced Transformer

model are prominent on domain-specific cases, such as those encountered in

online question answering communities (RQ3 and Chapter 6.5).

• We propose a generic and lightweight method for injecting linguistically-enhanced

embeddings into a pre-trained Transformer model (RQ3, RQ4 and Chapter 7).

• Through detailed error analysis, we highlight examples where our linguistically-

enhanced Semantic Similarity Detection model provides improved performance,

such as in cases of sentence pairs involving synonym pairs (RQ3 and Chapter

7).

1.5 Thesis Outline

Overall, this thesis follows a traditional structure which is illustrated in Figure

1.1. It starts with an introduction, setting out the motivation, goals and challenges

of the undertaken research (Chapter 1). This is followed by the methodological

(Chapter 2) and theoretical foundations (Chapter 3) which provide the necessary

Methodological 
Background

Introduction

SSD & Related 
Work

Biases & 
Evaluation

Topic-Informed 
Approach

Datasets

Linguistically-
Informed Approach

Conclusions

Chapter 1

Chapter 2

Chapter 3

Chapter 4 Chapter 5

Chapter 6

Chapter 7

Chapter 8

Part I:
Background

Part II:
Datasets and 

Evaluation

Part III:
Models

Figure 1.1: Roadmap of the thesis. SSD = Semantic Similarity Detection.
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background for the comprehension of this thesis. Then, the datasets which are

used in the following analysis and experiments are introduced (Chapter 4). The

three main chapters introduce novel methods for detecting dataset biases, as well

as evaluating and modelling semantic similarity (Chapters 5-7). The thesis ends

with a conclusion and directions for future work (Chapter 8). More specifically, the

individual chapters of this thesis cover the following content:

• Chapter 1, the current chapter, provides an introduction by discussing the

motivation for investigating dataset biases and developing new evaluation and

modelling techniques for Semantic Similarity Detection. It further highlights

related challenges, sets out the core research goals and summarises the main

contributions made in this thesis.

• Chapter 2 provides a methodological background for this thesis. It introduces

foundational methods and concepts in the area of natural language processing

and machine learning, as well as other foundational concepts which will be

used throughout this thesis.

• Chapter 3 defines important concepts in the area of semantic similarity and

provides a new theoretical framework of Semantic Similarity Detection, con-

trasting it with existing concepts and describing core tasks. It further provides

a literature review for crucial Semantic Similarity Detection tasks.

• Chapter 4 selects, describes and compares datasets which are used in the

following chapters of this thesis for analysis and experiments in subsequent

chapters.

• Chapter 5 characterises Semantic Similarity Detection datasets in terms of

surface form similarity between sentence pairs and the degree to which they

contain lexical overlap bias. It further proposes a distinction criterion for

identifying obvious and non-obvious cases of semantic similarity. Based on

that, novel evaluation metrics are proposed which focus on model performance

on non-obvious dataset instances. This chapter has been published as an ACL

2019 short paper (provided in Appendix A).

• Chapter 6 proposes a topic-informed neural approach to Semantic Similarity

Detection and consists of two parts. The first part (Chapter 6.4) introduces

a model which combines topics with a CNN-BiLSTM architecture. The sec-

ond part (Chapter 6.5) presents a framework for combining topics with pre-

trained Transformers. This chapter is based on our arXiv paper (provided in

Appendix B) and our ACL 2020 paper (provided in Appendix C).
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• Chapter 7 proposes a linguistically-informed neural approach. It describes

a novel method for injecting linguistically-enriched embeddings into a pre-

trained Transformer model for Semantic Similarity Detection. This chapter is

currently under submission for NAACL 2021 (provided in Appendix D).

• Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by discussing the main findings, as well as

remaining challenges and directions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

Methodological Background

2.1 Natural Language Processing

Overview Situated at the intersection between Linguistics and Computer Science

(see Figure 2.1), the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) studies computa-

tional methods which ‘take as input or produce as output unstructured, natural lan-

guage data’ (Goldberg, 2017). NLP is often used synonymously with Computational

Linguistics. However, these two closely related research areas can be distinguished

based on their motivation and main focus: NLP aims at developing accurate and ef-

ficient computational methods to process language, while computational linguistics

uses computational tools to understand human language and its properties better

(Tsujii, 2011). In contrast to artificial languages (e.g. programming languages)

which have been designed for a specific purpose based on predefined principles, nat-

ural language has evolved organically between humans through use and repetition.

Therefore, natural language does not follow static rules and strict logic but is highly

arbitrary, ambiguous, and variable, representing considerable challenges for NLP.

Computer Science Linguistics

Machine 
Learning

Computational
Linguistics

Natural 
Language 

Processing

Figure 2.1: Overview of NLP and related disciplines.
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A broad range of methods has been developed to automatically process language,

reaching from simple regular expressions to complex machine learning algorithms.

In recent years, machine learning has become a standard approach to NLP prob-

lems. Machine learning approaches aim at learning patterns from data in the form

of a model to perform a certain task automatically.

Typical workflow This thesis focuses on using NLP and machine learning tech-

niques to predict semantic similarity. Figure 2.2 illustrates a typical pipeline for

this task consisting of the following steps: problem definition, data collection, pre-

processing and a repeated process of model design, training, evaluation and tuning:

1. The first step involves defining the problem of interest. Conceptualising the

problem within a machine learning framework requires identifying the involved

variables and determining the relationship between input and output. For

supervised problems, the machine learning model learns to predict the output

based on the input, while for unsupervised problems, there are no supervising

outputs and the model is trained solely based on the input. Furthermore, if

output variables exist, they can be continuous (regression problem) or discrete

(classification problem). As this thesis focuses on text classification problems

(see Chapter 3.1), the following sections primarily focus on the classification

scenario.

2. Based on the defined problem, the data collection phase involves obtaining

suitable data. This can include aggregating material from existing sources

(e.g. social media, websites or digital books), asking humans to produce lan-

guage or annotations in a predefined setup (e.g. crowdsourcing platforms) or

a combination of both.

3. Usually, the collected text data requires some form of preprocessing to trans-

form the potentially noisy text into more meaningful data. The specific pre-

processing steps depend on the defined task and collected data, but often

include lowercasing, stemming, stopword removal and tokenisation.

(2) Data 
collection

(1) Problem 
definition

(3) Pre-
processing

(5) Model 
Training

(6) Model 
Evaluation

(4) Model 
design

(7) Tuning

Figure 2.2: Typical steps in a machine learning-based NLP system.
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4. Model design traditionally involves hand-crafting of features (e.g. n-grams

or presence of emojis) and choosing a suitable machine learning classifier. In

deep learning models, this step mostly focuses on architecture engineering (e.g.

the number of hidden layers or the choice of encoders).

5. This is followed by model training on the training portion of the dataset. In

the supervised setup, this involves learning weights w of a function y = f(x,w)

which maps the input x to the output y based on given input-output pairs

(x, y) from the training set.

6. To assess how well the model is performing, evaluation metrics are calculated

which measure the discrepancy between the predicted labels ŷ and the gold

labels y.

7. During the tuning phase, evaluation metrics are calculated on a separate de-

velopment set, to choose the best model settings and hyper-parameters. For

traditional machine learning models, this step primarily consists of manual

feature selection, while in neural models, tuning typically focuses on archi-

tecture choices and hyper-parameters. Finally, the model is evaluated on a

held-out test set.

The following sections of this chapter present foundational NLP methods based

on the order of the above pipeline, covering preprocessing techniques (section 2.2),

text representations (section 2.3), machine learning algorithms (section 2.4) and

evaluation methods (section 2.5) as a basis for the following chapters of this thesis.

2.2 Preprocessing

Preprocessing focuses on preparing the collected data before the actual learning step.

Data may be missing, noisy or contain outliers which can negatively impact the data

representation and the resulting machine learning model. Various preprocessing

steps can reduce noise, simplify the data and reduce variability, which is especially

helpful for smaller datasets. However, there is no ideal universal preprocessing

procedure as preprocessing steps are dependent on various factors, such as data

source, collection method and final task. Therefore, preprocessing decisions require

human expertise to ensure that no important information is removed in this step,

which could hurt model performance. In practice, a tradeoff may be necessary

to clean and standardise the data but avoid overly specialised preprocessing steps

which can limit the transferability of the NLP system. Moreover, when using pre-

trained representations or models, it is important to match such tools’ preprocessing
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decisions to avoid a mismatch between the processed data at hand and the pre-

trained components.

Lowercasing Through lowercasing, all letters in the text are converted to lower

case, e.g. ‘Input’, ‘InPut’ and ‘INPUT’ are all transformed into ‘input’. This reduces

the vocabulary size and maps tokens which only differ in casing but are otherwise

identical to the same concept.

Tokenisation Tokenisers segment a string of characters into individual tokens

(e.g. ‘in the rain’ → [‘in’ ‘the’ ‘rain’]). A simple baseline for English tokenisa-

tion uses white space as a splitting criterion, but more sophisticated tokenisers are

available which deal more elegantly with special cases such as named entities or hy-

phenation. In this work, we use the NLTK toolkit tokeniser (Bird and Loper, 2004).

An alternative tokenisation approach is to split tokens into smaller units, such as

word pieces (Wu et al., 2017b) and byte pair encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016). Using

subword units is beneficial for handling out-of-vocabulary items by breaking them

down into known components.

Stopword removal Removing stopwords refers to deleting all tokens which ap-

pear in a predefined list of words. Stopword lists usually include frequent function

words such as ‘to’ or ‘the’ which carry little meaning and are not crucial for a spe-

cific task. Different lists are possible depending on the purpose, but we use the

stopword list provided by the NLTK toolkit (Bird and Loper, 2004) when training

topic models in Chapter 6.

Pattern substitution Regular expressions can be used to replace strings which

have a regular format such as images, email addresses or webpages (e.g. ‘www.bbc.co.uk’

or ‘www.google.com’) with a reserved string, such as ‘<IMG>’, ‘<EMAIL>’ ,

‘<URL>’. This allows obtaining a more meaningful shared representation for such

inputs, rather than using the original string which is likely to obtain a poor repre-

sentation due to data sparsity.

Stemming Stemmers use heuristics to chop off word endings and reduce tokens to

their approximate word stem. However, in contrast to lemmatisation (see below) the

process is relatively crude and the resulting outputs usually are not actual words.

For example, ‘beauty’ and ‘beautiful’ would both be mapped to the stem ‘beauti’.
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Lemmatisation Lemmatisers reduce inflectional forms of a word with a similar

motivation to stemming but employ a more deliberate approach based on vocab-

ulary and morphological analysis to map tokens to lemmas (existing words in the

dictionary). For example, the tokens ‘crying’ and ‘cries’ are mapped to the lemma

‘cry’. This reduces data sparsity and can help with model training if data is limited.

In this thesis, we employ minimal preprocessing that involves lowercasing, tokeni-

sation and URL substitutions for our models in Chapters 5-7. When training topic

models (in Chapters 6.4 and 6.5), we additionally remove common stopwords.

2.3 Text Representation

In order to build machine learning models for text processing, the textual data

needs to be represented as a numerical vector. This section discusses several text

representation methods which have been popular in recent years and are being used

across this thesis, including bag-of-words, static word embeddings, contextualised

representations and topic models.

2.3.1 Sparse Representations

2.3.1.1 One-Hot Representation

The one-hot representation is a simple and intuitive method which represents words

as indices of the vocabulary. Given a collection of texts (see Figure 2.3a), the

sentences are tokenised to obtain all unique words in the text resulting in a fixed

vocabulary V = (w1, w2, ..., w|V |) with size |V | (see Figure 2.3b). Then each word

in the vocabulary is assigned to a dimension of the representation vector. The

representation of a given token t is therefore a |V |-dimensional binary vector w

which is obtained by indicating the present word with ‘1’ in the corresponding

dimension and ‘0’ in all other dimensions (see Figure 2.3c):

wi =





1, if t = wi

0 otherwise

w ∈ R|V |
(2.1)
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s1 = Dogs chase cats.
s2 = Cats chase dogs.
s3 = Dogs don’t chase flowers.

(a) Text collection

(b) Vocabulary

dogs chase cats don’t flowers

dogs 1 0 0 0 0

cats 0 0 1 0 0

flowers 0 0 0 0 1

s1 1 1 1 0 0

s2 1 1 1 0 0

s3 1 1 0 1 1

(c) One-Hot 
Representations

(d) Bag-of-Words 
Representations

V = [dogs, chase, cats, don’t, flowers]

Input

Figure 2.3: Toy example illustrating one-hot and bag-of-words representations.

For example, given a toy vocabulary V = ( ‘dogs’, ‘chase’,‘cats’, ‘don’t’, ‘flowers’),

individual words are represented as follows:

w(dogs) = [1, 0, 0, 0, 0]

w(cats) = [0, 0, 1, 0, 0]

w(flowers) = [0, 0, 0, 0, 1]

(2.2)

While this representation can distinguish between multiple distinct words, it has

several drawbacks. Firstly, the resulting vectors are very sparse with many dimen-

sions but few non-zero entries, which is not computationally efficient. Secondly,

the representation contains no semantic or syntactic information and can therefore

provide no information regarding the relationship between words (e.g. ‘dog’ is as

similar to ‘flower’ as it is to ‘cat’). Thirdly, if new words are added to the vocabu-

lary, existing representations need to be updated by adding additional dimensions.

2.3.1.2 Bag-of-Words Representation

The bag-of-words representation is an extension of the one-hot representation. While

the one-hot representation only represents a single word, the bag-of-words represen-

tation represents a sequence of words s = (w1, w2, ...wl) with length l by simply
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summing over the one-hot representations of all occurring words (see Figure 2.3d):

BOW(s) =
l∑

i=1

wi

w,BOW ∈ R|V |
(2.3)

For example, the sentence s1 = ‘Dogs chase cats.’ would be represented as:

BOW(s) = [1, 1, 1, 0, 0] (2.4)

In addition to the previously mentioned drawbacks of one-hot representations, the

bag of word representation does not preserve any information regarding word order.

Therefore, the sentence s2 = ‘Cats chase dogs.’ would have the same representation

as BOW(s1) despite the opposite meaning. Overall, sparse representations such as

one-hot and bag-of words are simple and commonly used representations, but have

many limitations.

We use bag-of-word representations to measure word overlap in our proposed eval-

uation metric in Chapter 5.

2.3.2 Static Distributed Representations

Distributed word representations were proposed to address the limitations of the

sparse representations (such one-hot and bag-of-word representation which were dis-

cussed above). Distributed word representations embed each word into a continuous

real-valued vector where the word’s meaning is represented based on a combination

of multiple dimensions (Liu et al., 2020). In contrast to sparse representations,

distributed representations result in dense representations where the dimensionality

of w is much smaller than |V |. Distributed representations are generally obtained

with methods which are based on the distributional hypothesis (’You shall know a

word by the company it keeps’, Firth 1957) - the idea that hat words which occur in

the same contexts tend to have similar meanings (Harris, 1954). Two particularly

popular approaches for obtaining distributed representations are count-based and

prediction-based methods.

2.3.2.1 Count-based Approaches

A long line of research has aimed at capturing distributional properties of words

based on word-context matrices (Goldberg, 2017). Such count-based approaches
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loop over documents to populate a matrix with co-occurrence probabilities between

words which indicate the strength of association between them. A potential down-

side of these approaches is that the resulting matrix is very large and sparse. How-

ever, this can be mitigated through applying dimensionality reduction techniques

such as singular value decomposition to obtain dense vectors.

2.3.2.2 Prediction-based Approaches

Prediction-based techniques train a model in an unsupervised way to obtain dense

word representations. A particular influential example of this approach is word2vec

(Mikolov et al., 2013) which is based on Feed-Forward Neural Networks (see Chapter

2.4.2). Word2vec proposes two language modelling architectures: the Continuous

Bag-of-Words (CBOW) model and the Skip-gram model. CBOW aims at predicting

a word from its surrounding context (Figure 2.4 b), while Skip-gram predicts the

preceding and following words of a given word (Figure, 2.4 c). Training instances

are generated by moving a sliding window over a text (see Figure 2.4 a). The models

A journey of  a thousand miles begins with a single step.
wtwt-1wt-2 wt+2wt+1

Sliding window

(b) CBOW model (c) Skipgram model

Sum

(a) Generation of training examples

wt-2

wt-1

wt

wt+2

wt+1

wt-2

wt-1

wt+2

wt+1

wt

= Context word
= Current word

Input OutputProjectionInput OutputProjection

Figure 2.4: Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW) and Skip-gram models used in
word2vec.
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are trained on the Google News corpus, which consists of 100 billion words. After

training is complete, individual word representations are extracted from the trained

model. These word representations can be inserted into task-specific models and

updated during training. This method has successfully boosted model performance

across many NLP tasks and achieved enormous popularity. Moreover, word2vec rep-

resentations have been shown to capture certain semantic and syntactic properties

of words in word analogies tasks, such as:

w(King)−w(Male) + w(Female) = w(Queen)

Distributed representations for individual words have sparked research into various

word embedding improvements and distributed representations beyond the word

level, such as doc2vec (Le and Mikolov, 2014).

2.3.2.3 Combined Approaches

Global Vectors for Word Representation (Glove, Pennington et al. 2014) is a combi-

nation of count-based and prediction-based methods. The count-based component

consists of obtaining global corpus statistics, which are transformed into sparse word

representations through matrix factorisation techniques. The prediction-based com-

ponent encompasses using a loss function to optimise the resulting embeddings.

2.3.3 Contextualised Representations

Contextualised representations build on distributed neural representations. While

individual word embeddings such as word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) have been very

successful in the past, these word representations are static in the sense that they

are context-independent. In contrast, more recently proposed contextualised models

aim at obtaining context-sensitive word representations. This section discusses two

prominent contextualised models - ELMo and BERT - which are also used in this

thesis.

2.3.3.1 ELMo

Embeddings from Language Models (ELMo, Peters et al. 2018) is a notable example

of contextualised models that model word representations as functions of the entire

input sentence. The core idea was to pre-train an entire text encoder in contrast to
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Forward 
Language 

Model

LSTM

LSTM LSTM

LSTM s2 ×

s1 ×

s0 ×

ELMOk=	𝛄 × 𝚺

Output

Input

Backward 
Language 

Model

(a) Pretrained ELMo
architecture

(b) Finetuned ELMo
representation

Figure 2.5: Architecture of ELMo with a two-layer BiLSTM. The context-aware
representation for a token is obtained based on a γ-scaled weighted sum between
the intermediate language model representations and the layer-specific weights (s0,
s1 and s2).

earlier work which had focused on pre-training individual word embeddings, while

encoders still needed to be learned from scratch. Peters et al. (2018) pre-trained a

two-layer bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM, refer to Chapter 2.4.4) on large amounts

of textual data with a language modelling objective (see Figure 2.5 a) and demon-

strated performance gains on various downstream tasks. Rather than just using

the final layer of the BiLSTM, the authors proposed using a linear combination of

representations from the intermediate model layers based on layer-specific weights

learned during finetuning on downstream tasks (see Figure 2.5 b). The resulting

representations can be used instead or in combination with static word embeddings

to boost the performance of existing architectures.

2.3.3.2 BERT

Contextual word representations were further refined by Bidirectional Encoder Rep-

resentations from Transformers (BERT, Devlin et al. 2019) which achieved state-

of-the-art performance on a wide range of tasks. BERT has lead to the creation of

the new NLP subfield of BERTology (refer to Rogers et al. 2020 for an overview)

and had a considerable impact on subsequent research. Similarly to ELMo, BERT
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is a pre-trained contextual language model, but it differs greatly with respect to its

architecture, pre-training objectives and finetuning approach.

Architecture BERT’s architecture is based on a Transformer encoder model (re-

fer to Chapter 2.4.6 for a detailed description) with minor modifications. Contrary

to the majority of previous NLP models, BERT operates on word pieces (Wu et al.,

2017b), rather than tokens. For example, the input ‘playing’ would is tokenised

into the word pieces ‘play’ and ‘##ing’. This allows the model to maintain a fixed

vocabulary of the most frequent word pieces and handle out-of vocabulary words

gracefully.1 Furthermore, BERT encodes two sentences at a time which are sep-

arated by a special [SEP] token. In contrast to a vanilla Transformer embedding

layer, BERT calculates the representations for the word pieces in the input by sum-

ming not only word piece embeddings EW and positional embeddings EP, but also

including segment embeddings ES which indicate whether the word pieces occur in

the first or second sentence:

H0 = LayerNorm(EW + EP + ES).

EW,EP,ES,H0 ∈ Rn×d (2.5)

The resulting representation is then passed to a Transformer encoder consisting of

12 (for BERTBASE) or 24 transformer blocks (for BERTLARGE).

Pre-training During pre-training, the Transformer model is trained with two un-

supervised tasks: a masked language modelling task and a next sentence prediction

(NSP) pre-training task. For the masked language modelling objective, 15% of the

input is replaced by ‘[MASK]’ tokens, where the model needs to predict the original

words in the input sequence (see red text in Figure 2.6). The intuition behind this

task is to train a fully bidirectional model, as opposed to the traditional language

1In the worst case scenario, the model can use individual characters as fallback to avoid an
uninformative [‘UNK’] representation.

Input: [CLS] the man went to [MASK] bank [SEP] he withdrew a [MASK] amount of cash
Label: IsNext

Input: [CLS] the man went to [MASK] bank [SEP] the [MASK] is an endangered bird
Label: NotNext

Figure 2.6: Two examples illustrating BERT’s pre-training tasks: masked language
modelling (in red) and next sentence prediction (in blue).
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Figure 2.7: Usage of BERT for downstream tasks (Devlin et al., 2019).

modelling setup, which predicts the next word from left to right. For the NSP ob-

jective, the model is provided with two sentences A and B, separated by a special

‘[SEP]’ token to indicate sentence boundaries. In 50% of cases, B followed A in the

corpus, whereas 50% of the time B was randomly sampled from the corpus. The

task is to predict whether the second sentence follows the first sentence (compare

blue text in Figure 2.6). The prediction is based on the c ∈ Rh vector which cor-

responds to the representation of the ‘[CLS]’ token in BERT’s last layer (where h

indicates the number of hidden units). The NSP task was introduced in order to

improve text pair prediction tasks.

Finetuning Due to a flexible finetuning approach, BERT can be used for a vari-

ety of downstream tasks. The model can encode one sentence (see Figure 2.7 b) or
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a sentence pair by concatenating the sentences with ‘[SEP]’ tokens which indicate

sentence boundaries (see Figure 2.7 a,c and d). For segment level prediction tasks,

the c vector from the final layer is used (see Figures 2.7 a and b), while for token

level prediction tasks individual token representations from the final layer are used

(see Figure 2.7 d). It is customary to finetune BERT for three epochs and with a

small learning rate on down-stream task training data. In contrast to ELMo, all

weights in the model are updated during finetuning.

Distributed representations have become the predominant text representation in

contemporary NLP and led to creating the subfield of representation learning. We

use Glove and ELMo representations in Chapter 6.4 and employ BERT in our ex-

periments in Chapters 6.5 and 7.

2.3.4 Topic Models

Probabilistic topic modelling includes a range of models which analyse texts intend-

ing to discover similar themes within the documents. Topic models have been widely

used to group related documents together or as features in machine learning models.

2.3.4.1 LDA

The arguably best-known and most commonly-used probabilistic topic model is

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA, Blei et al. 2003). It defines a topic as a probability

distribution over a fixed vocabulary. The core idea is that each document consists

of multiple words which are associated with different topics. Therefore, a document

contains a mixture of topics in different proportions that can be used to characterise

the whole document. LDA is based on the assumption that every document was

generated by an imaginary process which constructs a document d by iteratively

sampling words based on the following generative process (Blei, 2012):

1. Randomly choose a distribution over topics (θd) with hyperparameter α.

2. For each word n of the total N words in the document,

(a) Randomly choose a topic (zd,n) from the distribution over topics in step

1.

(b) Randomly choose a word (wd,n) from the corresponding distribution over

the vocabulary βk.

First, a random topic proportion for the document is initialised based on a Dirichlet

distribution (step 1). From this distribution over all topics, one topic is sampled
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𝞪 𝞱d zd,n wd,n 𝞫k

N
D K

Proportions 
parameter

Per-document 
topic proportions 
e.g. 
[fashion 0.6, trade 0.4, 
housing 0, sport 0]

Per-word 
topic assignment 
e.g. [trade] Observed word

e.g. “deal”

Topics, 
e.g.  trade:
[tax 0.012, oil 0.010, 
China 0.009, …] 

Figure 2.8: Graphical model representation of the generative process in LDA.

(step 2a). Based on this topic and its distribution over the vocabulary, a word is

sampled (step 2b). Steps 2a and 2b are executed iteratively until the document

generation is completed. In this process, the words within the documents can be

directly observed, while the internal topic structure remains hidden. The graphi-

cal model representation visualises the connection between the LDA variables (see

Figure 2.8). Words are modelled as observable variables (wd,n) and hence shaded,

while topics (β), topic-proportions for the dth document (θd) and topic assignments

for the nth word in the dth document (zd,n) are modelled through latent variables

and not shaded. The generative process corresponds to the joint distribution of the

hidden and the observable variables:

P (β1:K , θ1:D, z1:D, w1:D) =
K∏

k=1

P (βk)
D∏

d=1

P (θd)(
N∏

n=1

P (zd,n|θd)P (wd,n|β1:K , zd,n))

(2.6)

where K denotes the number of topics. However, in practice LDA’s generative

process is used reversed. Given a collection of existing documents, the aim is to

infer the latent topic variables based on the observed variables. This amounts to

computing the posterior distribution:

P (β1:K , θ1:D, z1:D|w1:D) =
P (β1:K , θ1:D, z1:D, w1:D)

P (w1:D)
(2.7)

which can be approximated with sampling-based (e.g. Gibbs sampling) or varia-
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tional approaches. Apart from the hidden and observable variables, LDA has a

hyperparameter α (see Figure 2.8), which controls the per-document topic propor-

tion. A high alpha value means that the documents are more likely to contain a

mixture of all topics, while a low alpha means that documents are likely to contain

only a few topics. The hyperparameter α and the number of topics K need to be

provided to the algorithm, but can be tuned for example based on topic coherence

scores (Röder et al., 2015). In this work, we use the Gensim package (Rehurek and

Sojka, 2010) to train topic models and extract K-dimensional per-document topic

distributions θd.

LDA extensions LDA has been successfully employed for a wide range of ap-

plications from text mining (Tong and Zhang, 2016) to bioinformatics (Liu et al.,

2016), social science (Brauer et al., 2014) and beyond (Boyd-Graber et al., 2017). It

has also inspired a wealth of subsequent work, such as dynamic topic models (Blei

and Lafferty, 2006) which extend LDA by modelling the evolution of topics over

time. Other studies have extended LDA by introducing hierarchical topic structure

(HDP, Teh et al. 2006) or developing a supervised version of LDA (sLDA, Mcauliffe

and Blei 2008).

2.3.4.2 GSDMM

Another line of work focuses on LDA’s tendency to perform suboptimally for short

texts because they only contain very limited co-occurence information (Hong and

Davison, 2010; Vayansky and Kumar, 2020). Short texts are ubiquitous in social me-

dia due an informal mode of communication or platform restrictions (e.g. character

limit for Tweets). An increased interest in clustering methods which are designed

to work well for such texts has given rise to the research area of short text topic

modelling (Jipeng et al., 2019). Yin and Wang (2014) proposed a Gibbs Sampling

algorithm for the Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture model (GSDMM) which adjusts

topic modelling for short texts by assuming that there exists only one topic per doc-

ument, rather than a mixture of topics as in LDA. The model proposes a so-called

movie group process and estimates the total number of topics based on an provided

upper bound K.

We experiment with integrating LDA and GSDMM topic models into multiple neural

architectures in Chapter 6.
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2.4 Models

This section provides an overview of commonly used machine learning models for

classification in the area of NLP, as this thesis focuses on classification problems.

Popular baselines have used traditional classifiers such as Logistic Regression, Sup-

port Vector Machines and Random Forests. As this thesis aims at developing neural

models, this section only discusses neural machine learning approaches. We begin

by discussing Logistic Regression as a specific case of a neural network. Then, we

review basic concepts and components in Feed-Forward Neural Networks. Building

on these foundational neural network components, we introduce more sophisticated

architectures, including Convolutional Neural Networks, Recurrent Neural Networks

and Transformer models.

2.4.1 Logistic Regression

Logistic Regression (LR) is a binary classification model which given the dataset

instance (x, y) predicts the probability ŷ that the example represented by the feature

vector x belongs to the class:

ŷ = P (y = 1|x) = σ(
n∑

i=1

(wixi) + b)

w,x ∈ Rn, b ∈ R

(2.8)

where b is the bias term and σ is the sigmoid (logistic) function. The sigmoid

function is an S-shaped function which transforms the values into the range between

0 and 1 (Goldberg, 2016):

σ(z) =
1

1 + e−z
. (2.9)

LR can be understood as a one-layer neural network where the activation function

is sigmoid (see Figure 2.9).

2.4.2 Feed-Forward Neural Network

A Feed-Forward Neural Network (FFN) is an artificial neural network in which one

layer’s output is provided as input to the next layer. An FFN consists of an input

and an output layer with optional additional hidden layers between them. If the

network has only one hidden layer (as shown in Figure 2.10) or very few layers it is

considered ‘shallow’, while neural networks with a large number of hidden layers are
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Figure 2.9: Architecture of a neuron.

considered ‘deep’. Each layer is made up of multiple neurons where every neuron

is connected to all neurons in the next layer and is hence referred to as dense or

fully-connected layer (Goldberg, 2017).

Neuron A Neuron is a generic computation unit which takes n inputs and pro-

duces a single output (illustrated in Figure 2.9). Each neuron is associated with

its own n-dimensional weight vector w and a bias term b. Given an n-dimensional

input x, the neuron performs a weighted summation of the input and its internal

weights (which can be rewritten as a dot product), before applying an activation

function f :

ŷ = f(

n∑

i=1

(wixi) + b)

= f(w · x + b)

x ∈ Rn,w ∈ Rn, b ∈ R

(2.10)

where · indicates the dot product. Common activation functions include sigmoid

(see equation 2.9 above) and hyperbolic tangent (tanh) - an S-shaped function which

transforms the values into the range between -1 and 1 (Goldberg, 2016):

tanh(z) =
2

1 + e−2z
− 1. (2.11)
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Dense layer Given an input x with in dimensions and a randomly initialised

weight matrix W which consists of stacked up weights from its neurons, a fully

connected layer performs a vector-matrix multiplication and applies an nonlinear

activation function (Goldberg, 2017):

Dense(x) = f(xW + b)

x ∈ Rin,W ∈ Rout×in,b ∈ Rout
(2.12)

where out is the dimensionality of the next layer. An FFN with one hidden layer

and an output layer performs the following computation:

FFN(x) = g(f(xW1 + b1)W2 + b2)

x ∈ Rin,W1 ∈ Rh×in,b1 ∈ Rh,W2 ∈ Rout×h,b2 ∈ Rout
(2.13)

where the weights W1, bias term b1 and activation function f belong to the h-

dimensional hidden layer and the weights W2, bias term b2 and activation function

g are associated with the out-dimensional output layer.

Training algorithm Training a neural network consists of two steps: forward

propagation and backpropagation. During forward propagation, the neural network

computes the predicted output ŷ given the input x and a randomly initialised weight

matrix W. In the case of an FFN, ŷ is calculated using equation 2.13. During

backpropagation, the loss E is calculated using a loss function L to capture the

f

f

f

f

g

g

Output
Hidden

Input
W1 W2

Figure 2.10: Architecture of a Feed-Forward Network with one hidden layer.
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discrepancy between the predicted label and the gold label y:

E = L(y, ŷ). (2.14)

Based on the calculated loss, the weights of the network are learned through Stochas-

tic Gradient Descent (SGD, see LeCun et al. 1998b):

W = W − η ∂E
∂W

, ∀ W ∈ [W1,W2]

E ∈ R
(2.15)

where η denotes the learning rate and partial derivatives are calculated based on

the chain rule. Weight updates are typically made after multiple training examples

(referred to as minibatch) with the goal of learning better weights by iteratively

minimising the loss.

This section focused on the core components and the basic training procedure for

a simple neural network. Subsequent research has proposed multiple extensions

of these concepts. For example, apart from sigmoid and tanh, other activation

functions can be used, such as ReLu (Glorot et al., 2011) which clips values x < 0 at

0 and has been shown to work well despite its simplicity (Goldberg, 2016). Moreover,

alternative optimisation algorithms to SGD have been proposed, such as Adadelta

(Zeiler, 2012) and Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2017). The following sections build on

the basic principles discussed here to introduce increasingly complex neural networks

which are used in this thesis.

2.4.3 Convolutional Neural Network

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are neural networks which consist of convo-

lutional and pooling layers and are designed to extract certain local patterns from

the input (Goldberg, 2017). Originally, CNNs were developed for Computer Vi-

sion, were the input consisted of matrices with greyscale values representing images.

However, CNNs have also been successfully applied to NLP, where a typical input

consists of concatenated word embeddings representing a sequence of words (see

Figure 2.11). This section focuses on using CNNs for NLP, which has employed

CNNs successfully as encoders and feature extractors.

Convolutional layer The idea behind a convolution is that a sliding window is

moved over a given input matrix and applies a so-called filter to the values within
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Figure 2.11: Architecture of a CNN for text classification (Kim, 2014).

the current window (see Figure 2.12). A convolutional filter is a function which

performs an element-wise multiplication between the current input xi and its filter

weights w, sums up the result and applies an activation function f to introduce

non-linearity:

c = f(w · xi + b)

c ∈ R,w,xi ∈ Rn, b ∈ R
(2.16)

where · denotes a dot product and b is the bias term. Convolutions can be applied

to inputs and filters of different dimensions. For example, in computer vision, a

convolution may be performed on an image matrix, with an n × n filter resulting

in a 2D convolution (see Figure 2.12 b). In CNNs for text processing, the input is

typically a sentence matrix consisting of the embeddings corresponding to each word

in the sentence, where the filter width is determined by the embedding dimension,

resulting in a 1D convolution (see Figure 2.12 a). More specifically, given a sentence

matrix X ∈ Rm×d representing a sentence with m words where each row corresponds

to the distributed representation of a word, the dimensionality of the filter weights

w is given by the number of words in the sliding window n and the dimensionality

of the word embedding d. While the filter is gradually moved over X, the notation

X[i : j] indicates the sub-matrix from row i to j and the convolution is computed

as follows (Kim, 2014):

ci = f(X[i : i+ n− 1] ·w + b)

ci ∈ R,w ∈ Rn·d,X[i : i+ n− 1] ∈ Rn·d, b ∈ R
(2.17)
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(b) 2D convolution over image

This
is
a
cute
cat

(a) 1D convolution over sentence matrix

Figure 2.12: Typical convolutional operations with a 2D filter in computer vision
and text classification. The input matrix is represented in green, filters in yellow and
resulting feature maps in red. (a) shows a 1D convolution over a sentence matrix.
(b) shows a 2D convolution over an image matrix.

where c ∈ Rs−h+1 indicates the resulting feature map. However, typically not just

one but multiple filters are used:

ci = f(X[i : i+ n− 1]W + b)

ci ∈ R,W ∈ Rl×n·d,X[i : i+ n− 1] ∈ Rn·d, b ∈ Rl
(2.18)

where l indicates the number of filters. These filters start with different random

initialisations and are updated during learning in order to detect distinct local pat-

terns which are helpful for the task at hand. For example, in the case of a sentiment

classifier this could be detecting positive or negative ngrams in a text.

Pooling layer Pooling is used to aggregate the outputs of feature maps from

different convolutional filters by applying an aggregation function. Commonly used

aggregation methods are max-pooling:

ĉ = max
1<i≤m

(ci) (2.19)

and average-pooling:

ĉ =
1

m

m∑

i=1

ci (2.20)

Output layer After one or multiple CNN layers (which consist of a convolutional

and a subsequent pooling layer), the output of the pooled feature maps are typically

concatenated, before appying a final dense layer.
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This section gave a brief overview on CNNs and their core components, but is

by no means exhaustive, as many different CNN architectures and variations have

been proposed. For text processing, this includes the use of filters with varying

ngram sizes (Zhang and Wallace, 2015), the use of multiple channels for alternative

representations (Kim, 2014) or and character-level convolutions (Zhang et al., 2015).

2.4.4 Recurrent Neural Network

Textual input is inherently sequential, as operational units consist of words (sequence

of letters), sentences (sequence of words) or documents (sequence of sentences). The

previously discussed models can encode such textual sequences in a single vector but

have certain limitations: CBOW encodes the context of a given word, but doesn’t

capture word order. By comparison, CNNs are more sensitive to word order, but

are limited to local patterns. In contrast, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are

particularly suitable for modelling sequential inputs with arbitrary length and can

capture word order over larger contexts.

2.4.4.1 Simple RNN

A Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) is a type of artificial neural network which

uses an internal hidden state to encode sequential inputs. Given a sequence of in-

dimensional vectors xi:n = (x1, ...,n), the RNN can encode the whole sequence in a

single out -dimensional yn (Goldberg, 2017):

yn = RNN(x1:n) (2.21)

The output vector yn can then be used for further prediction (e.g. by adding a

dense layer). The hidden state is a vector which is used to keep track of previously

seen inputs and updated at every time step. For every time step t of the sequential

Figure 2.13: Recursive (left) and unrolled representation (right) of an RNN (Olah,
2015).
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input, the RNN recursively calculates a new state vector st based on an input vector

xt and the previous state vector st−1:

st = RNN(xt, st−1) (2.22)

RNNs are often visualised recursively, as in the left part of Figure 2.13. This rep-

resentation can be ‘unrolled’ as interconnected Feed-Forward Networks over the

input sequence (right part of Figure 2.13). Given a sequence of input vectors

xi:n = (x1, ...,n), the forward pass in a simple RNN (Elman, 1990) is defined as

follows:

st = SRNN(xt, st−1) = f([st−1; xt]W
h + bh)

yt = g(stW
y + by)

xt ∈ Rin, st ∈ Rst,yt ∈ Rout,Wh ∈ Rst×(in+st),bh ∈ Rst,Wy ∈ Rout×st,by ∈ Rout

(2.23)

where [; ] indicates concatenation and f and g are activation functions. As can

been seen in equation 2.23, the network shares the weight matrices Wh and Wy

across all time steps, which makes it more efficient and enables it to operate on

inputs with arbitrary length. While conceptually intuitive, simple RNNs are hard

to train. Therefore, several variants with gated structures have been proposed,

including Long-Short Term Memory Networks (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)

and Gated Recurrent Units (Cho et al., 2014).

Figure 2.14: Architecture of an LSTM (Olah, 2015).
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2.4.4.2 Long-Short Term Memory

Long-Short Term Memory networks (LSTMs, see Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997)

were developed to address the vanishing gradient problem which occurs in simple

RNNs. For this purpose, LSTMs have a cell state ct in addition to the hidden

state ht. At each time step t, gates are used to determine how much of the current

input should be saved in the cell state and how much should be forgotten. Forward

propagation through an LSTM is defined by the following calculations (Goldberg

2017, illustrated in Figure 2.14):

st = LSTM(st−1,xt) = [ct; ht]

ct = f � ct−1 + i� z

ht = o� tanh(ct)

i = σ([xt; ht−1]Wi + bi)

f = σ([xt; ht−1]Wf + bf )

o = σ([xt; ht−1]Wo + bo)

z = tanh([xt; ht−1]Wz + bz)

yt = ht

st ∈ R2h,xi ∈ Rin, ct,ht, i, f ,o, z ∈ Rh,Wi,Wf ,Wo,Wz ∈ R(in+h)×h,

bi,bf ,bo,bz ∈ Rh

(2.24)

The information flow in the LSTM is controlled by multiple gates. A gate is a

structure which consists of (1) a dense layer with sigmoid activation which computes

a vector of gating values and (2) an element-wise multiplication operation to reweigh

an input based on the calculated gating values. Gating values range between 0 and

1. If all values in the gating vector are 0, the gate is closed and no information can

pass through. If all values are 1, the gate is fully opened and all information can pass

freely. In an LSTM, there exist three gates: the input gate i, the forget gate f and

the output gate o. At each time step, the gate values are determined based on linear

combinations of the input xt and the previous hidden state ht−1. Then, an update

candidate z for the cell state is calculated based on a linear combination between

xt and ht−1 with tanh activation. The memory cell ct is updated by controlling

how much of the previous memory should be forgotten (f � ct−1) and how much of

the proposed new cell state should be saved (i� z). The output is the hidden state

which is calculated based on a tanh activation of the new cell state and the output

gate (o� tanh(ct)).
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Modifications Research has demonstrated that LSTMs are very effective for

NLP, but they have some limitations: They are one-directional, relatively slow and

complicated. Therefore, several modifications have been proposed. A standard

LSTM calculates hidden states by feeding the sequential input from left to right.

It only takes the past into account, resulting in a one-directional representation.

However, it is possible to obtain an alternative representation with a so-called bidi-

rectional LSTM (BiLSTM) which feeds the input from left to right
−−−−→
LSTM(x1:t)

and right to left to the LSTM
←−−−−
LSTM(xn:t), before concatenating both resulting

representations. The output of the BiLSTM at time step t is given by:

BiLSTM(x1:n, t) = yt = [
−−−−→
LSTM(x1:t);

←−−−−
LSTM(xn:t)] (2.25)

This bi-directional approach takes both the past and future into account. Another

drawback of the LSTM’s is its complexity. This has been addressed by the GRU

(Cho et al., 2014) which is a simplified version of the LSTM with fewer gates and

has been shown to perform comparably with the LSTM (Chung et al., 2014).

2.4.5 Attention Mechanism

Attention is a popular neural network component which was originally proposed for

GRUs (Bahdanau et al., 2015) but has since been successfully employed in LSTMs

(Rocktäschel et al., 2016), CNNs (Rush et al., 2015; Yin et al., 2016) and Trans-

former models (see Chapter 2.4.6) with slight alterations. This section describes the

core idea behind attention based on the Bahdanau et al. (2015) attention mecha-

nism. Attention was invented to improve encoder-decoder architectures (Sutskever

et al., 2014) which are commonly used for language generation tasks such as ma-

chine translation. Among other models, RNNs can be used in an encoder-decoder

setup, where a first RNN with n hidden units encodes the input sequence into a

single context vector c

henc
t = RNN enc(xt,h

enc
t−1)

c = henc
T

henc
t , c ∈ Rn,xt ∈ Rm

(2.26)

which is then passed to a second RNN that acts as decoder (2.15 a). The probablility

to generate a word at step i is conditioned on the encoded source sequence c, the

previously generated word yi−1 and the hidden state of the decoder hdec
i :
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i-1 ii-1 iSi-1 Si Si-1 Si

h1 h2 h3 hT

x1 x2 x3 xT

h1 h2 h3 hT

x1 x2 x3 xT

yi-1

i-1 iSi-1 Si

yi-1

𝛂i,1
𝛂i,2 𝛂i,3

(a) Encoder-decoder RNN (b) Encoder-decoder RNN with attention

yiyi

𝛂i,T

Figure 2.15: Architecture of an encoder-decoder RNN. The left part of the figure
shows the model without attention and corresponds to equations 2.26 to 2.27. The
right part of the figure shows an encoder-decoder RNN with attention (in red)
corresponding to equations 2.28 to 2.30.

P (yi|(y1, ...yi−1)) = RNNdec(yi−1,h
dec
i , c)

hdec
i = RNNdec(yi−1,h

dec
i−1, c)

hdec
i , c ∈ Rn,yi ∈ R|V |

(2.27)

The main bottleneck of this approach is that all information contained in the source

sentence has to be encoded into a single vector before producing the target sentence.

Here, the attention mechanism can help by allowing the decoder to pay varying

degrees of attention to certain words in the source sentence depending on the current

state of the encoder and the so far produced output. More specifically, rather than

conditioning the decoder on a static c vector as in equation 2.27, Bahdanau et al.

(2015)’s attention mechanism calculates a new context vector ci at every time step

i (Figure 2.15 b):

P (yi|(y1, ...yi−1)) = RNNdec(yi−1,h
dec
i , ci)

hi = RNNdec(yi−1,h
dec
i−1, ci)

(2.28)

as a weighted average of the encoder’s hidden states based on attention weights α:

ci =

T∑

j=1

αi,jh
enc
j . (2.29)
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The attention weight αi,j is calculated by a Feed-Forward Neural Network with a

softmax activation function between the hidden states of the encoder and decoder:

αi,j =
exp(ei,j)∑T
k=1 exp(ei,j)

ei,j = FFN(hdec
i−1,h

enc
j ).

(2.30)

2.4.6 Transformer

Inspired by the success of attention in preceding models, the Transformer model

(Vaswani et al., 2017) is a non-recurrent neural network which is primarily based

on attention mechanisms. The Transformer was originally proposed as an encoder-

decoder architecture (Figure 2.16 b), but can also be used as an encoder-only ar-

chitecture (Figure 2.16 a) as in the popular BERT model (refer to section 2.3.3.2).

This section concentrates mainly on describing the encoder-only setup as underly-

ing architecture for BERT which is used and modified in subsequent chapters. The

Transformer architecture consists of multiple blocks which employ multi-head at-

tention directly to the input without recurrent connections. This reduces sequential

dependencies in the model and enables more parallelisation.

Encoding Layer Given a sequence of n embeddings (w1, ...,wn) with d dimen-

sion each of which is stacked into the matrix EW, the Transformer combines the

input embeddings with a sequence of n d-dimensional positional embeddings EP =

(p1, ...,pn), resulting in the following positionally aware representation of the input

denoted by H0:

H0 = LayerNorm(EW + ET).

EW,ET,H0 ∈ Rn×d (2.31)

The positional embeddings are added to introduce information about sequence order

since the Transformer is not a recurrent model and has otherwise no information

regarding the order of its inputs. The positionally-aware input representation H0 is

then passed on to the first Transformer block.

Transformer Block The Transformer architecture consists of L Transformer

blocks.2 Each transformer block i (1 ≤ i ≤ L) consists of two layers: a multi-

head attention layer and a feed-forward layer with residual connections and layer

2Vaswani et al. (2017) proposed an architecture consisting of 6 encoder blocks and 6 decoder
blocks, while BERTBASE uses 12 encoder blocks.
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(a) Encoder Transformer (b) Encoder-Decoder Transformer

Figure 2.16: Architecture of the Transformer: (a) as encoder-only architecture as
in BERT vs (b) encoder-decoder architecture. Figure adapted from Vaswani et al.
(2017).

normalisation:

Mi = LayerNorm(Hi−1 + MultiHeadAttention(Hi−1,Hi−1,Hi−1))

Hi = LayerNorm(Mi + FeedForward(Mi))

Hi−1,Hi,Mi ∈ Rn×d
(2.32)

Each block calculates a new representation based on the output of the previous

transformer block H i−1. In the case of the first transformer block, the input is

given by the encoding layer E in equation 2.31.
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Multi-Head Attention Layer A multi-head attention layer has h attention

heads which perform the following calculation:3

Multihead(Q,K,V) = [head1; ...;headh]WO

where headi = Attention(Q̂, K̂, V̂)

WO ∈ Rhv×d
(2.33)

where Q, K and V are so-called queries, keys and values with dimensionalities k and

v. These are placeholders for different inputs depending on the specific Transformer

block. In the encoder, all queries, keys and values are the same input (self-attention).

In the encoder-decoder setup, keys and values are given by the encoder representa-

tion, while queries come from the so far generated output (encoder-decoder atten-

tion). Q̂, K̂ and V̂ are obtained through matrix multiplication between the query,

key and value and their associated weight matrices in head i:

Q̂, K̂, V̂ = QWQ
i ,KWK

i ,VWV
i

WQ
i ∈ Rd×k,WK

i ,W
V
i ∈ Rd×v (2.34)

which provide a different view on the respective Q, K and V inputs. A single

attention head then performs the following calculation:

Attention(Q̂, K̂, V̂) = Softmax(
Q̂K̂T

√
dk

)V̂. (2.35)

Similar to RNN attention (see section 2.4.5), Q̂ and K̂ are used to calculate a raw

score which is normalised by a softmax function and used to reweigh V̂. The use of

multiple attention heads could be compared to the use of multiple filters in a CNN

which can specialise on recognising certain input patterns. The outputs of multi-

ple attention heads are concatenated and passed through a linear transformation

with the weight matrix WO (compare equation 2.33). This serves the purpose of

transforming the output of multiple attention heads with a dimensionality of Rn×h·d

back to the original input dimensions Rn×d and enables the stacking of Transformer

layers.

3BERTBASE uses h = 12 attention heads per layer with key and value dimensionality of k =
v = 64.
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Feed-Forward layer The point-wise feed-forward layer performs two linear trans-

formations and a ReLu activation in between for each token in the sequence:

FFN(x) = ReLu(xW1 + b1)W2 + b2

W1 ∈ Rf×d,b1 ∈ Rf ,W2 ∈ Rd×f ,b2 ∈ Rd
(2.36)

where f is the hidden dimension of the feed-forward layer. This has the benefit of

being highly parallelisable.

This section discussed a broad range of neural architectures ranging from simple

FFNs to complex Transformers. In this thesis, we combine CNNs with BiLSTMs in

our model in Chapter 6.4. Moreover, we propose two Transformer-based models in

Chapters 6.5 and 7.

2.5 Evaluation

2.5.1 Approach

This section discusses common evaluation techniques with a focus on machine learn-

ing models for classification. The evaluation process aims at assessing how well a

given model performs on unseen data. The standard approach is to divide the data

in a training, development and test set: The training set is used to train the model.

The development set is used to tune different model settings and hyperparameter

choices. The test set is a held-out portion of the data, which is only used to evaluate

the final model.

2.5.2 Metrics

Standard evaluation metrics4 are based on comparing the model predictions with

the true gold labels to compute a single score which indicates model performance

and can be used to rank different systems.

Confusion matrix A confusion matrix (Figure 2.17) categorises dataset instances

by predicted label and true label. For binary classification, this results in four

categories: true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP) and false

negatives (FN). TP have a positive gold label and were correctly predicted by the

4Following convention in the literature, we use the term evaluation metric in the sense of eval-
uation measure, rather than applying a strict metric definition which requires conditions such as
symmetry and triangle inequality.
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Figure 2.17: Confusion matrix for binary classification scenario.

model. Similarly, TN have a negative gold label and were correctly predicted by the

model. In contrast, FP were predicted as positives, but belong the negative class

and FN were predicted to be negatives, but belong to the positive class.

Accuracy reports the percentage of agreement between the true labels. In the

binary classification scenario it is calculated as follows:

A =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
. (2.37)

Precision measures the portion of correctly identified positive cases out of all

instances which were predicted to be positive:

P =
TP

TP + FP
. (2.38)

Recall is the fraction of correctly identified positive cases out of all members of

the positive class:

R =
TP

TP + FN
. (2.39)

F1 combines recall and precision into a single figure:

F1 = 2
P ·R
P +R

=
2TP

2TP + FP + FN
. (2.40)

For datasets with class imbalance F1 score is preferable over the other metrics

listed above. Therefore, F1 is used as our main evaluation metric in Chapters 5

to 7. Recent work has demonstrated severe weaknesses of state-of-the-art models
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despite achieving high performance on held-out datasets (Ribeiro et al., 2020). This

highlights the need for more in-depth error analysis and evaluation. Therefore, we

also employ a more challenging F1 score inspired metric which is introduced and

discussed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 3

Semantic Similarity Detection:

Related Work and a New

Framework

This chapter provides an overview of the area of semantic similarity and defines key

concepts. It first discusses an existing framework for addressing semantic similarity

tasks in the form of Semantic Textual Similarity, which involves predicting graded

relatedness scores for text pairs. Then, it proposes a novel more generic framework -

Semantic Similarity Detection - which only requires binary classification labels and

is applicable to many semantic similarity tasks and datasets without reannotation

efforts. This is followed by a discussion of three core Semantic Similarity Detection

tasks and previous methodological approaches. Finally, the connection between

Semantic Similarity Detection and Community Question Answering is highlighted.

3.1 Semantic Similarity Detection: Overview and Tasks

Semantic Similarity Rus et al. (2013) define semantic similarity as quantifying

and identifying the presence of semantic relations between two texts. Semantic

similarity can be examined at different levels, such as words, phrases, sentences,

paragraphs or documents (Rus, 2014). This thesis focuses on the similarity between

short text snippets consisting of one or multiple sentences as this is of interest for

many real-world applications. Traditionally, models for tasks involving semantic

similarity have been developed separately, but Baudǐs et al. (2016) argue that given

the generic nature of neural approaches, various semantic similarity prediction tasks

should be approached in a unified setup, rather than treated as isolated problems.

One overarching framework for addressing semantic similarity across various tasks

is semantic textual similarity (STS). The next section discusses STS and highlights
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Score Explanation

5 The two sentences are completely equivalent, as they mean the same thing.
4 The two sentences are mostly equivalent, but some unimportant details differ.
3 The two sentences are roughly equivalent, but some important information

differs/missing.
2 The two sentences are not equivalent, but share some details.
1 The two sentences are not equivalent, but are on the same topic.
0 The two sentences are completely dissimilar.

Table 3.1: Explanation of Semantic Textual Similarity scale.

limitations, proposing Semantic Similarity Detection as a viable alternative.

Semantic Textual Similarity Semantic textual similarity (STS) captures the

degree of semantic equivalence between two text snippets, ranging from exact se-

mantic equivalence to complete unrelatedness with a graded score (Agirre et al.,

2015). STS datasets have been constructed based on various existing datasets for

tasks such as textual entailment, paraphrase detection and video captioning. The

selected instances were then reannotated on a graded scale from 0 (no similarity) to

5 (complete semantic equivalence). While making fine-grain predictions on a graded

scale can be useful, this comes at the cost of reannotating datasets which usually

do not provide annotations compatible with the STS scale. With the rise of neural

models, the size of semantic similarity datasets has increased rapidly (from MSRP

with 5k+ examples in 2005 to Quora with 400k+ examples in 2017). Given the

recent success of neural networks and their need for large amounts of training data,

reannotating new large-scale datasets such as Quora is not practical. Similar to

STS, this thesis aims to address closely related semantic similarity prediction tasks

in a unified framework but relaxes the requirement for a graded STS annotation to

make use of available large-scale datasets without reannotation efforts. To clearly

distinguish this setup from STS, we use the term Semantic Similarity Detection

which is defined in the following section.

Semantic Similarity Detection Semantic similarity arises from the presence of

certain relations between two texts (Majumder et al., 2016; Rus et al., 2013). De-

pending on the specific use case, various sentence-level semantic relations have been

proposed in the literature, ranging from as little as three relations (equivalence,

contradiction and entailment) in Dagan et al. (2013) to five semantic similarity rela-

tions in Marsi and Krahmer (2007), to 18 relations in the CST Bank (Radev et al.,

2004) or up to 24 relations in (Radev, 2000). This thesis focuses on three essential
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Semantic Similarity Detection Tasks

Semantic 
equivalence

Question-Answer 
Relation

Unidirectional 
entailment

Semantic similarity

Detected sentence pair relations

high none

Unrelatedness

Answer Sentence 
Selection

Textual 
Entailment

Paraphrase 
detection

Figure 3.1: Scale for semantic similarity between sentence pairs in various Semantic
Similarity Detection tasks.

semantic relations in the area of Natural Language Understanding (NLU) based on

evidence provided in the literature: semantic equivalence (bidirectional entailment,

McCarthy et al. 2009), unidirectional entailment (Taˇtar et al., 2009) and question-

answer relation (George, 2011; Benz and Jasinskaja, 2017). These relations are

connected by the concept of semantic similarity and can be visualised on a scale of

decreasing semantic similarity between text pairs (see Figure 3.1): starting from the

highest degree of semantic similarity in the form of complete semantic equivalence

in bidirectional entailment relations (e.g. strict paraphrases), decreasing to unidi-

rectional entailment (e.g. in the case of loose paraphrases or textual entailment),

followed by a certain semantic relatedness (e.g. between question-answer pairs)

until dropping to complete unrelatedness. While early approaches have developed

individual specialised models for related NLU tasks such as Paraphrase Detection,

Textual Entailment and Answer Sentence Selection, a growing number of recent

studies has proposed more generic approaches. Studies use varying terminology to

refer to this problem, including text pair scoring (Baudǐs et al., 2016), sentence pair

modelling (Yin et al., 2016), natural language sentence matching (Wang et al., 2017)

and text matching (Pang et al., 2016), but often do not offer a precise definition for

these terms. Others (Adouane et al., 2019) use the name STS although predicting

binary classes instead of the scaled STS scores. This thesis pursues a similar goal

of developing generic approaches to model semantic similarity and uses the term

Semantic Similarity Detection which in this thesis is defined as follows:
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Semantic Similarity Detection refers to a collection of binary text pair classi-

fication tasks which aim at recognising the presence of a predefined semantic

relationship between two given texts. This includes semantic equivalence,

entailment and question-answer relations - which correspond to three well-

known NLU tasks: paraphrase detection, Recognising Textual Entailment

and Answer Sentence Selection.

Rather than qualifying the degree of semantic relatedness on a graded similarity

scale (as in STS), Semantic Similarity Detection simply aims at detecting the pres-

ence of an underlying semantic relation in a binary classification setting. This is a

more generic approach and opens up the use of any annotated semantic similarity

dataset without the need for time-consuming manual reannotation. Existing graded

or multi-class datasets can be easily converted into binary labels without manual

effort. The following sections discuss three Semantic Similarity Detection tasks in

more detail and review previously proposed approaches from the literature.

3.2 Paraphrase Detection

3.2.1 Definition

McCarthy et al. (2009) define paraphrasing as ‘the restating of a sentence such that

both sentences would generally be recognised as lexically and syntactically different

while remaining semantically equal’. The three main criteria in this definition and

the degree to which they apply in existing paraphrase detection datasets will be

discussed in more detail below:

• (1) A strict definition of semantic equivalence requires bidirectional entail-

ment between two sentences, with both sentences containing exactly the same

amount of information, such as (Rus et al., 2014):

– Text A: York had no problem with MTA’s insisting the decision to shift

funds had been within its legal rights.

– Text B: York had no problem with MTA’s saying the decision to shift

funds was within its powers.

However, in practice this definition is often relaxed to the looser semantic

equivalence criterion of ‘roughly equivalent’ where one sentence may provide

additional information (unidirectional entailment) (Rus et al., 2014):
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– Text A: Ricky Clemons brief, troubled Missouri basketball career is over.

– Text B: Missouri kicked Ricky Clemons off its team, ending his troubled

career there.

• (2) A second important criterion is lexical variation. Traditionally, a para-

phrase is defined as the restating of the same meaning in different words. How-

ever, multiple studies (McCarthy et al., 2009; Rus et al., 2014) have pointed

out that existing paraphrase detection datasets, such as MSRP (described in

Chapter 4.2) do not meet this criterion due to high lexical overlap between

sentence pairs.

• (3) The third criterion encompasses syntactic variation between the two sen-

tences. Most paraphrase detection datasets do not specifically discuss this

criterion. A notable exception is PAWS (described in Chapter 4.4) which fo-

cuses on creating adversarial paraphrase examples with high word overlap, but

syntactic variation.

The definition of paraphrase detection or identification tasks usually does not em-

phasise lexical or syntactic diversity and focuses primarily on the semantic similarity

criterion. Traditionally, paraphrase detection has focused mainly on detecting se-

mantic equivalence between declarative sentences. However, recent research in the

area of Community Question Answering (refer to section 3.6) has sparked interest

in recognising question paraphrases with the aim of improving automatic question

answering systems. This is a challenging new area of paraphrase detection, as Ro-

drigues et al. (2018) found paraphrase detection for interrogatives more difficult

than for declaratives due to lower levels of lexical overlap. In this thesis, paraphrase

detection is defined as a binary classification task to determine if two short texts

- declaratives or interrogatives - have the same meaning (Vrbanec and Meštrović,

2020).

3.2.2 Approaches

Paraphrase detection is a core NLP task which has been widely studied. Previous

studies have proposed various methods for identifying paraphrases which leverage

lexical similarity (Zhang and Patrick, 2005; Abacha and Demner-Fushman, 2017),

syntax (Filice et al., 2017; Feng et al., 2017), topics (Nandi et al., 2017; Xie et al.,

2017) and metadata information (Xie et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2017a). The following

sections provide an overview of previously proposed methods, categorising them into

feature-engineered, neural and hybrid approaches (compare Table 3.2). Most of the
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reviewed studies have focused on the MSRP dataset (described in Chapter 4.2),

the SemEval 2017 CQA dataset Task B (described in Chapter 4.5) or the Quora

question pair dataset (described in Chapter 4.3), which are also used in this thesis.

Feature-engineered methods Unsupervised metrics have been very popular in

early paraphrase detection approaches. For example, Fernando and Stevenson (2008)

compared six existing metrics for calculating word similarities based on WordNet

with the intuition of exploiting synonyms and other semantic relations for para-

phrase detection. They used a similarity matrix approach and determined a clas-

sification threshold based on the training data. Other studies repurposed existing

machine translation metrics and leveraged other lexical similarity features to iden-

tify paraphrases. For example, Madnani et al. (2012) successfully combined eight

different machine translation metrics within a meta classifier. Nguyen-Son et al.

(2015) proposed a new metric based on identifying identical phrases and similar

words which discards less important words. They combined their SimMat met-

ric with eight standard machine translation metrics in a logistic regression model.

Zhang and Patrick (2005) proposed transforming text with a similar meaning into

a similar surface form using transformational grammar. They then applied a deci-

sion tree with various lexical similarity features to the transformations to identify

paraphrases. More recent feature-engineered methods concentrated on paraphrase

detection within several shared SemEval Community Question Answering (CQA, re-

fer to section 3.6) tasks, exploring different features to identify question paraphrases

through textual similarity measures, topic modelling, lexical and syntactic similar-

ity and translation approaches (Nakov et al., 2017). Many participants engineered

a variety of elaborate features for their SVM or logistic regression models. The

winning system (based on MAP of primary submission) by Charlet and Damnati

(2017) was a supervised combination of unsupervised textual similarity measures

including soft-cosine similarities (based on generic Wikipedia and dataset-specific

embeddings) and edit distance between posts. Another competitive approach by

Filice et al. (2017) proposed a tree-kernel SVM combining syntactic (e.g. similarity

between part of speech tag n-grams, parse trees), semantic (e.g. word embedding

cosine similarity), lexical (e.g. longest common substring, Jaccard index, greedy

string tiling) and ranking (e.g. search engine ranking) features. The provided IR

baseline from the dataset construction stage was a frequently used feature across

many systems (Galbraith et al., 2017; Filice et al., 2017). CQA-specific metadata

was also commonly exploited, such as the position of the post in the thread (Xie

et al., 2017) or the author of the post (Nandi et al., 2017). However, these fea-
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Publication Type Approach Dataset

Zhang and
Patrick (2005)

FE Decision tree with lexical similarity
features of canonicalised text

MSRP

Fernando and
Stevenson (2008)

FE Metric using wordnet similarities
calculated with JCN

MSRP

Madnani et al.
(2012)

FE SVM, LR with machine translation
metrics and meta classifier

MSRP

Ji and Eisenstein
(2013)

FE Discriminative term-weighting metric
(TF-KLD)

MSRP

Nguyen-Son et al.
(2015)

FE LR with SimMat metric and machine
translation metrics

MSRP

Abacha and
Demner-Fushman
(2017)

FE LR with lexical and morpho-syntactic
features

SemEval B

Agustian and
Takamura (2017)

FE SVM with word importance and
similarity features

SemEval B

Charlet and
Damnati (2017)

FE LR with semantic textual similarity
measure features

SemEval B

Filice et al. (2017) FE SVM with syntactic, semantic, lexical,
ranking features

SemEval B

Galbraith et al.
(2017)

FE Ensemble of syntactic, semantic, and
IR features

SemEval B

Nandi et al.
(2017)

FE SVM with string similarity, word
embedding, topic model, domain,
dialogue, keyword features

SemEval B

Wu et al. (2017a) FE LR with lexical,topic model, search
engine and metadata features

SemEval B

Xie et al. (2017) FE LR, SVM with semantic vectors and
metadata features

SemEval B

Feng et al. (2017) H BiLSTM with word embedding cosine
distance, lexical, syntactic, ranking,
translation features

SemEval B

Qi et al. (2017) H Eependency-based keyword extraction,
followed by CNN

SemEval B

Socher et al.
(2011)

NN Autoencoder with pooling MSRP

He et al. (2015) NN CNN with pooling & similarity metrics MSRP
Yin and Schütze
(2015)

NN CNN with attention MSRP

Tomar et al.
(2017)

NN Pretrained FFN as encoder and
attention components

Quora

FE = feature engineering, NN = neural networks, H=hybrid, LR = Logistic Regression

Table 3.2: Overview of paraphrase detection approaches. Systems are ordered by
type, dataset, publication year and author.
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tures are very dataset-specific and cannot easily be transferred to other tasks and

datasets. Other successful but more generic features were topic-based features, such

as the presence of topic key words or topic-based distances between posts (Nandi

et al., 2017).

Hybrid methods Some studies experimented with hybrid approaches which com-

bined neural networks with manually engineered features. In the SemEval 2017

challenge, Qi et al. (2017) extracted keywords from a weighted graph which they

built based on syntactic dependency relations. These keywords were then fed into

a complex CNN-based architecture. Furthermore, Feng et al. (2017) experimented

with a combination of lexical (e.g. word overlap, tf-idf, longest common subse-

quence), syntactic (e.g. tree kernels), ranking (IR baseline ranking), translation

(translation probability) features with neural components (BiLSTM encoder, sim-

ilarity matrix, convolutional and pooling layers). However, they abandoned the

neural components based on the results of an ablation study which indicated that

these deteriorated results. Generally, hybrid architectures could not outperform the

best feature-engineered paraphrase detection systems and participants identified the

small dataset size as the main obstacle to training neural components.

Neural methods Neural network approaches can be classified based on the choice

of encoder. Socher et al. (2011) used recursive autoencoders to encode sentences and

computed a similarity matrix followed by dynamic pooling. Inspired by the success

in computer vision, CNN-encoders have become popular text encoders in NLP and

are frequently used for paraphrase detection due to the fewer parameters required in

comparison to RNNs. Yin and Schütze (2015) presented a CNN-based paraphrase

detection architecture consisting of multiple convolutions, averaging and pooling

layers. Concurrently, He et al. (2015) proposed a CNN-based encoder followed

by pooling and comparison layers. In order to reduce model complexity further,

Tomar et al. (2017) adapted the popular Decomposable Attention Model (Parikh

et al., 2016) which was originally proposed for textual entailment and requires fewer

parameters through the use of Feed-Forward Networks. The authors extended the

Decomposable Attention Model through the use of n-gram embeddings and noisy

pre-training.
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3.3 Textual Entailment

3.3.1 Definition

Dagan et al. (2013) defines textual entailment as a directional relationship between

pairs of text expressions: Given the entailing Text T and the entailed Hypothesis

H, we say that T entails H if humans reading T would typically infer that H is

most likely true. The task of Recognising Textual Entailment (RTE) requires to

predict entailment or non-entailment between two text snippets automatically. The

unidirectional property of entailment relations is highlighted in the example below

Dagan et al. (2013):

• T: The drugs that slow down or halt Alzheimer’s disease work best the earlier

you administer them.

• H: Alzheimer’s disease is treated using drugs.

where information about halting or stopping the disease in T entails treating the

disease in H, but not vice versa. The original RTE task setup distinguishes only

between entailment and non-entailment and is therefore a binary classification task.

Later research added a three-way entailment classification setup which is commonly

used in more recent natural language inference (NLI) research and requires a dis-

tinction into entailment, contradiction and a neutral class. This thesis focuses on

the binary textual entailment setup as Semantic Similarity Detection focuses on

identifying the presence of certain semantic relations, which is more generic.

3.3.2 Approaches

Table 3.3 provides an overview of previously proposed methods for Recognising

Textual Entailment. While we have not worked on entailment for the scope of

this thesis, it is captured by the proposed framework. We provide a literature

review for textual entailment below because many paraphrase detection and Answer

Selection approaches are based on entailment models. Moreover, multiple methods

have addressed all three tasks together to inform the development of new generic

models (section 3.5).

Feature-based models Previous studies have explored various lexical, semantic

and syntactic features to recognise textual entailment. For example, lexical similar-

ity between text and hypothesis was exploited by Perez and Alfonseca (2005) based
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on BLEU and by Adams et al. (2007) using bag-of-word similarity features. Syntac-

tic similarity features were used by Kouylekov and Magnini (2007) who calculated

the tree edit distance between syntactic trees of the text and the hypothesis. Raina

et al. (2005) proposed a graph matching method based on dependency trees. Jijkoun

and de Rijke (2005) combined word similarity measures based on dependencies and

lexical chains in WordNet with frequency-based term weighting. Iftene (2008) used

rules and several semantic resources to map the text to the hypothesis, calculating

global fitness values to distinguish between different entailment classes. Mehdad

et al. (2010) proposed syntactic semantic tree kernels in combination with features

from WordNet, Levenshtein distance and idf.

Neural models LSTMs have been very popular for addressing textual entailment

due to their ability to capture long-range dependencies. Bowman et al. (2015)

proposed an LSTM-based entailment model along with the popular SNLI dataset.

Rocktäschel et al. (2016) further extended an LSTM encoder by adding word-to-

word attention between a premise and a hypothesis. Moreover, Chen et al. (2017)

proposed a sequential inference model based on tree-LSTMs, harnessing syntactic

Publication Type Approach Dataset

Jijkoun and de
Rijke (2005)

FE Lexical similarity measures PASCAL-RTE

Perez and
Alfonseca (2005)

FE Lexical similarity based on BLEU PASCAL-RTE

Raina et al.
(2005)

FE Graph matching between dependency
trees

PASCAL-RTE

Adams et al.
(2007)

FE Decision tree with lexical overlap
features

PASCAL-RTE

Kouylekov and
Magnini (2007)

FE Tree edit distance PASCAL-RTE

Iftene (2008) FE PASCAL-RTE

Bowman et al.
(2015)

NN LSTM SNLI

Rocktäschel et al.
(2016)

NN LSTM with word-by-word attention SNLI

Parikh et al.
(2016)

NN FFN with decomposable attention SNLI

Chen et al. (2017) NN Tree-LSTMs based on syntax trees SNLI

T=transformation-based, FE = feature engineering, NN = neural networks, H=hybrid,

LR = Logistic Regression

Table 3.3: Overview of task-specific approaches to textual entailment. Systems are
ordered by type, publication year and author.
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parsing information. However, despite their effectiveness for textual entailment,

LSTMs require a large number of parameters which makes them expensive to train.

Therefore, Parikh et al. (2016) proposed to decompose the natural language inference

problem into three steps: attend, compare and aggregate, which are modelled with

multiple - less expensive - Feed-Forward Networks. In another line of work, Ghaeini

et al. (2018) focused on the interpretability of neural entailment models.

3.4 Answer Sentence Selection

3.4.1 Definition

Answer Sentence Selection (or: Answer Selection) refers to the task of detecting

sentences which contain the correct answer among different sentence candidates (Yu

et al., 2014) and is a core component of a typical automatic question answering

system (Lai et al., 2018). Answer Sentence Selection is closely related to but dis-

tinct from the task of answer extraction which - as a final step of factoid question

answering systems - aims to identify the correct answer span to a question within

a given sentence. For example, for the question ‘Who established the Nobel Prize?’

with the following possible answers:

1. ‘The Nobel Prize was established more than 100 years ago.’

2. ‘The Fields Medal, established in 1936, is often described as the Nobel Prize

of mathematics.’

3. ‘The Nobel Prize was established in the will of Alfred Nobel.’

an Answer Selection system should select the third sentence as correct (Lai et al.,

2018), while an answer extraction system would be required to select the text span

‘Alfred Nobel’ from the sentence. Traditionally, Answer Sentence Selection research

has focused primarily on factoid questions as illustrated in the example above. Such

questions ask for a single fact or piece of information and have been the primary

focus of popular Answer Selection datasets such as TrecQA (Wang et al., 2007),

WikiQA (Yang et al., 2015) and Natural Questions corpus (Kwiatkowski et al.,

2019). In contrast, non-factoid questions ask for reasons, opinions, suggestions or

interpretations. (Dulceanu et al., 2018). Automatically answering such questions is

more challenging due to the increased complexity and length of both questions and

answers, as well as less text overlap between them (Cohen and Croft, 2016). An-

other difficulty is subjectivity, as there is not always one objectively correct answer.

Datasets for non-factoid Answer Selection have only recently become available, such
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as InsuranceQA (Feng et al., 2015), the SemEval CQA dataset (Nakov et al., 2017)

and PhotoshopQuiA (Dulceanu et al., 2018). These datasets were collected from on-

line question answering communities which adds the challenge of informal language

use. An example for non-factoid Answer Sentence Selection from the SemEval 2017

dataset is shown below (Lai et al., 2018):

• Question: ‘Hi;Can any one tell me a place where i can have a good massage

drom philipinies????? yesterday i had a massage in Bio-Bil they charged

me 300qr for 01 hour bt it is totally waste... pls advice me if theres any

philipinos....’

• Positive Answer: ‘Try Magic Touch in Abu Hamour (beside Abu Hamour

Petrol Stn)it will just cost you 60QR per hour and I’ve seen a lot of Qataris

as their customers.’

• Negative Answer: ‘I dont know the name; you can call them. Do it fast; they

have sooooo many reservations ;)’

Furthermore, there exist two major setups for Answer Sentence Selection: as a

ranking and as a classification task. In the ranking scenario, given a question and

a list of possible answers, the goal is to rerank the answers so that more relevant

answers are ranked above less relevant ones. In the classification scenario, given a

question and candidate answer, the goal is to predict whether the candidate answer

provides the answer to the question (Feng et al., 2015). Typically, the relevance of

an answer for a question is determined based on the semantic similarity between

question and answer. Within the Semantic Similarity Detection framework, the

classification setup is preferred as it is more generic.

3.4.2 Approaches

Previous studies have proposed various approaches to Answer Sentence Selection,

leveraging lexical similarity (Yang et al., 2015; Nandi et al., 2017), semantic similar-

ity (Koreeda et al., 2017) syntactic similarity (Punyakanok et al., 2004), and meta-

data (Filice et al., 2017). Table 3.4 provides an overview of previous approaches

to Answer Selection, distinguishing between feature-engineered, hybrid and neural

methods which are discussed in more detail below. While there exist a wide range of

Answer Selection datasets, this thesis describes SemEval A and C (compare Chapter

4.5) and uses them for experiments. We chose to focus on these datasets because

they are among the most commonly used non-factoid Answer Selection datasets.
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Publication Type Approach Dataset

Punyakanok et al.
(2004)

FE Approximate tree matching based on
syntactic and semantic features

Trec

Wang et al.
(2007)

FE Scoring of alignment between question
and answer after syntactic
transformations

Trec

Severyn and
Moschitti (2013)

FE Tree-kernel SVM with lexical and
structural features

Trec

Filice et al. (2017) FE SVM with syntactic, semantic, lexical,
ranking, metadata features

SemEval A&C

Nandi et al.
(2017)

FE SVM with string similarity, word
embedding, topic model, domain,
dialogue, keyword, stacking features

SemEval A&C

Xie et al. (2017) FE LR, SVM with semantic vectors and
metadata features

SemEval A&C

Yang et al. (2015) H CNN with lexical features QASent,
WikiQA

Bonadiman et al.
(2017)

H Multitask CNN with ranking feature SemEval C

Feng et al. (2017) H BiLSTM with word embedding cosine
distance, lexical, syntactic, ranking,
translation features

SemEval A

Koreeda et al.
(2017)

H Decomposable attention model with
comment plausibility, answer adequacy
and meta data features

SemEval A&C

Wu et al. (2017a) H CNN/Adaboost with lexical,topic
model, search engine and metadata
features

SemEval A&C

Yu et al. (2014) NN CNN with convolution, pooling and
summing layer

TrecQA

Feng et al. (2015) NN CNN with hidden, convolution,
pooling and similarity scoring layer

InsuranceQA

Tan et al. (2016) NN LSTM,CNN with attention InsuranceQA,
TrecQA

Deriu and
Cieliebak (2017)

NN Siamese CNN with attention SemEval A

Garg et al. (2019) NN Transformer Natural
Questions

T=transformation-based, FE = feature engineering, NN = neural networks, H=hybrid,

LR = Logistic Regression

Table 3.4: Overview of task-specific approaches to answer selection. Systems are
ordered by type, publication year and author.
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Feature-engineered methods Early Answer Selection models predominately re-

lied on syntactic matching between parse trees (Yu et al., 2014). One approach is

to transform answers into questions as in Wang et al. (2007)’s translation-inspired

model. Another option is to extract features from syntactic parse trees for approx-

imate tree matching as in Punyakanok et al. (2004). Severyn and Moschitti (2013)

proposed another feature-engineered approach based on syntactic parse trees, which

is further enriched with additional semantic features. Many recent feature-engineered

systems have focused on Answer Sentence Selection in the context of the SemEval

2017 CQA shared task (Nakov et al., 2017). The competition featured two Answer

Selection scenarios: internal Answer Selection (subtask A), which aims to identify

useful comments within the same thread and external Answer Selection (subtask C)

which requires detecting helpful replies originating from a different thread than the

question. Systems in the former subtask received significantly higher scores than

in the latter, indicating that this is an easier task. Participating systems used a

range of approaches including matching syntactic structures to candidate answers,

tree edit distances, machine translation models, answer thread related information,

neural networks (LSTMs, CNNs) and Integer Linear Programming (Nakov et al.,

2017). The winning system for subtask A was by Filice et al. (2016) who explored

the stacking of different classifiers and metadata features (e.g. length, forum cate-

gory) in addition to their lexical, semantic and syntactic features from subtask B

(compare section 3.2). Most systems tackled subtask C by combining their subsys-

tems from subtask A and B (the Paraphrase Detection subtask, refer to section 3.2).

The winner of subtask C was a heavily engineered feature-based approach by Nandi

et al. (2017) which combined string similarity, word embedding, topic modelling,

domain, dialogue and keyword features.1 Xie et al. (2017) employed SVM and lo-

gistic regression models with multiple semantic similarity (e.g. word embeddings,

syntax-based similarity, topic similarity) and metadata features (e.g. position of the

post in the thread, presence of links, author of post).

Hybrid methods Multiple hybrid approaches combining features and neural

components have been proposed for the SemEval task 2017. Bonadiman et al. (2017)

presented a multitask learning approach by mutually training the same network ar-

chitecture for the three tasks before combining it with the IR ranking feature. Feng

et al. (2017) proposed a model combining lexical (e.g. word overlap, tf-idf, longest

common subsequence), syntactic (e.g. tree kernels), ranking (IR baseline ranking),

1The system is slightly different from the paraphrase detection system proposed in section 3.2
and therefore treated as a task-specific system rather than a generic approach.
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translation (translation probability) features with a BiLSTM encoder, followed by a

similarity matrix, convolutional and pooling layers. In contrast to their paraphrase

model, the final Answer Selection model made use of all neural components. Koreeda

et al. (2017) combined the Decomposable Attention Model (Parikh et al., 2016) with

comment plausibility, answer adequacy and metadata features. Wu et al. (2017a)

combined word matching, topic model, search engine, metadata features with a CNN

for subtask A and with Adaboost for subtask C. Hybrid models have been proposed

outside of the SemEval task as well. For example, Yang et al. (2015) released the

popular WikiQA dataset along with several baselines (including Paragraph Vectors,

CNNs and hybrid modifications). Among these, they found a CNN combined with

lexical features (word and lemma matching) worked best.

Neural methods Many recently proposed Answer Selection models have used

purely neural architectures. As the only purely neural participating system in Se-

mEval 2017, Deriu and Cieliebak (2017) applied the attention-based CNN model

proposed by Yin et al. (2016) (refer to section 3.1). They achieved medium suc-

cess for the internal Answer Selection task, but poor results on the external Answer

Selection task, indicating room for improvement for neural models on this dataset.

Yu et al. (2014) presented a model consisting of a convolutional, pooling and a fi-

nal summing layer to model n-gram similarities between question and the answer

candidates. Feng et al. (2015) modelled the similarity between answer and question

with a joint hidden layer and convolutional layer, followed by separate pooling and

activation layers. Finally, they calculate a similarity score between the two rep-

resentations with a custom similarity function based on Euclidean similarity and

sigmoid dot product. Tan et al. (2016) encoded the question and answer with two

separate bi-LSTM-CNN encoders and applied attention before calculating a cosine

similarity score between the resulting representations. Garg et al. (2019) explored

BERT fine-tuning approaches for Answer Selection by transferring the pre-trained

model for a general task before adapting it to the target domain, highlighting the

need for domain adaptation in CQA transfer learning.

3.5 Generic Approaches to Semantic Similarity Detec-

tion

The previous sections defined and discussed the individual tasks of Paraphrase De-

tection, Recognising Textual Entailment and Answer Sentence Selection. In section

3.1, we argued that these tasks are closely connected based on the concept of se-
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mantic similarity and proposed the encompassing framework of Semantic Similarity

Detection. In sections 3.2 to 3.4, we discussed several previously proposed models

for these tasks. Across these tasks, similar information sources (lexical similar-

ity, syntax, semantics and metadata) were exploited and similar technical methods

(feature-engineered, neural, hybrid) were employed. This suggests that it is reason-

able to develop generic approaches for these tasks, rather than separate task-specific

models. Generic models are desirable because they avoid the ‘reinvention’ of highly

similar models for closely related tasks which saves time and resources in the long

run. We define generic approaches as methods which can be successfully applied

to multiple Semantic Similarity Detection tasks without requiring adjustments in

features, architecture or training method. More recently, a number of such generic

methods have been proposed, ranging from simple embedding averaging to complex

pre-trained neural networks which are summarised in Table 3.5 and will be discussed

below.

Simple embedding-based methods In contrast to many recently proposed

complex architectures, one line of work has explored simple embedding averaging

approaches which do not require any computationally expensive encoders. For ex-

ample, Shen et al. (2018b) introduced a simple word embedding model without

encoders, by summing, averaging or concatenating word embeddings. In a simi-

lar approach, Wieting et al. (2016) proposed a simple word vector averaging-based

approach and demonstrated similar results to LSTM-based methods for training

general-purpose paraphrastic sentence embeddings for semantic textual similarity

tasks.

Hybrid approaches While hybrid approaches which combine features and neural

architectures are popular for task-specific models, relatively few such models have

been proposed for semantic similarity detection as many task-specific features do

not generalise well. Therefore, hybrid Semantic Similarity Detection models tend

to focus on generic features, such as syntactic or lexical ones. Gong et al. (2018)

integrated lexical (as exact match) and syntactic features (in the form of part-of-

speech tags) in their neural architecture consisting of a two-layer highway network

with attention, followed by a similarity matrix and CNN feature extractor in their

DIIN model. Wu et al. (2018) also incorporated syntactic information in a self-

attention network which leverages separate syntactic blocks for encoding phrase

structure. Moreover, Gupta and Zhang (2018) proposed an attention-enriched tree-

LSTMs on the basis of constituent and dependency trees.
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Publication Type Approach Paraphrase
Detection

Answer
Selection

Textual
Entailment

Shen et al.
(2018b)

S Averaging, summing
and concatenating
word embeddings

Quora,
MSRP

WikiQA,
Trec

SNLI,
MultiNLI

Gong et al.
(2018)

H Highway network,
self-attention, CNN
feature extractor with
syntactic and exact
match features

Quora SNLI,
MultiNLI

Gupta and
Zhang (2018)

H Tree-LSTM with
attention

MSRP,
Quora

Wu et al.
(2018)

H Self-attention
network with
syntactic features

MSRP SNLI

Pang et al.
(2016)

NN Matching matrix
followed by CNN
feature extractor

MSRP

Wang and
Jiang (2016)

NN LSTM with attention,
followed by CNN

WikiQA SNLI

Yin et al.
(2016)

NN CNN with attention MSRP WikiQA

Conneau et al.
(2017)

NN InferSent: BiLSTM
with maxpooling

MSRP SNLI

Wang et al.
(2017)

NN BiLSTM, matching,
aggregation layer

Quora WikiQA,
TrecQA

SNLI

Kovaleva et al.
(2018)

Autoencoder MSRP SNLI

Shen et al.
(2018a)

NN CNN with
context-aware filters

Quora WikiQA,
SelQA

Rao et al.
(2019)

NN CNN-LSTM with
co-attention

Quora TrecQA

Tay et al.
(2019)

NN Quaternion
Transformer

Quora WikiQA SNLI,
MNLI

Peters et al.
(2018)

P ELMo Quora SNLI

Devlin et al.
(2019)

P BERT MSRP,
Quora

QNLI MNLI

Reimers and
Gurevych
(2019)

P BERT with siamese
and triplet network
structures

MSRP Trec

Wang et al.
(2020b)

P BERT-based
matching and
aggregation

Quora MNLI,
SNLI

Sajjad et al.
(2020)

P pruned BERT,
RoBERTa, XLNet

MSRP,
Quora

MNLI,
RTE

S = simple word embedding-based model, H=hybrid model, NN = neural network,

P = pretrained language models

Table 3.5: Overview of generic approaches to Semantic Similarity Detection.
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Neural approaches There exist a variety of neural components which are com-

monly used in NLP. We broadly categorise recent neural approaches based on their

main neural network components into LSTM-based (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,

1997), CNN-based (LeCun et al., 1998a) and Transformer-based (Vaswani et al.,

2017) architectures. LSTMs have been very popular text encoders for paraphrase

detection, entailment and answer sentence prediction due to their ability to model

long-range dependencies without suffering from the same vanishing gradient prob-

lems as previous RNNs. Wang et al. (2017) proposed a generic semantic similarity

model with bilateral perspective matching using multiple stacked biLSTMs. CNNs

have been very popular for sentence classification tasks and have the benefit of rela-

tively few parameters compared to LSTMs. Studies have used them for mainly two

purposes: as an encoder and as a feature extractor. An example for CNN-based

encoders is Shen et al. (2018a) who proposed to enhance CNNs with context-aware

filters. Other works have incorporated CNNs as feature extractors on top of simi-

larity score matrices. For example, Pang et al. (2016) proposed a CNN on top of

a pairwise word similarity score matrix. In a similar approach, Gong et al. (2018)

employed a CNN to extract interaction patterns between encoded word representa-

tions. Other work has aimed at enriching CNNs with attention (Yin et al., 2016),

which was inspired by the success of attention in RNNs (Bahdanau et al., 2015).

Hybrid CNN-LSTM approaches have proposed architectures which combine both

components due to their individual success: Rao et al. (2019) proposed a hybrid

CNN-LSTM model with co-attention. Conneau et al. (2017) found a hybrid LSTM-

CNN architecture to work best for their universal sentence encoder purpose. Wang

and Jiang (2016) proposed an LSTM encoder with attention, followed by a CNN

feature extractor. Transformer-based architectures have become popular as they

offer the benefits of neural attention but are highly parallelisable. Recent work by

Tay et al. (2019) has proposed an even more lightweight variant in the form of

Quaternion Transformer models.

Pre-trained models Neural models have gained wide-spread popularity in NLP

in recent years, but due to their large number of model parameters, such archi-

tectures need to be trained on sufficiently large datasets and tend not to perform

well on smaller datasets. This problem has resulted in a new pretrain-finetune

paradigm: (1) a deep neural model is pre-trained on a large generic dataset with

one or more self-supervised tasks before (2) fine-tuning it on a smaller task-specific

downstream dataset. While pre-training has successfully been used for individual

word embeddings (see Chapter 2.3.2) such as word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) in
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the past, these representations were static and context-independent. In contrast,

more recent contextualised pre-trained models (see Chapter 2.3.3) offer the benefit

of providing context-sensitive word representations. Peters et al. (2018) trained a

multi-layer bidirectional LSTM model based on a language modelling objective and

demonstrated that their resulting ELMo model performed well when fine-tuned on

a range of downstream tasks (see Chapter 2.3.3.1 for more details). This was fol-

lowed by Devlin et al. (2019) who proposed the popular pre-trained Transformer

model BERT (refer to Chapter 2.3.3.2 for a detailed description). They introduced

a masked language modelling objective and a next sentence prediction task as pre-

training objectives. BERT has set a new benchmark for many NLP tasks and

sparked an entire subfield of research that seeks to understand this model’s inter-

nal workings and its limitations. One line of subsequent work explores optimal

pre-training and tuning decisions for BERT, such as RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019).

Another line of work aims to reduce the size of pre-trained models through novel

compression approaches, such as model distillation (Sanh et al., 2019) and pruning

techniques (Sajjad et al., 2020). Many other studies have proposed methods which

directly incorporate BERT representations, such as Reimers and Gurevych (2019)

and Wang et al. (2020b).

3.6 Bringing together Semantic Similarity Detection

Tasks: The Case of Community Question Answer-

ing

Community Question Answering Online question answering communities, such

as web forums or question answering websites (e.g. StackExchange, Yahoo! Answers,

Quora or Zhihu) provide a wealth of information to questions on a wide range of top-

ics. The typical user behaviour on community question answering (CQA) platforms

follows the following pattern (Blooma and Kurian, 2011): A user asks a question,

for which other users can then post answers. An answer can receive comments from

other members of the community. After receiving a satisfying answer, the initial

asker may thank other users for their responses or - depending on the platform -

choose the best answer and mark the question as resolved. Some websites further

provide community members with the option to cast positive and negative votes

for given answers. The richness of CQA data offers the opportunity to address a

wide range of research topics, including question quality (complexity, popularity,

long-term value), answer quality (irrelevant, incomplete, partial, incorrect, biased),
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question and answer quality assessment (identify high vs low quality questions and

answers), question topic classification, best answer selection, identifying abusive be-

haviour, question retrieval (question paraphrase detection), answer summarisation

(Srba and Bielikova, 2016) and fact-checking (Mihaylova et al., 2018). However, the

main goal of automated CQA systems is to provide the most suitable answers on the

recently posted questions in the shortest possible time (Srba and Bielikova, 2016).

Pipeline A full CQA system may address a new incoming question with the fol-

lowing steps depicted in Figure 3.2: (1) retrieving similar existing questions, (2)

identifying answers within the thread of the question paraphrases, (3) identifying

answer candidates for the new question based on the previous two steps and (4)sum-

marising multiple useful answers to create the final answer, which in the simplest

scenario could just be returning the answer candidate with the highest score. This

thesis focuses on the first three of these tasks. These question paraphrase detec-

tion and Answer Selection tasks are of crucial importance for CQA and have been

featured in multiple recent SemEval competitions (Nakov et al., 2017):

A ) Question-comment similarity2: Given a question from a question-comment

thread, rank the comments according to their relevance (similarity) with re-

spect to the question.

2The classification scenario of this task corresponds to Answer Sentence Selection.

(1) Question 
Paraphrase 
Detection

(4) Answer 
aggregation

(3) External 
Answer 

Selection

(2) Internal 
Answer 

Selection

Question 1

Question 2

Question 3

Question 4

Comment 1.1
Comment 1.2
Comment 1.3

Question 1

Comment 4.1
Comment 4.2
Comment 4.3

Question 4

Comment 1.3

Comment 4.1

Comment 4.2

New questionNew question

= Positive label = Negative label

Answer

Figure 3.2: Automated Community Question Answering pipeline consisting of 4
subtasks.
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B ) Question-question similarity3: Given a new question, rerank all similar ques-

tions retrieved by a search engine, assuming that the answers to similar ques-

tions should also answer the new question.

C ) Question-external comment similarity2: Given (i) a new question and (ii)

a large collection of question-comment threads created by a user community,

rank the comments that are most useful for answering the new question.

The original formulation of these tasks is as a ranking problem based on the provided

binary annotations (indicating paraphrases or relatedness between the text pairs).

This thesis focuses on the binary classification setup, which is more generic and fits

into the Semantic Similarity Detection framework.

Connection Figure 3.3 visualises the relationship between Semantic Similarity

Detection and CQA. Both research areas overlap in the tasks of Answer Selec-

tion and - partially - Paraphrase Detection. While Semantic Similarity Detection

focuses on Paraphrase Detection in general (including both declarative and interrog-

ative sentences), CQA is primarily concerned with detecting question paraphrases

to exploit previously answered questions. In direct comparison, Rodrigues et al.

(2018) found that Paraphrase Detection in interrogatives is more challenging than

in declaratives due to lower levels of lexical overlap. Previous studies reported that

general-purpose Paraphrase Detection datasets such as MSRP lack examples with

such properties. Including these more challenging examples is beneficial for devel-

oping robust models, while addressing them within a generic framework together

3The classification scenario of this task corresponds to Paraphrase Detection.

Semantic Similarity Detection Community Question Answering

Question 
Paraphrase 
Detection

Answer 
Selection Answer 

Quality 
Estimation

Textual 
Entailment

Answer 
Summarisation

Answerability 
PredictionDeclarative 

Paraphrase 
Detection

Figure 3.3: Relationship between Semantic Similarity Detection and Community
Question Answering
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with other closely related tasks avoids replicating work and encourages developing

models with generic abilities. Moreover, CQA can provide a real-world application

area for generic and robust Semantic Similarity Detection models.
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CHAPTER 4

Datasets

4.1 Overview

Selection This section provides an overview on several well-known Semantic Sim-

ilarity Detection datasets which are used in subsequent chapters. The selected

datasets cover a wide range of sizes (small vs large), document lengths (single vs

multi-sentence) and data sources (online forums vs question answering websites vs

news websites). A comparison of essential properties is provided in Table 4.1. While

our main focus is on CQA datasets which introduce particular challenges as discussed

in chapter 1, we also include a general-purpose paraphrase detection dataset in our

experiments to verify if our methods generalise to Semantic Similarity Detection

beyond CQA. We discuss the particularities of each dataset in the following sections

and place a special emphasis on why and how the dataset was constructed, as this

may introduce certain biases.

Construction Obtaining high-quality naturally occurring text pairs with a cer-

tain degree of semantic similarity is non-trivial. Generally, the process of construct-

Dataset Task Source
Positive

instances
Size

MSRP Paraphrase detection News websites 67% 5k
Quora Duplicate question identification Q&A website 37% 404k
PAWS Adversarial paraphrase detection Q&A website,

synthetic
31% 12k

SemEval (A) External answer selection Online forum 39% 26K
(B) Paraphrase detection Online forum 36% 4K
(C) External answer selection Online forum 9% 47K

STS Similarity scoring various 23% 8K

Table 4.1: Properties of selected semantic similarity detection data sets.
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(3) Annotation 
of text pairs

(2) Creation of 
text pairs

(1) Collection of 
text data

Figure 4.1: Overview of typical dataset creation stages.

ing datasets for Semantic Similarity Detection can be broken down into three main

stages (see Figure 4.1): (1) collecting text data from online sources, (2) creation of

text pairs and (3) text pair annotation by human judges. Stage 1 usually starts with

a manual selection of initial source material, e.g. a list of news websites or forum

posts (Agirre et al., 2012). As the manual selection is time-consuming and does not

scale well, this initial collection is often used to retrieve a large set of possibly related

texts based on similarity metrics or search engines. Stage 2 involves the combination

of individual texts to pairings. Naively, this can be done by combining each text

with each other, creating a large number of pairings which can be narrowed down

through filtering criteria such as text overlap. However, filtering criteria need to

be chosen carefully, as too strict criteria can filter out interesting examples and too

lenient criteria may result in a large number of clearly irrelevant pairings. It is also

important to consider how it can be ensured that the dataset contains challenging

distractors. Another pairing method is to compute similarity measures between

sentences based on dense representations with a certain cut-off value. Alternatively,

a search engine can be used to retrieve likely candidates, which can introduce less

transparent selection biases. Stage 3 involves the collection of gold labels. This is

usually done through annotation by multiple human annotators based on carefully

developed annotation guidelines. In an ideal setup, multiple expert annotators are

asked to annotate the same instance, discarding any instances with conflicting anno-

tations. However, given practical time or monetary constraints, compromises need

to be made (e.g. using crowd workers or asking annotators to resolve disagreements).

4.2 MSRP

Motivation As the first reasonably sized general purpose paraphrase detection

dataset, the Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus (MSRP, Dolan and Brockett
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Sentence 1 Sentence 2 Label

Charles O. Prince, 53, was
named as Mr. Weills successor.

Mr. Weills longtime confidant,
Charles O. Prince, 53, was named
as his successor.

is paraphrase

Table 4.2: Example from the MSRP dataset.

2005) is very well-known and widely used. It consists of more than 5k sentence

pairs with binary human paraphrase judgements. At the time of creation, there was

a lack of sufficiently large datasets for automatic paraphrase detection, the authors

aimed at collecting naturally-occurring paraphrases as opposed to crafting them

manually. Based on the observation that there exists coverage of the same event

from various sources online, the creators set out to collect multiple reports from

different news websites to extract natural paraphrases at scale automatically.

Construction First, they collected 13 million sentence pairs from 32k news clus-

ters over a two year period. Then, an initial database of 61k sentence pairs was

constructed from the sentence pairs by filtering for low word-based Levenshtein dis-

tance between sentences. A number of additional heuristics were applied to filter out

sentence pairs which were unlikely to be paraphrases, narrowing down the number of

candidate sentence pairs to around 50k. Then, they used a supervised feature-based

classifier to identify likely paraphrases resulting in 5801 sentence pairs. Finally, the

potential paraphrase pairs were annotated by two human judges to indicate whether

the sentences were semantically equivalent (positive label) or not (negative label). A

third judge was consulted in case of disagreements, and labels were assigned through

a majority vote.

Task Given two sentences from news websites, the task is to predict whether they

are semantically equivalent. The dataset applies a loose paraphrase definition, as one

sentence can contain additional information to the other sentence and still qualify

as a paraphrase (compare Table 4.2).

4.3 Quora

Motivation The Quora question pair dataset is a large-scale duplicate question

identification dataset which was released in 2017 by the community-based question

answering website Quora.1 It is very popular, especially for training neural models

1https://engineering.quora.com/Semantic-Question-Matching-with-Deep-Learning
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due to its currently unmatched size of more than 400k sentence pairs. An impor-

tant principle of Quora is to have only one page per logically distinct question and

prevent the creation of duplicate question pages which lead to inefficiencies for both

information seekers (searching for answers in many locations) and content writers

(reproducing answers to similar questions). As many new pages are created every

day, this dataset was built to speed up the detection of duplicate questions through

machine learning models.

Construction Although the data collection process is not published in detail, the

gold labels are based on platform users’ votes to merge duplicate questions. The

creators pointed out that the initial sampling method resulted in an imbalanced

dataset with more positive than negative examples. Therefore, related questions

were used as additional negative examples to create a more balanced label distribu-

tion. As the original distribution does not provide an official dataset split, we use

the same training / development / test set partition as Wang et al. (2017).

Task Given two sentences, the task is to predict whether they are duplicate ques-

tions in a binary classification task.

4.4 PAWS

Motivation Paraphrase Adversaries from Word Scrambling (PAWS, Zhang et al.

2019c ) is an adversarial paraphrase detection dataset. Zhang et al. (2019c) observe

that some existing datasets like Quora contain too few examples with high word

overlap for models to learn word order, resulting in a tendency of models assign

positive labels to sentences pairs with high word overlap rather than learning word

What causes a bad person to become a good one?Can a bad person become good?

Can a good person become bad?

Quora

PAWS

q1 q2

q1'

Figure 4.2: Relationship between Quora and PAWS. Quora consists of question pairs
such as q1 and q2. For PAWS, a question q1 from Quora was automatically altered
to produce a new question q1′ with high lexical overlap.
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order. Therefore, they set out to create adversarial paraphrases and non-paraphrases

by automatically creating sentence pairs with high overlap based on source sentences

from the Quora dataset.

Construction For automatic paraphrase generation, they use two methods: (1)

word order permutations which mainly produce negative examples and (2) back

translation which tends to result in positive examples. The generated sentence

pairs are then annotated by five human raters and only retained if at least four

annotators agreed. The final dataset consists of more than 12k sentence pairs.

Task The task is similar to Quora: given two questions predict if they are para-

phrases in a binary classification setup.

4.5 SemEval

Motivation SemEval 2017 Task 3 provides a Community Question Answering

dataset with five subtasks (Nakov et al., 2017). In this work, we focus on the

English language subtasks A-C which feature (A) internal answer selection, (B)

question paraphrase identification and (C) external answer selection in an online fo-

rum. Online forums provide users with a platform to freely ask and answer questions

with little moderation. While these platforms provide users with great flexibility,

Subtask A

Subtask B

Subtask C

Figure 4.3: Connection between the three SemEval subtasks, showing pairwise in-
teractions between the original question q, the related question q′ and a comment c
in the related question’s thread. Adapted from Nakov et al. (2015).
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it can also be difficult to find relevant information which may be scattered between

many different threads. Therefore, Nakov et al. (2017) focus on question paraphrase

identification and answer selection tasks to facilitate efficient information access on

such platforms.

Construction The dataset was constructed by manually selecting a set of existing

question posts from the forum of the expat website Qatar Living as original ques-

tions. For each original question, a search engine was used to retrieve 200 possibly

related question-comment threads from Qatar Living. These were filtered based on

certain length criteria, resulting in a set of ten remaining threads (consisting of 10

comments each) per original question. Based on an original question and ten re-

trieved posts from the forum, three subtasks are defined which require to distinguish

relevant posts from non-relevant ones. In subtask A, the retrieved posts come from

the same thread as the original question. Subtask B involves an original question

and ten possibly related question posts. Subtask C is similar to A, but the retrieved

posts come from external threads which increases the difficulty of the task. The

relationship between the three subtasks is depicted in Figure 4.3. To obtain gold

labels, three crowd workers per question are asked to annotate the relevancy of posts

with respect to the original question.

Task The official SemEval setup is a ranking task requiring relevant posts to be

ranked above non-relevant ones with classification metrics as secondary performance

measures. However, we focus on the classification setup, as gold labels are only

provided as binary judgements and this is more generic. The 2017 challenge only

provides new test sets. Therefore, we use the training and test set from the 2016

challenge as training and development set (Nakov et al., 2016), while using the 2017

data (Nakov et al., 2017) as test set.

4.6 STS

Motivation The Semantic Textual Similarity benchmark dataset (STS, Cer et al.

2017) contains a collection of various English-language semantic similarity tasks

from previous SemEval competitions which were held between 2012 and 2017. STS

aims to predict the degree to which two sentences are semantically equivalent and

measures graduations of meaning overlap on a continuous numeric scale (see Figure

4.4). It is motivated by the need to evaluate modelling techniques for semantic

similarity on a wide range of domains against an interpretable benchmark.
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4.6. STS

Figure 4.4: Examples from the STS dataset. Figure adapted from Agirre et al.
(2013)

Construction The training and development data includes examples which were

selected from 26 machine translation, summarisation, question answering and short

answer datasets. For testing, the authors reuse SNLI sentences but repair them

based on a word embedding similarity selection heuristic which averages the word

embeddings in each sentence and computes the cosine similarity between the result-

ing sentence representations. The newly paired sentences are then annotated by

crowd workers according to the STS scale.

Task The main difference between STS and the other tasks listed here is that labels

are graded on a scale from 0 (sentences are completely dissimilar) to 5 (sentences

are completely equivalent). In total, the dataset consists of 8628 sentence pairs.
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CHAPTER 5

Evaluating Non-Obvious Cases

of Semantic Similarity

5.1 Introduction

Evaluating Semantic Similarity Detection This thesis focuses on the prob-

lem of Semantic Similarity Detection - a collection of sentence pair prediction tasks

which aim at automatically recognising semantic relationships between two given

texts, such as semantic equivalence, entailment and question-answer relations (see

Chapter 3.1). Modelling such text pair relationships is a fundamental NLP task with

applications ranging from plagiarism detection to question answering (Baudǐs et al.,

2016). One particularly interesting application area is Community Question An-

swering (CQA) which is concerned with the automatic answering of questions based

on user-generated content from Q&A websites and requires modelling the semantic

similarity between question and answer pairs (Nakov et al., 2017; Bonadiman et al.,

2017). Another popular Semantic Similarity Detection task is Paraphrase Detection

(Socher et al., 2011; He et al., 2015; Tomar et al., 2017), which models the semantic

equivalence between a pair of sentences. Evaluation for these tasks is usually per-

formed with metrics, such as mean average precision (MAP), F1 or accuracy (refer

to section 2.5.2), which give equal weight to all examples in a dataset, regardless

of their difficulty. However, as highlighted by the examples in Table 5.1, not all

items within Semantic Similarity Detection datasets are equally difficult to resolve.

For example, it is easier to detect paraphrases which share most of their vocabulary

compared to those with low lexical overlap.

Biases in NLU Recent work in natural language understanding (NLU) has high-

lighted the need to shed light on biases within existing datasets to understand ac-

tual capabilities of current models (Wadhwa et al., 2018a; Rajpurkar et al., 2018).
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ID Case Sentences

160174 Po
what’s the origin of the word o’clock?
what is the origin of the word o’clock?

115695 Pn
which is the best way to learn coding?
how do you learn to program?

193190 No
what are the range of careers in biotechnology in indonesia?
how do you tenderize beef stew meat?

268368 Nn
what is meant by ‘e’ in mathematics?
what is meant by mathematics?

Table 5.1: Examples for difficulty cases from the development set of the Quora
dataset. o=obvious, n=non-obvious, N=negative label, P=positive label

Kaushik and Lipton (2018) demonstrated that reading comprehension models could

exploit certain dataset properties to achieve high performance even when crucial

task information (such as question or passage) was withheld. Similarly, Gururan-

gan et al. (2018) showed that natural language inference model performance could

be inflated by annotation artefacts, enabling models to predict the correct class by

only looking at the hypothesis without observing the premise. Weissenborn et al.

(2017) illustrated that seemingly complex examples of span prediction question an-

swering datasets could be resolved with a simple context-type heuristic, requiring no

real language understanding. Moreover, Yaghoub-Zadeh-Fard et al. (2019) reported

common issues in crowd-sourced paraphrasing datasets.

Lexical overlap Multiple NLU studies have reported lexical overlap bias. Wad-

hwa et al. (2018b) showed that competitive neural reading comprehension models

are susceptible to shallow patterns, such as lexical overlap. In addition, McCoy

et al. (2019) highlighted lexical overlap bias in natural language inference datasets.

Lexical overlap has also been scrutinised in the context of Paraphrase Detection:

Rodrigues et al. (2018) found that interrogative sentence pairs are more difficult to

resolve than declarative pairs in Paraphrase Detection datasets as the latter con-

tain more word overlap. Moreover, multiple studies (Weeds et al., 2005; Zhang and

Patrick, 2005) have criticised the high word overlap in the Paraphrase Detection

dataset MSRP. However, currently, there is no systematic study of lexical overlap

across a wider range of Semantic Similarity Detection datasets and the influence of

lexical overlap on example difficulty remains unclear.

Research Questions This chapter focuses on the following two research questions

(RQ1 and RQ2 from Chapter 1): First, which biases exist in current semantic
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similarity datasets? And second, what are ways to account for identified dataset

biases during model evaluation? To address these questions, we investigate the

role of superficial word overlap in existing Semantic Similarity Detection datasets.

We quantify lexical overlap bias in existing datasets, discuss implications for the

difficulty of individual dataset instances and propose alternative evaluation metrics

which take lexical overlap into account.

Contributions Specifically, we make the following contributions:

1. We propose a criterion to distinguish between obvious and non-obvious in-

stances in semantic similarity datasets (section 5.6).

2. We characterise current datasets in terms of lexical overlap bias (section 5.4)

and the extent to which they contain obvious vs non-obvious items (section

5.6).

3. We propose alternative evaluation metrics based on example difficulty (section

5.7) and provide a reference implementation.1

This chapter is based on our ACL 2019 paper which is provided as Appendix A.

5.2 Datasets and Tasks

This chapter analyses a wide range of well-known semantic similarity datasets which

were described in detail in the subsections of Chapter 4. Among these are three

popular Paraphrase Detection datasets: the general purpose news-based paraphrase

dataset MSRP (introduced in section 4.2), the duplicate question dataset provided

by the CQA platform Quora (refer to section 4.3) and the synthetically-generated

adversarial counterpart to Quora PAWS (compare section 4.4). We also include

three CQA datasets originating from the online forum Qatar Living : the internal

Answer Sentence Selection dataset SemEval A, the question Paraphrase Detection

dataset SemEval B and the external Answer Sentence Selection dataset SemEval

C (described in section 4.5). We further include the semantic textual similarity

dataset STS (section 4.6) which incorporates a mix of previously published datasets

that were reannotated for semantic similarity on a scale from 1 to 5. A task ap-

plicable to all of these datasets is predicting the semantic similarity between two

text snippets in a binary classification setting. We focus on a binary classification

scenario, as the ranking problem is only applicable to some of the datasets. Binary

1Our code is available at https://github.com/wuningxi/LexSim.
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labels are already provided for all tasks except for STS. In the case of STS, we con-

vert the scores into binary labels. Based on the description of the relatedness scores

in Cer et al. (2017), we assign a positive label if relatedness ≥ 4 and a negative one

otherwise to use a similar criterion as in the other datasets.

5.3 Measuring Lexical Overlap between Text Pairs

To measure superficial overlap between text pairs in semantic similarity datasets,

we experiment with two well-known metrics: Dice coefficient and Jensen-Shannon

divergence. Although this measurement could be performed based on smaller com-

ponents (e.g. characters) or larger units (e.g. ngrams), we use tokens, which repre-

sent a middle-ground. We focus on tokens because they are a commonly used unit

for text overlap, well defined (in contrast to, e.g. subword units) and represent the

building blocks for many NLP models.

Dice coefficient Dice coefficient (DC) is a well-established set metric which mea-

sures the similarity between two sets A and B as follows (Dice, 1945):

DC(A,B) =
2|A ∩B|
|A|+ |B|

with results ranging between 0 (low similarity) and 1 (high similarity). Applied

to language, DC is widely used to measure text similarity (Abacha and Demner-

Fushman, 2017; Stefanovič et al., 2019). It makes an intuitive lexical overlap mea-

sure by dividing the number of overlapping words between the sentences by the

total number of tokens in both sentences. When calculating the Dice coefficient to

measure lexical overlap, we represent each sentence as a set of tokens. For example,

the sentence pair ‘which is the best way to learn coding?’ and ‘how do you learn to

program?’ can be represented as

A = {‘which’, ‘is’, ‘the’, ‘best’, ‘way’, ‘to’, ‘learn’, ‘coding’} (5.1)

and

B = {‘how’, ‘do’, ‘you’, ‘learn’, ‘to’, ‘program’} (5.2)

resulting in an intersection of A ∩B = {‘to’, ‘learn’} and DC = 2∗2
8+6 = 0.286.

Jensen-Shannon divergence Alternatively, we can use Jensen-Shannon diver-

gence (JSD, Lin 1991) which measures the distance between two probability distri-
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butions P and Q as follows:

JSD(P,Q) =
1

2
KLD(P,M) +

1

2
KLD(Q,M)

M =
1

2
(P +Q)

(5.3)

where KLD(R,S) is Kullback-Leibler divergence between two probability distribu-

tions R and S which is defined as:

KLD(R,S) =
∑

x∈X
R(x)log(

R(x)

S(x)
)

JSD is a symmetric version of KLD with bounds between 0 (low divergence/high

similarity) and 1 (high divergence/low similarity) and has been used to measure

text similarity in previous studies (Wartena, 2013; Gerlach and Font-Clos, 2020).

In contrast to DC, it can capture lexical overlap while incorporating a notion of

multiple word occurrences. To represent text pairs as two probability distributions,

we use a bag-of-words representation (see Chapter 2.3.1.2) for each sentence over

the joint sentence pair vocabulary which is converted into probabilities by dividing

word counts by frequencies. To illustrate this on the previous example, we first

represent the two sentences with a bag-of-words representation over their sorted

joint vocabulary as

C = {‘best’ : 1, ‘coding’ : 1, ‘do’ : 0, ‘how’ : 0, ‘is’ : 1, ‘learn’ : 1,

‘program’ : 0, ‘the’ : 1, ‘to’ : 1, ‘way’ : 1, ‘which’ : 1, ‘you’ : 0} (5.4)

and

D = {‘best’ : 0, ‘coding’ : 0, ‘do’ : 1, ‘how’ : 1, ‘is’ : 0, ‘learn’ : 1,

‘program’ : 1, ‘the’ : 0, ‘to’ : 1, ‘way’ : 0, ‘which’ : 0, ‘you’ : 1} (5.5)

Then, we normalise the word counts by dividing word frequencies by the total num-

ber of tokens in the sentence to obtain probability distributions P and Q:

P = [0.125, 0.125, 0., 0., 0.125, 0.125, 0., 0.125, 0.125, 0.125, 0.125, 0.] (5.6)

and

Q = [0., 0., 0.16667, 0.16667, 0., 0.16667, 0.16667, 0., 0.16667, 0., 0., 0.16667] (5.7)

This results in JSD(P,Q) = 1
20.6944 + 1

20.7309 = 0.7126 for our example.
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Figure 5.1: Dice coefficient distribution by training, development and test set across
different semantic similarity datasets.
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Figure 5.2: Lexical divergence distribution by training, development and test set
across different semantic similarity datasets. JSD=Jensen-Shannon divergence.
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5.4 Lexical Overlap in Current Datasets

Lexical divergence Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the distribution of Dice Coefficients

and Jensen-Shannon Divergence by dataset splits respectively. In direct comparison,

the distributions of the two metrics appear mirrored because JSD measures lexical

divergence, while DC captures lexical similarity.2 There are slight differences for

cases with multiple occurrences of the same token, but overall the metrics capture

very similar patterns across the datasets. The datasets clearly differ with respect

to the degree of lexical overlap they contain: PAWS contains the lowest degree of

lexical divergence between text pairs (majority of instances < 0.2), as examples

in this dataset were automatically generated to have high word overlap (refer to

Chapter 4 for details on dataset construction). Text pairs in MSRP tend to have

low to medium JSD scores (majority of instances < 0.6), as examples with low

lexical similarity were filtered out during dataset construction. The three SemEval

CQA datasets show a high degree of lexical divergence (majority of instances > 0.6),

especially in the external QA scenario (task C). Quora shows a wide range of lexical

overlap, possibly due to the data collection process which made use of platform

users flagging questions as ‘duplicates’ or ‘related questions’ , which appears to have

resulted in a greater variation of lexical overlap between question pairs. STS also

contains text pairs with various degrees of lexical divergence which is likely related

to the wide range of tasks included in the dataset. However, there also appears

a different lexical divergence pattern between development and test set examples

which originate from different datasets.

Relationship between lexical divergence and gold labels Figures 5.3 and

5.4 visualise the distribution of Dice Coefficients and Jensen-Shannon Divergence

by gold labels. As above, the distributions of the two metrics appear mirrored but

consistent. Overall, pairs with negative labels tend to be associated with higher

JSD scores than pairs with positive labels. This pattern is especially prominent in

Quora, MSRP and STS, where distinct distributions emerge for positive vs nega-

tive labels. Therefore, lexical overlap between sentence pairs provides direct clues

for label assignment (lexical overlap bias). In contrast, lexical divergence is much

less distinct for positive and negative example pairs in SemEval and the adversar-

ial PAWS dataset, making Semantic Similarity Detection on these datasets more

challenging as models cannot rely on superficial text overlap as a heuristic for class

membership.

2To avoid repetition, we focus on describing characteristics based on lexical divergence.
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of dice coefficients by labels across datasets.
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of lexical divergence scores by labels across datasets.
JSD=Jensen-Shannon divergence.
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Lexical overlap metric Measuring lexical similarity and divergence based on DC

and JSD, we find consistent results between the two measures. We give preference

to the probability distribution-based metric JSD, which is symmetric and can take

into account multiple word occurrences. We hence use JSD for the remainder of this

chapter.

5.5 Lexical Overlap Bias

Above, we described that lexical overlap between sentence pairs can provide direct

clues for class membership, resulting in lexical overlap bias. To further quantify

the prevalence of lexical overlap bias in the datasets, we use a baseline which cal-

culates the mean JSD on the training set and uses it as a threshold for assigning

labels (predicting a positive label if the JSD of a dataset instance is lower than the

average JSD of the training set and a negative label otherwise). We found that

this simple baseline achieved high F1 scores on Quora and MSRP (around 0.7),

medium performance on STS, SemEval A and SemEval B (between 0.4 and 0.6 F1),

and low performance on SemEval C and PAWS (< 0.1 F1), see Table 5.2. This

demonstrates how models can exploit superficial surface similarity in many existing

Semantic Similarity Detection datasets. One could object that lexical similarity

is to some extent a naturally occurring feature of semantic similarity, rather than

a dataset bias. However, we argue that while semantic similarity models should

without question be able to capture lexical similarity, the main focus of training

and evaluating Semantic Similarity Detection models should be on identifying less

obvious kinds of similarity. Using datasets in which the labels of the majority of

instances can be predicted solely based on lexical overlap has negative consequences

for both training and evaluating models. Using such datasets during training risks

producing models which focus only on shallow patterns. Using biased datasets dur-

ing evaluation risks producing inflated scores and overestimating model capabilities.

The rest of this chapter therefore proposes how lexical overlap can be accounted for

during model evaluation.

SemEval
Quora PAWS MSRP STS

A B C

overlap baseline (JSD) .5728 .4325 .0813 .6928 .000 .7002 .5179

Table 5.2: Performance (F1) of lexical overlap baseline.
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5.6 Distinguishing Obvious from Non-Obvious Exam-

ples

Proposed criterion As shown in the previous sections, pairs with high lexical

divergence tend to have a negative label in the analysed datasets (e.g. No in Table

5.1), while low lexical divergence is associated with a positive label (e.g. Po in Table

5.1). Intuitively, these are cases which should be relatively easy to identify. More

difficult to correctly classify are text pairs with a positive label but high lexical

divergence (e.g. Pn in Table 5.1), or a negative label despite low lexical divergence

(e.g. Nn in Table 5.1). We propose to use the following criterion (Table 5.3) to

categorise cases in terms of their difficulty level:

positive label negative label

low divergence obvious pos (Po) non-obvious neg (Nn)
high divergence non-obvious pos (Pn) obvious neg (No)

Table 5.3: Defining obvious and non-obvious similarity cases based on labels and
lexical overlap.

Pairs are categorised into high and low lexical divergence categories by comparing

their JSD score to the median of the entire JSD distribution in order to account for

differences between datasets (>median: high divergence, ≤median: low divergence).

To verify whether this automatic difficulty distinction corresponds to real-world

difficulty, we annotated the semantic relatedness of 100 randomly chosen pairs from

the Quora development set and measured the inter-annotator agreement based on

Fleiss’ Kappa (see Table 5.4). The agreement for non-obvious cases (Pn and Nn) is

significantly lower (p-value< 0.01 with permutation test) than for obvious cases (Po

and No) and the average annotation time per item is longer for non-obvious cases,

confirming the validity of this distinction.

Fleiss’ Kappa Average time per pair Instances

Po 0.6429 11.58s 35
Pn 0.0878 11.68s 15
No 0.3886 12.50s 34
Nn 0.0892 13.83s 16

total 0.6267 12.27s 100

Table 5.4: Statistics for manual annotation on Quora. o=obvious, n=non-obvious,
N=negative, P=positive
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SemEval
Quora PAWS MSRP STS

A B C

Po 5893 1162 2492 107612 3283 2398 1597
Pn 4428 531 1590 41691 684 1502 409
No 8842 1843 22155 160410 1264 1398 3900
Nn 7377 1213 21253 94632 7434 503 2719

obvious cases 56% 63% 52% 66% 36% 65% 64%

median JSD 0.80 0.74 0.84 0.46 0.00 0.30 0.41

Table 5.5: Difficulty case splits across datasets (train, dev and test combined).

Obvious vs non-obvious cases in datasets Table 5.5 shows the number of

instances in the four cases across datasets. Across the analysed human-generated

datasets, there are more obvious positives (Po) than non-obvious positives (Pn)

and more obvious negatives (No) than non-obvious negatives (Nn), with all obvious

cases combined (Po+No) making up more than 50% of the pairs across all datasets.

Solely the automatically constructed PAWS dataset contains more non-obvious cases

than obvious ones as adversarial examples with low lexical overlap were an explicit

design criterion. It, therefore, makes a suitable evaluation counterpart to the other

datasets.

5.7 Evaluating Model Predictions based on Difficulty

Obvious vs non-obvious TPR and TNR Based on the distinction between

obvious and non-obvious cases, we now propose alternative evaluation metrics and

compare them with currently used metrics. Due to the lack of openly available

model prediction files, we only present our analysis for the SemEval CQA subtasks

(see Tables 5.6 to 5.8).3 First, we calculate the true positive rate TPR (for Po and

Pn) and true negative rate TNR (for No and Nn) to analyse model performance

within each difficulty category. Systems across the three SemEval 2017 CQA sub-

tasks consistently perform worse on the hard cases compared to the obvious cases

(TPRn ≤ TPRo and TNRn ≤ TNRo), while there are comparatively small changes

in the random baseline which predicts all classes with equal probability.

Obvious vs non-obvious F1 To compare how well models perform overall on

obvious vs non-obvious cases, we compute non-obvious F1 scores (F1n) similar to

3Prediction files were obtained from http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2017/task3/index.php?id=results.
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KeLP

Bei-
hang
MSRA

IIT
UHH ECNU bunji EICA

Swiss
Alps

Fu-
Rong
Wang

FA3L
Snow
Man

ran-
dom

TPRo .652 1.00 .800 .790 .681 .328 .333 .562 .691 .677 .501
TPRn .496 1.00 .676 .636 .575 .269 .223 .399 .478 .469 .499
TNRo .909 .000 .731 .877 .894 .959 .984 .913 .787 .900 .515
TNRn .908 .000 .676 .820 .851 .953 .950 .892 .751 .757 .536

F1o .751 .682 .781 .829 .765 .480 .494 .684 .731 .765 .513
F1n .628 .686 .686 .707 .672 .410 .352 .533 .560 .555 .519

F1 .698 .684 .739 .777 .725 .450 .433 .621 .659 .673 .516

MAP .884 .882 .869 .867 .866 .865 .862 .843 .834 .818 .623

Table 5.6: Proposed evaluation metrics for top 10 primary submissions on SemEval
Task A. The systems are ordered in columns according to their MAP ranking. Bold
indicates the highest value for each metric. We indicate the 2nd and 3rd systems
based on MAP, F1 and F1n.

Sim
Bow

Learn-
ingTo
Ques-
tion

KeLP Talla

Bei-
hang
MSRA

NLM
NIH

Uin-
suska
TiTech

IIT
UHH

SCIR
QA

FA3L
ran-
dom

TPRo .976 1.00 .920 .760 1.00 .880 .752 .704 .912 .448 .552
TPRn .842 1.00 .632 .763 1.00 .500 .421 .737 .842 .263 .395
TNRo .609 .000 .831 .684 .000 .841 .858 .682 .709 .861 .495
TNRn .197 .000 .432 .467 .000 .397 .552 .403 .352 .756 .521

F1o .604 .383 .746 .548 .383 .736 .681 .516 .641 .473 .348
F1n .198 .195 .199 .247 .195 .154 .164 .221 .234 .160 .147

F1 .424 .312 .506 .426 .312 .473 .467 .390 .464 .365 .280

MAP .472 .469 .467 .457 .448 .446 .434 .431 .427 .422 .298

Table 5.7: Proposed evaluation metrics for top 10 primary submissions on SemEval
Task B. The systems are ordered in columns according to their MAP ranking.
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commonly used F1 scores (refer to Chapter 2.5.2) as follows:

Pn =
TPn

TPn + FPn

Rn =
TPn

TPn + FNn

F1n =
2PnRn

Pn +Rn

where TPn is non-obvious true positives, FPn is non-obvious false positives and

FNn non-obvious false negatives. Similarly, F1 scores for obvious items (F1o) are

calculated as:

Po =
TPo

TPo + FPo

Ro =
TPo

TPo + FNo

F1o =
2PoRo

Po +Ro

where TPo is obvious true positives, FPo is obvious false positives and FNo obvious

false negatives. Calculating separate F1 scores for obvious vs non-obvious instances

is necessary as the high percentage of obvious cases (observed in section 5.6) can in-

flate the overall F1 score. We find that the models’ F1n scores are consistently lower

than their F1o scores. This difference is especially pronounced in subtask B, which

contains the highest proportion of obvious cases (63%) of the SemEval subtasks

(refer to Table 5.5).

IIT UHH bunji KeLP EICA FuRongWang ECNU random

TPRo .570 .246 .911 .006 1.00 .173 .520
TPRn .358 .045 .836 .000 1.00 .045 .433
TNRo .898 .991 .720 .998 .000 .994 .502
TNRn .779 .965 .538 .999 .000 .955 .502

F1o .283 .339 .209 .011 .077 .260 .076
F1n .047 .028 .054 .000 .031 .022 .027

F1 .144 .197 .121 .008 .054 .136 .053
MAP .155 .147 .144 .135 .132 .105 .058

Table 5.8: Proposed evaluation metrics for all primary submissions on SemEval
Task C. The systems are ordered in columns according to their MAP ranking
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Impact on system rankings Moreover, we compare system rankings based on

the official SemEval evaluation metrics MAP and F1 against a ranking based on

non-obvious F1 scores by indicating the top three systems in Tables 5.6 to 5.8 as

1st, 2nd and 3rd. Using F1n results in a different ranking compared to F1, even

resulting in a change in the top system in Task B (Talla instead of KeLP) and C

(KeLP instead of bunji). It also produces a different ranking than MAP, resulting

in a change of the best system for all three tasks (ECNU instead of KeLP for Task

A, Talla instead of SimBow for Task B and KeLP instead of IIT-UHH for task C).

5.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, we investigated the role of lexical overlap bias in a range of semantic

similarity datasets. We showed that there are apparent differences regarding word

overlap between sentence pairs in existing datasets: In several popular datasets,

word overlap provided direct clues for class membership (e.g. Quora and MSRP),

while other datasets were more resilient to lexical overlap bias (such as SemEval

and PAWS). Future work can build on our analysis to avoid lexical overlap bias,

for example, by taking the distribution of lexical divergence and gold labels into

account during dataset construction. Moreover, our simple lexical overlap baseline

can be employed to ensure that new datasets cannot be solved solely by exploiting

surface structure similarity.

Furthermore, we presented an automated criterion for distinguishing between

easy and difficult items in text pair similarity prediction tasks based on lexical

divergence and gold labels. Based on this distinction, we found that more than 50%

of cases in current human-created semantic similarity datasets are relatively obvious.

We demonstrated that recently proposed models perform significantly worse on non-

obvious examples compared to obvious cases. In order to encourage the development

of models that perform well on difficult items, we proposed using the non-obvious

F1 score (F1n) as a complementary ranking metric for model evaluation.
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CHAPTER 6

A Topic-Informed Approach to

Semantic Similarity Detection

6.1 Introduction

Semantic Similarity Detection approaches Semantic Similarity Detection

refers to a collection of sentence pair prediction tasks which aim at automatically

recognising the presence of a certain semantic relationship (such as semantic equiv-

alence or question-answer relation) between two given texts (refer to Chapter 3.1).

A variety of models have been proposed for this task, including traditional feature-

engineered techniques (Filice et al., 2017), hybrid approaches (Wu et al., 2017a; Feng

et al., 2017; Koreeda et al., 2017) and purely neural architectures (Wang et al.,

2017; Tan et al., 2018; Deriu and Cieliebak, 2017), see Chapters 3.2 to 3.6. Re-

cent pre-trained contextualised representations such as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018)

and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) have led to impressive performance gains across a

variety of NLP tasks, including Semantic Similarity Detection. These models lever-

age large amounts of data to pre-train text encoders (in contrast to just individual

word embeddings as in previous work) and have established a new pretrain-finetune

paradigm. While improvements have been achieved with neural models on large-

scale generic datasets (Tomar et al., 2017; Gong et al., 2018), Semantic Similarity

Detection for smaller domain-specific datasets still remains a challenging problem.

Topics for Semantic Similarity Detection Earlier feature-engineered models

have successfully incorporated topic-based features for Semantic Similarity Detec-

tion (Qin et al., 2009; Tran et al., 2015; Mihaylov and Nakov, 2016; Wu et al.,

2017a). The rationale behind the usefulness of topics is that if two texts share sim-

ilar topics, they are more likely to be semantically related (Mihaylov and Nakov,

2016). In particular, topics can provide additional clues for identifying semantically
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s1: Which is the best way to learn coding?
s2: How do you learn to program?

T18: learn, programming, language
T20: school, college, universities

T45: english, improve, skills

LDA(s1)
LDA(s2)

0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20

Figure 6.1: Topic distribution for example from the Quora development set with a
positive label (is paraphrase).

related text pairs with little or no direct word overlap as illustrated in Figure 6.1.

Recent work on neural architectures has shown that the integration of topics can

yield improvements in other tasks such as language modelling (Ghosh et al., 2016),

machine translation (Chen et al., 2016), and summarisation (Narayan et al., 2018;

Wang et al., 2018). In addition, the fact that topic models have been exploited for

domain adaptation (Hu et al., 2014; Guo et al., 2009) suggests that they could also

be useful for dealing with domain-specific language.

Research questions In this chapter, we study the following research questions

(RQ3 and RQ4 from Chapter 1): First, how can one develop a generic Seman-

tic Similarity Detection model which performs well across a variety of tasks and

datasets? Second, can alternative information sources be exploited to make seman-

tic similarity models more resilient to the identified biases? This chapter addresses

these questions by proposing a novel and generic approach which combines topic

models with neural architectures for Semantic Similarity Detection without relying

on task-specific or dataset-specific features. The chapter is split into two parts: The

first part (section 6.4) introduces and analyses a model which combines topics with

an ELMo-enriched CNN-LSTM architecture. The second part of this chapter (sec-

tion 6.5) builds on the findings of the preceding study and proposes an improved

Semantic Similarity Detection framework for combining different topic models with
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a pre-trained BERT model.

Contributions Topics have been useful for previous feature-engineered Semantic

Similarity Detection models and neural models for other tasks, but there is cur-

rently no standard way of combining topics with neural architectures or pre-trained

contextual representations. This chapter proposes novel topic-informed models for

Semantic Similarity Detection, which do not require dataset-specific features and

perform well across a range of challenging tasks. In the first part of this chapter

(section 6.4), we introduce a novel topic-aware neural model based on a popular

CNN-LSTM architecture, which is further enhanced with ELMo representations.

This part is based on our preprint paper (provided as Appendix B) and makes the

following contributions:

1. We propose two settings (early and late fusion) for incorporating topics in our

neural Semantic Similarity Detection model (section 6.4.1).

2. Our topic-aware model improves over other neural models on multiple semantic

similarity datasets, but not BERT, which has been pre-trained on text pair

prediction tasks (section 6.4.4).

3. In an ablation study, we highlight the importance of topics and early topic-

embedding fusion in our proposed architecture (section 6.4.4).

Based on these findings, the second part of this chapter (section 6.5) examines if

adding topics to the state-of-the-art pre-trained neural model BERT can further

improve performance for Semantic Similarity Detection. For this purpose, we intro-

duce a novel framework for incorporating different topic models with BERT. This

part is based on our ACL 2020 paper (provided as Appendix C) and makes the

following contributions:

1. We propose tBERT — a simple architecture for combining topics with BERT

for Semantic Similarity Detection (section 6.5.1).1 Within this framework, we

present experimental results for different topic models - LDA vs GSDMM -

and topic types - word vs document topics (section 6.5.2).

2. We demonstrate that tBERT achieves improvements across multiple seman-

tic similarity prediction datasets against a finetuned vanilla BERT and other

neural models in both F1 and stricter evaluation metrics (section 6.5.7).

1Code is available at https://github.com/wuningxi/tBERT.
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3. We highlight tBERT’s increased resilience to lexical overlap bias in comparison

to BERT on an adversarial dataset (section 6.5.7).

4. We show in our error analysis that tBERT’s gains are prominent on domain-

specific cases, such as those encountered in specialised CQA forums (section

6.5.7).

6.2 Related Work

Topics in feature-engineered models Earlier feature-engineered models have

successfully incorporated topics to capture semantic similarity in tasks such as Para-

phrase Detection and Answer Selection. For example, Qin et al. (2009) used topic

models to measure the semantic distance between each candidate answer and the

query in an answer selection task, demonstrating performance improvements over a

purely keyword-based approach. A later study by Mihaylov and Nakov (2016) suc-

cessfully used similarity measures between posts based on bag-of-topic distributions

for CQA answer selection. Similarly, Wu et al. (2017a) reported various distance

measures and kernel functions based on the topic distributions of two sentences to

be helpful for CQA Answer Selection and Paraphrase Detection. Moreover, Tran

et al. (2015) experimented with topic-based features obtained from Wikipedia in

comparison to domain-specific topic models and found the latter to be beneficial for

Answer Sentence Selection.

Topics in neural architectures Recent work on neural architectures has shown

that the integration of topics can yield improvements in other tasks such as language

modelling, machine translation, and summarisation. For language modelling, Ghosh

et al. (2016) proposed a context-enriched LSTM model which incorporates topics of

different text segments based on a hierarchical topic model. They modified LSTM

cells to incorporate topic distributions of the previous sentence, the current sentence

and the whole segment, demonstrating improved performance for next word predic-

tion, next sentence selection and next sentence topic prediction. For e-commerce

machine translation, Chen et al. (2016) suggested to enrich the decoder of their

recurrent neural network with topics and experimented with human-labeled as well

as LDA topics. For abstractive summarisation, Wang et al. (2018) introduced a

sequence-to-sequence model which enriches CNN-based encoders and decoders with

LDA topics. In a similar approach, Narayan et al. (2018) proposed a summarisa-

tion model with topic-enriched gated-linear units as encoders based on distributions

obtained from an LDA topic model.
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Traditional vs neural topic models The topic-informed neural approaches dis-

cussed above employ traditional topic models (see chapter 2.3.4) such as LDA (Blei

et al., 2003) which are trained separately from the task-specific model, reducing the

overall model complexity and the training time. In contrast, several recent studies

(Srivastava and Sutton, 2017; Miao et al., 2018; Gui et al., 2019) have proposed neu-

ral topic models and demonstrated strong results in comparison to traditional topic

models. Many neural topic modelling approaches focus on Variational Autoencoder

(Kingma and Welling, 2014) based architectures or seek to extract topics from pre-

trained word or contextual embeddings (Zhu et al., 2020). In contrast to traditional

topic models, neural topic models offer the opportunity to be trained jointly with

a downstream task to obtain task-specific topics. For example, Gui et al. (2020)

proposed a multi-task learning approach for combining a neural topic model with

a neural sentiment classification model and demonstrated that the resulting topics

reflected semantic information and sentiment polarity. This was achieved by com-

bining the loss of the two models with an additional loss term which encouraged the

topic distribution of a word to be similar to the attention vector of the same word

from the sentiment model RNN encoder. On the downside, joint neural modelling

of topics and downstream tasks comes at the cost of the increased model complexity

in comparison to training separate traditional topic models. In this chapter, we

only focus on incorporating traditional topic models with neural and pre-trained

model components for downstream tasks. However, this can serve as a first step

to integrating more complex neural topic models with neural architectures in the

future.

Topics for domain adaptation Topic models have been used for domain adap-

tation in multiple NLP tasks which suggests that topics can be helpful when dealing

with domain-specific language. For example, Named Entity Recognition (NER) re-

lies on specific terms and context clues which differ across domains (Guo et al.,

2009). This makes it difficult to apply NER systems to a new target domain with

different distributions than the source domain and frequently leads to decreased

performance. Guo et al. (2009) proposed a topic-based NER system which suc-

cessfully addresses this domain adaptation problem by leveraging topics to identify

semantically similar words - rather than relying on lexical similarity - to overcome

the distribution difference between the source and target domain. Another example

is machine translation, where a system trained on one domain (e.g. social media)

generally performs well for examples within the same domain, but may produce

inappropriate translations for examples from a new domain (e.g. news). Hu et al.
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(2014) address this problem by proposing a new polylingual tree-based topic model

(ptLDA) which they use to capture domain information in their translation model.

6.3 Datasets and Tasks

Datasets This chapter trains and evaluates models on six well-known semantic

similarity datasets featuring different sizes (small vs large), tasks (Answer Selection

vs Paraphrase Detection) and sentence lengths (short vs long) which were described

in detail in chapter 4. Among these are three popular Paraphrase Detection datasets:

the general purpose paraphrase dataset MSRP (introduced in section 4.2), the du-

plicate question dataset released by the CQA platform Quora (discussed in section

4.3) and the adversarial counterpart to Quora PAWS (see section 4.4). We also

include three domain-specific CQA datasets originating from the online forum Qatar

Living which were featured in the SemEval 2017 shared task: the internal Answer

Sentence Selection dataset SemEval A, the question Paraphrase Detection Se-

mEval B dataset and the external Answer Sentence Selection dataset SemEval C

(described in section 4.5).

Task All of these datasets compare two short texts (usually a sentence long but in

some cases consisting of multiple sentences). From here onward we will use the term

‘sentence’ to refer to each short text. We frame the underlying task as predicting the

semantic similarity between two sentences in a binary classification task (see Chapter

3.1 for more details regarding our approach). We use a binary classification setup

(rather than ranking) as this is more generic and applies to all above datasets.
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6.4 Part I: TAPA Model

The first part of this chapter examines whether we can successfully integrate topic

model information in a neural architecture for Semantic Similarity Detection. We

also explore how to best combine topics with word embeddings, which are the main

information source in existing models (Deriu and Cieliebak, 2017; Pang et al., 2016;

Gong et al., 2018).

6.4.1 Architecture

We propose a novel topic-informed neural architecture architecture dubbed Topic-

Aware Text Pair Prediction Architecture (TAPA) which is depicted in Figures 6.2

and 6.3. Our model consists of three layers: An encoding layer that obtains topic-

aware representations for both sentences (section 6.4.1.1), a comparison layer for

collating the obtained sentence representations (6.4.1.2) and an aggregation layer

which extracts information for the final prediction (6.4.1.3). This approach is mo-

tivated by successful previous architectures (Wang and Jiang, 2016; Gong et al.,

2018).

6.4.1.1 Encoding Layer

Word representations Given a sequence of tokens (w1, ..., wN ) representing a

sentence with length N , we map each token to a dense representation, resulting

in a sequence of embeddings x = (x1, ...,xN) (step 1 in Figures 6.2 and 6.3). The

representation for each word wi consists of a combination of pre-trained static GloVe

embeddings (Pennington et al. 2014, see Chapter 2.3.2.3) and contextual ELMo

embeddings (Peters et al. 2018, see Chapter 2.3.3.1). More specifically, for each word

wi we concatenate the pre-trained static word embedding (indicated by Glove(wi))

with the pre-trained contextual embedding (denoted by ELMo(wi)) resulting in a

combined word representation xi ∈ RE :

xi = [Glove(wi); ELMo(wi)] (6.1)

where ; denotes concatenation and E is the resulting embedding dimension. The

reasoning behind this dual representation is that static word embeddings such as

GloVe are a proven and useful representation for many NLP tasks. However, as

they are not context-sensitive, we further use ELMo representations which take

into account the context when computing individual representations to provide the

model with two alternative input representations.
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Topic representations As topic model, we choose LDA (Blei et al. 2003, see

Chapter 2.3.4) which is arguably the most popular and widely used topic model.

We train one topic model with T number of topics on the training portion of each

individual dataset. The trained topic model is then used to infer a topic distribution

(step 2) for the whole sentence (referred to as document-level topics tD ∈ RT ):

tD = TopicModel([w1, ..., wN ]) (6.2)

and to infer a topic distribution for every individual token wi in the sentence (referred

to as word-level topics t′i ∈ RT )

t′i = TopicModel(wi). (6.3)

We follow Narayan et al. (2018) in merging word-level and document-level topics to

capture the interaction between both as

ti = [t′i ⊗ tD] (6.4)

where ⊗ denotes element-wise multiplication as ‘word+doc’ setting. Narayan et al.

(2018)’s previous work focused on a different task (summarisation) with longer texts.

In contrast, we reason that for our setting word-level topics may also be informative

when used without document topics. Therefore, we further include only word-level

topics as ‘word’ setting

ti = [t′i]

ti ∈ RT
(6.5)

where the topic setting (‘word’ or ‘word+doc’) is treated as a hyperparameter.

Fusion of embeddings and topics We propose two different ways of combin-

ing topic distributions with word embeddings: early fusion and late fusion. Early

fusion combines topic distributions with word embeddings before the encoder step

(Figure 6.2), guiding the encoder in selecting relevant information when computing

a representation for the sentence. In contrast, late fusion combines information de-

rived from topics and word embeddings after computing separate affinity matrices

for topics and word representations (Figure 6.3), therefore introducing the topic

information more directly into the architecture as separate sentence interaction di-

mension. As a result, the encoding layer of both variations differs slightly. In early

fusion TAPA, we obtain a sentence representation e = (e1, ..., en) by concatenating
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topics and embeddings as follows:

ei = [xi; ti]

ei ∈ RE+T
(6.6)

Late fusion TAPA only uses embeddings for e

ei = [xi]

ei ∈ RE
(6.7)

and obtains separate topic representations

TL = [t1, ..., tN]

TR = [t1, ..., tM]

TL ∈ RN×T ,TR ∈ RM×T
(6.8)

(6) Classify

(3) Encode 
with Bi-LSTM

(1) Embed

(N, M)
A

(4) Compare

(5) Extract 
with CNN

xi
ti

xj
tj

h1 hi hN h1 hj hM

(2) Infer

sR:    [w1 ,           wj , wM]sL:    [w1 ,           wi, wN ]

Topics
Embeddings

Figure 6.2: Proposed TAPA architecture with early topic-embedding fusion. Illus-
trated with toy examples consisting of three tokens.
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(3) Encode 
with Bi-LSTM

(1) Embed

(4a) Compare 
representation

(5) Extract 
with CNN

xi

h1 hi hn

ti

sR:   [w1 , wi , wN ]

tj

(6) Classify

Atopic
( N, M)

(N, M, 2)
A

(4b) Compare 
topics

xj

h1 hj hm

(2) Infer

Aemb
( N, M)

s2:   [w1 , wj , wM]s2:   [w1 , wj , wM]sL:   [w1 , wi , wN ]

Topics
Embeddings

Figure 6.3: Proposed TAPA architecture with late topic-embedding fusion.

Encoder Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs, see Chapter 2.4.3) and Bidi-

rectional LSTMs (BiLSTMs, see Chapter 2.4.4.2) are both commonly used text

encoders. In our preliminary experiments, BiLSTMs worked better than CNN en-

coders, presumably due to their ability to capture long-range dependencies. As a

result, we encode the two sentences s1 and s2 represented by the sentence represen-

tation sequences (e1, ..., eN) and (e1, ..., eM) with two BiLSTMs (step 3 in Figures

6.2 and 6.3):

EL = BiLSTM(e1, ..., eN)

ER = BiLSTM(e1, ..., eM)

EL ∈ RN×D,ER ∈ RM×D
(6.9)

where D denotes the dimension of the BiLSTM’s hidden layer. We decide to share

weights between both BiLSTMs in a Siamese setting which reduces the number of

required parameters and has been shown to work well for pairwise classification tasks

(Deriu and Cieliebak, 2017; Feng et al., 2015; Mueller and Thyagarajan, 2016).
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6.4.1.2 Comparison Layer

We model the similarity between the two encoded sentences by computing pairwise

affinity scores between their words in affinity matrices similar to previous studies

(Deriu and Cieliebak, 2017; Pang et al., 2016; Gong et al., 2018). In both early

and late fusion TAPA, we calculate the affinity matrix Aemb ∈ Rn×m based on the

encoded sentences as

Aemb
i,j = s(EL

i,:,E
R
j,:) (6.10)

using a similarity function s (step 4 in Figure 6.2 and 4a in Figure 6.3). For the

late fusion model, we also calculate an affinity matrix Atopic ∈ Rn×m based on the

topic distributions in both sentences (4b in Figure 6.3):2

Atopic
i,j = s(TL

i,:,T
R
j,:) (6.11)

Common choices for the similarity function s are Euclidean distance, dot product

and cosine similarity (Yin et al., 2016; Deriu and Cieliebak, 2017). We use cosine

similarity, as it worked best in preliminary experiments. The comparison layer out-

put A is simply Aemb for early fusion TAPA, while we combine topic and embedding

affinity matrices in the late fusion version:

A = [Aemb; Atopic]. (6.12)

6.4.1.3 Aggregation Layer

Similar to extracting information from a grey scale image in computer vision, we fol-

low Gong et al. (2018) and Pang et al. (2016) in aggregating useful affinity patterns

from A with a CNN (LeCun et al., 1998a) feature extractor (step 5 in in Figure

6.2 and 6.3). We use a two-layer CNN architecture (where one layer consists of a

convolution and a pooling operation). The output of the last convolution layer is

flattened into a vector. This is followed by multiple hidden layers of reducing size

and a softmax layer for calculating class probabilities (step 6 in Figure 6.2 and 6.3).

The model is trained using cross-entropy loss. We tune the hyperparameters with

hyperopt (Bergstra et al., 2013). Tuned hyperparameters and further implementa-

tion details are reported in section 6.4.2.

2We experimented with additional topic encoders, but abandoned them as they did not consis-
tently improve the results.
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Dataset
# of

filters
filter
size

# of hidden
layers

Batch
size

Learning
rate

Optimizer Embd

Quora (4,12) (2,2) 2 64 .050 adadelta Glove
PAWS (4,12) (2,2) 2 64 .050 adadelta Glove
SemEval B (0,0) (0,0) 2 10 .100 adadelta Deriu
SemEval C (0,0) (0,0) 0 10 .002 adam Glove

Table 6.1: General model hyperparameters obtained after tuning on development
set. ‘Filter’ refer to the filters of the CNN feature extractor. ‘Deriu’ embedding
refers to the embeddings which were trained on the SemEval dataset and released
by Deriu and Cieliebak (2017).

Dataset Topic type # of topics Topic alpha Topic update Fusion

Quora word 70 50 True early
PAWS word 70 50 True early
SemEval B word 90 0.1 True early
SemEval C word 80 10 True late

Table 6.2: Topic-related hyperparameters obtained after tuning on the development
set.

6.4.2 Implementation Details

All words were lower-cased during preprocessing. Embeddings are initialised with

pre-trained 300 dim Glove embeddings (Pennington et al.,2014) which were updated

during training. We trained LDA topic models (Blei et a.,2003) on the training set

of each dataset using ldamallet from the Gensim package and experimented with

static vs updated topic distributions, different alpha values (0.1 to 50) and number

of topics (10 to 100) which are treated as hyperparameters of the proposed TAPA

model. As PAWS is based on Quora, we used Quora topic models for both datasets.

We tune hyperparameters with the tree of Parzen estimators algorithm implemented

in Hyperopt (Bergstra et al., 2013) based on dev set F1, see Tables 6.1 and 6.2 for

our best hyperparameters.

6.4.3 Baselines

Previous systems As baseline systems, we provide the top three SemEval 2017

models (based on F1 score of primary submission). For subtask B, these are KeLP

(Filice et al., 2017), NLM NIH (Abacha and Demner-Fushman, 2017) and Uin-

suskaUiTech (Agustian and Takamura, 2017). For subtask C, the top systems are

BUNJI (Koreeda et al., 2017), IIT-UHH (Nandi et al., 2017) and KeLP (Filice et al.,

2017). All of these models use hand-crafted features, which provides an advantage
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on this small dataset (see Chapter 4 for dataset sizes). Moreover, the systems are

task-dependent as features and settings of the same system vary between subtasks

B and C. For Quora, we provide Shen et al. (2018b)’s simple word embedding-based

model, Pang et al. (2016)’s CNN-based MatchPyramid, as well as Gupta and Zhang

(2018)’s TreeLSTM. We note that results for other systems (Gong et al., 2018; Tan

et al., 2018; Tomar et al., 2017) have been reported on Quora with accuracies ranging

between .75 and .89, but are not directly comparable to F1 score.

Topic baseline We also provide a simple topic baseline which calculates the

Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD, Lin 1991) between two topic distributions to pre-

dict a negative label if JSD is larger than a certain threshold and a positive label

otherwise. Threshold and topic hyperparameters are chosen based on development

set F1.

Siamese network In addition to the above mentioned systems, we also compare

our proposed model with a Siamese network, as this is a common neural baseline for

sentence pair prediction tasks (Wang et al., 2017). The two questions are embedded

with pre-trained 300 dimensional Glove embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014) and

encoded by two weight-sharing BiLSTM encoders. This is followed by a max pooling

layer and two hidden layers. For Siamese network +ELMo, we concatenate Glove

embeddings with ELMo representations before encoding them with BiLSTMs.

BERT BERT (Devlin et al. 2019, see Chapter 2.3.3.2) was released after the

work on our proposed model was already completed, but due to its wide-ranging

success and importance it is provided as an additional baseline. We follow standard

practice by encoding the sentence pair with BERT and using its c vector followed

by a softmax layer to predict the class. We finetune all layers for three epochs with

early stopping and tune learning rates on the development set of each dataset.

6.4.4 Results

We evaluate the model performance on the basis of F1 scores as this is more reli-

able for datasets with label imbalance than accuracy and we present the results in

Table 6.3.

Overall performance TAPA performs better than the other neural baselines

(Siamese networks, TreeLSTM and MatchPyramid) but is outperformed by BERT.

We reason that BERT’s advantage over TAPA is due to the fact that BERT is a
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Type
PAWS Quora

SemEval

B C

Published systems
BUNJI (Koreeda et al., 2017) feature-based - - - .197
IIT-UHH (Nandi et al., 2017) feature-based - - .390 .144
KeLP (Filice et al., 2017) feature-based - - .506 .121
NLM NIH (Abacha and
Demner-Fushman, 2017)

feature-based - - .473 -

UinsuskaTiTech (Agustian and
Takamura, 2017)

feature-based - - .467 -

SWEM (Shen et al., 2018b) embedding-based - .830 - -
MatchPyramid (Pang et al., 2016) neural - .829 - -
TreeLSTM (Gupta and Zhang, 2018) neural - .719 - -
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) pretrained .440 .902 .473 .268

Our systems
Topic baseline feature-based .370 .736 .436 .096
Siamese BiLSTM neural .173 .813 .349 .126
Siamese BiLSTM +ELMo neural .372 .832 .345 .149
TAPA neural .422 .841 .464 .152

Table 6.3: Performance (F1) of proposed TAPA model on test set. The first five
rows are taken from the official SemEval 2017 results Nakov et al. (2017). Rows
six to eight are taken from the corresponding publication and the rest are our own
implementations.

larger and fully pre-trained architecture (except for the weights in the output layer)

that has been optimised on sentence pair prediction tasks. In contrast, most parts

of our architecture (encoder, comparison and aggregation layer) need to be trained

from scratch and the ELMo representations have only been pre-trained on next word

prediction. In comparison to the feature-engineered models, TAPA cannot directly

compete with the highest ranked SemEval systems (KeLP for Task B and BUNJI

for task C) due to the lack of sufficient training data (compare dataset sizes in

Chapter 4). However, it outperforms the second ranked system on SemEval C (IIT-

UHH) and gets within reach of the third placed system on SemEval B (Uinsuska

TiTech). Our neural architecture may not outperform the best feature-engineered

models, but it can generalise better across datasets, while the top SemEval systems

require dataset-specific feature adjusting for each subtask.

Do topics help? Our topic-aware TAPA model improves over the Siamese base-

lines without topic information on all datasets (see Table 6.3). The largest gains

of TAPA are observed on SemEval B - the dataset where the strong performance
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Type PAWS Quora SemEval
B C

full TAPA (early fusion) .422 .841 .464 .152
-topics .406 .839 .451 .094
-ELMO .269 .845 .450 .124
-fusion type .398 .839 .401 .112

Table 6.4: Ablation study for our TAPA model reporting F1 scores for model without
certain components.

of the topic baseline indicated that topics are particularly helpful. Furthermore,

our ablation study (Table 6.4) shows that removing topics consistently reduces F1

scores on all datasets. In comparison, the effect of ELMo representations is dataset

dependent. Removing context-aware ELMo representations slightly improves per-

formance on Quora, but leads to a large performance drop on PAWS. The large

impact on PAWS can be explained by the fact that this dataset was automatically

constructed to have high textual overlap between questions and differences between

paraphrases are chiefly due to variations in syntax.

What is the best way to integrate topics in our neural architecture?

Hyperparameter tuning (see section 6.4.2) selected word topics and early fusion for

TAPA on all datasets which suggests that these are good settings for the model. Our

full TAPA model therefore uses word topics with early fusion. When comparing the

full (early fusion) model with a tuned3 late fusion variant (last line in Table 6.4), we

find that performance of the late fusion model drops to the same or even lower level

than TAPA without topics. We conclude that topics contribute consistently to the

performance of our proposed model, but that early word topic-embedding fusion is

crucial.

3As late fusion may require slightly different hyperparameters, we compare with a tuned late
fusion model to make a fair comparison between early and late fusion.
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6.5 Part II: tBERT Model

The first part of this chapter indicated that the addition of topics is beneficial

for neural Semantic Similarity Detection models. However, our proposed partially

pre-trained model cannot compete with the recently released contextualised BERT

(Devlin et al., 2019) model, which has been fully pre-trained with text pair prediction

tasks. In the second part of this chapter, we therefore investigate whether topic

models can also improve BERT’s performance for Semantic Similarity Detection

tasks. We propose a generic framework for combining topics with BERT, compare

the effectiveness of different model settings and experiment with a wider range of

datasets and topic models.

6.5.1 Architecture

Our proposed topic-informed BERT-based model (tBERT) is illustrated in Fig-

ures 6.4 and 6.5. The framework consists of three steps: obtaining a BERT-based

text pair representation (section 6.5.1.1), obtaining a topic representation for each

text (section 6.5.1.2) and combining both representations to predict the class (sec-

tion 6.5.1.3).

6.5.1.1 Text pair representation

BERT Given two sentences in the form of token sequences s1 = (t1, ..., tN ) with

length N and s2 = (t′1, ..., t
′
M ) with length M , we obtain a context-aware sen-

tence pair representation by encoding both sentences with the uncased version of

BERTBASE (Devlin et al. 2019, see Chapter 2.3.3.2). We follow standard practice

by feeding the sentences (concatenated with ‘[CLS]’ and ‘[SEP]’ tokens) and using

the c ∈ RD vector from BERT’s final layer which corresponds to the ‘[CLS]’ token

in the input:

c = BERTfinal([[CLS]; s1; [SEP]; s2]) (6.13)

where D denotes the internal hidden size of BERT (768 for BERTBASE).

6.5.1.2 Topic representation

Topic model While other topic models can be used within our framework, we

experiment with two well-known traditional topic models in this work: LDA (Blei
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et al., 2003) and GSDMM (Yin and Wang, 2014).4 We chose traditional topic

models (see Chapter 2.3.4), rather than neural topic models as they are well-studied,

lightweight and fast to train. Although neural topic models offer the opportunity

to obtain task-specific topics through joint training, we focus on illustrating the

effectiveness of our general framework based on separately trained traditional topic

models as a starting point and leave more sophisticated topic models for future

work.

Topic types Previous research (Narayan et al., 2018) has successfully combined

word- and document-level topics with neural architectures for summarisation by

combining both topic types through an element-wise multiplication operation. In

Chapter 6.4.4 we experimented with this fusion of word and document topics for

Semantic Similarity Detection, but found that mere word topics worked better than a

combination of both. In this work, we therefore experiment with word and document

topics separately (instead of combining them both).

tBERT with document topics When using document topics d1 and d2 (illus-

trated in Figure 6.4), all tokens in a sentence are passed to the topic model to infer

4Refer to section 6.5.2 for more details and topic model hyper-parameters. We use the same
topic models as in the topic baseline.

d2d1

c

Topic 
model

[CLS] [SEP]

BERT

c f1 fN fSEP f’1 f’M

eCLS e1 eN eSEP e’1 e’M

... ...

... ...

t1 tN t’M...... t’1

s1 s2

Figure 6.4: Proposed tBERT architecture with document topics (d1 and d2).
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one topic distribution per sentence:

d1 = TopicModel([t1, ..., tN ])

d2 = TopicModel([t′1, ..., t
′
M ])

d1,d2 ∈ RT

(6.14)

where T indicates the number of topics.

tBERT with word topics Alternatively, we can use word topics instead of doc-

ument topics. When using word topics w1 and w2 (illustrated in Figure 6.5), one

topic distribution wi ∈ RT is inferred per token ti

wi = TopicModel(ti). (6.15)

Then, we average all word topics in the sentence to obtain a fixed-length topic

representation on the sentence level:

w1 =

∑N
i=1 wi

N

w2 =

∑M
i=1 w′i
M

.

w1,w2 ∈ RT

(6.16)

wM’w1’wNw1

w2w1 c

Topic 
model

[CLS] [SEP]

BERT

c f1 fN fSEP f’1 f’M

eCLS e1 eN eSEP e’1 e’M

... ...

... ...

......

t1 tN t’M...... t’1

s1 s2

Figure 6.5: Proposed tBERT architecture with word topics w1 and w2.
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6.5.1.3 Representation combination and prediction

Motivated by Ostendorff et al. (2019)’s combination method for Knowledge Graph

Embeddings with BERT, we combine the sentence pair vector with the sentence-level

topic representations as

f = [c; d1; d2]

f ∈ RD+2T
(6.17)

for document topics and as

f = [c; w1; w2]

f ∈ RD+2T
(6.18)

for word topics (where ; denotes concatenation). This is followed by a hidden layer

h ∈ R(D+2T )/2 and a softmax classification layer to compute class probabilities. We

train the model with cross-entropy loss for three epochs with small learning rates

(2e-5, 3e-5 or 5e-5) as recommended by Devlin et al. (2019) and use early stopping

based on development set F1 score to prevent overfitting. Learning rates are tuned

per dataset and random seed based on development set performance.

6.5.2 Topic Model Settings

We train topic models separately from the neural model components on the training

portion of the individual datasets with the exception of the SemEval tasks, where

we combine the training data from all three subtasks. We use minimal text prepro-

cessing, employing only tokenisation and filtering of common stopwords based on

the NLTK toolkit (Bird and Loper, 2004).

Topic model and topic type We use LDA (Blei et al. 2003, see Chapter 2.3.4.1)

because it is a well-known and widely used topic model. However, as LDA has

been reported to be less suitable for short text (Hong and Davison, 2010; Vayansky

and Kumar, 2020), we also experiment with the popular short text topic model

GSDMM (Yin and Wang 2014, see Chapter 2.3.4.2) which assumes only one topic

per document. Although tBERT with GSDMM topic models performed well on the

development set, GSDMM topics appear to be less consistent (compare topic key

words in Tables 6.7-6.12). To select the best setting for our final model (in Table

6.14), we evaluated different combinations of tBERT with LDA vs GSDMM and

word (w1 and w2) vs document topics (d1 and d2) on the development partition of
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MSRP Quora SemEval
A B C

BERT .906 .906 .714 .754 .414

tBERT with GSDMM
+ word topics .918 .908 .752 .760 .447
+ doc topics .915 .909 .751 .760 .424

tBERT with LDA
+ word topics .905 .911 .744 .766 .439
+ doc topics .907 .909 .748 .761 .419

Table 6.5: Performance (F1) of proposed tBERT models with different topic settings
on development set. We report average performance for two different random seeds.
Bold indicates the selected setting for our final model.

the datasets (Table 6.5). The tBERT settings generally scored higher than BERT,

with word topics (w1 and w2) usually outperforming document topics.

Topic number and alpha value The number of topics and alpha values are

important topic model hyper-parameters and dataset dependent. In contrast to the

first part of this chapter (section 6.4.2), we tune the number of topics and alpha

value separately from the main model based on the simple topic baseline (section

7.5.2) as a fast proxy (on average 12 seconds per experiment on CPU). This has

the benefit of identifying useful topic models for each dataset without expensive

hyper-parameter tuning on the full tBERT model. In our experiments, 70 to 90

topics with alpha values of 1 or 10 worked well. Topic model hyper-parameters were

chosen based on development set F1 scores of the topic baseline. For each dataset

we tried number of topics: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 and alpha values:

0.1, 1, 10, 50 (Figure 6.6 illustrates the influence of different alpha values on topic

distributions for four Quora development set examples). For GSDMM, we used the

same number of topics as LDA for better comparison and set the beta value to 0.1

based on the original settings in Yin and Wang (2014). The topic baselines and

tBERT use topic models with the same hyper-parameters as listed in Table 6.6.

MSRP Quora SemEval
A B C

# of topics 80 90 70 80 70
LDA alpha values 1 1 50 10 10
GSDMM alpha values 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Table 6.6: Tuned hyper-parameters of topic models.
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s1: which is the best 
way to learn coding?
s2: how do you learn 
to program?

s1: what’s the origin 
of the word o’clock?
s2: what is the origin 
of the word o’clock?

s1: what are the range of 
careers in biotechnology 
in indonesia?
s2: how do you tenderize 
beef stew meat?

s1: what is meant by 
‘e’ in mathematics?
s2: what is meant by 
mathematics?

Figure 6.6: LDA word topic distributions for four examples from the Quora devel-
opment set using different alpha values.
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6.5.3 GSDMM Topic Model Examples

T1: difference examples law social science
T2: effects earthquake major compare cambodia
T3: arbitration court cards australia world
T4: panel solar provider installation california
T5: get best rid skin remove

Table 6.7: Top key words for example topics learned by GSDMM model on Quora.
Inconsistent key words are highlighted in red.

T1: cases said number year reported sales meeting
T2: states united wrong sense deal
T3: two killed united states people government
T4: condition hospital center taken medical county
T5: charges commission arrested exchange

Table 6.8: Top key words for example topics learned by GSDMM model on MSRP.
Inconsistent key words are highlighted in red.

T1: know qatar years many indian qatari
T2: good qatar live doha know dog
T3: arabic doha best people time english
T4: month like 000 car compound villa
T5: time find visa working company study

Table 6.9: Top key words for example topics learned by GSDMM model on the train-
ing set of all three SemEval tasks combined. Inconsistent key words are highlighted
in red.

6.5.4 LDA Topic Model Examples

T1: life purpose important thing real biggest
T2: drink water coffee tea drinking good
T3: flight car ticket train fly
T4: school university college high students student
T5: chemical determine formula acid determined

Table 6.10: Top key words for example topics learned by LDA model on Quora.
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T1: regiment cavalry north 3rd passenger fort
T2: court judge federal district supreme file
T3: windows server software microsoft 2003 system
T4: president bush time presidential report george
T5: hospital condition study risk cancer women

Table 6.11: Top key words for example topics learned by LDA model on MSRP.

T1: gym club pool fitness gyms swimming
T2: drink good club music night alcohol
T3: husband sponsorship wife company sponsor work
T4: day eid holidays days ramadan hours
T5: time doha bus area morning early

Table 6.12: Top key words for example topics learned by LDA model on the training
set of all three SemEval tasks combined.

6.5.5 Baselines

Topic baselines As a simple baseline, we train a topic model (LDA or GSDMM)

on the training portion of each dataset (combining training sets for SemEval sub-

tasks) and calculate the Jensen-Shannon divergence (Lin 1991, JSD) between the

topic distributions of the two sentences. The model predicts a negative label if JSD

is larger than a threshold and a positive label otherwise. We tune the threshold,

the number of topics and the alpha value based on development set F1. Refer to

section 6.5.2 for more details regarding the topic model settings.

Previous systems For the SemEval CQA dataset, we compare against the high-

est performing system for each subtask based on F1 score of primary submission:

ECNU (Wu et al., 2017a), KeLP (Filice et al., 2017) and BUNJI (Koreeda et al.,

2017). As these models predominantly rely on hand-crafted dataset-specific features

which provide an advantage on the small datasets, we also include the only neural

system without manual features (Deriu and Cieliebak, 2017). For MSRP, we show a

CNN-based text-matching architecture (Pang et al., 2016). For Quora, we provide

Gupta and Zhang (2018)’s attention-enriched Tree-LSTM which utilises syntactic

constituent trees. We further compare with the popular Densely Interactive Infer-

ence Network (Gong et al., 2018) using accuracy, as no F1 has been reported. In

addition, we provide Shen et al. (2018b)’s simple word embedding-based model on

both datasets.
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Siamese BiLSTM Siamese networks are a common neural baseline for sentence

pair classification tasks (Yih et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2017). For our Siamese

network implementation, we embed both sentences with pre-trained GloVe embed-

dings (concatenated with ELMo for BiLSTM + ELMo) and encode them with two

weight-sharing BiLSTMs, followed by max pooling and hidden layers.

BERT We encode the sentence pair with BERT’s c vector (as in tBERT) followed

by a softmax layer and finetune all layers for three epochs with early stopping.

Following Devlin et al. (2019), we tune the learning rates on the development set of

each dataset. Refer to section 6.5.6 for detailed hyperparameter settings.

6.5.6 Hyperparameters

Table 6.13 reports tuned hyper-parameters used in the tBERT models and the BERT

baseline. The learning rate was tuned based on development set F1 score per seed

and model using grid search (2e-5, 3e-5 or 5e-5). The batch size was generally set

to 32, but had to be reduced for SemEval A and C to fit data on a single GPU due

to longer sentences.

MSRP Quora SemEval
A B C

batch size 32 32 16 32 16

BERT
learning rate (1st seed) 5e-5 2e-5 3e-5 2e-5 2e-5
learning rate(2nd seed) 5e-5 2e-5 2e-5 2e-5 3e-5

tBERT
learning rate (1st seed) 3e-5 3e-5 2e-5 2e-5 3e-5
learning rate (2nd seed) 5e-5 2e-5 2e-5 3e-5 2e-5

Table 6.13: Tuned hyper-parameters for BERT-based models.

6.5.7 Results

Evaluation setup We evaluate the systems based on F1 scores ( Table 6.14)

as this is more reliable for datasets with imbalanced labels (e.g. SemEval C, see

information regarding label distributions in Chapter 4) than accuracy. We further

report performance on difficult cases with non-obvious F1 score which identifies

challenging instances in the datasets based on lexical overlap and gold labels (see

Chapter 5). Dodge et al. (2020) recently showed that early stopping and random

seeds can have considerable impact on the performance of finetuned BERT models.
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F1 non-obvious F1

Type
MSRP Quora

SemEval
MSRP Quora

SemEval

A B C A B C

Previous systems
KeLP (Filice et al., 2017) feature-based - - .698 .506 .121 - - .628 .199 .054
ECNU (Wu et al., 2017a) feature-based - - .777 .503 .136 - - .707 .235 .022
BUNJI (Koreeda et al., 2017) feature-based - - .725 - .197 - - .672 - .028
SwissAlps (Deriu and Cieliebak, 2017) neural - - .433 - - - - .352 - -
SWEM (Shen et al., 2018b) embedding-based .813 .830 - - - - - - - -
MatchPyramid (Pang et al., 2016) neural .829 - - - - - - - - -
TreeLSTM (Gupta and Zhang, 2018) neural .719 - - - - - - - -
DIIN (Gong et al., 2018) (accuracy) neural - (.891) - - - - - - - -

Our implementation
GSDMM topic baseline feature-based .796 .679 .663 .403 .102 .769 .448 .488 .130 .015
LDA topic baseline feature-based .799 .736 .684 .436 .096 .780 .606 .684 .172 .019
Siamese BiLSTM neural .763 .813 .671 .349 .126 .781 .740 .597 .168 .049
Siamese BiLSTM + ELMo neural .765 .832 .661 .345 .149 .775 .754 .599 .180 .073
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) neural .876 .902 .704 .473 .268 .827 .860 .656 .243 .085
tBERT with GSDMM topics neural .883 .905 .766 .518 .233 .844 .856 .714 .266 .081
tBERT with LDA topics neural .884 .905 .768 .524 .273 .866 .859 .708 .258 .100

Table 6.14: Performance (F1 and F1n) of proposed tBERT model on test set. The first 8 rows are taken from the cited papers.
Bold font highlights the best system overall and our best implementation is underlined.
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We therefore use early stopping during finetuning and report average model perfor-

mance across two runs with different seeds for the BERT and tBERT models.

Overall trends The simple topic baselines perform surprisingly well compared to

much more sophisticated models, indicating the usefulness of topics for the tasks.

Contrary to our initial expectation, the LDA topic baseline performs better than the

GSDMM baseline. The GSDMM topic model seems to have learned less consistent

topics (see section 6.5.2) and may require additional hyperparameter tuning for

better performance. The BERT-based models outperform the other neural systems

as well as feature-engineered SemEval systems on SemEval B and C, while closely

competing on the relatively small SemEval A dataset. It is worth pointing out that

the feature-based systems KeLP, ECNU and BUNJI exploit highly dataset-specific

metadata features (e.g. the post’s position in the thread or the author of the post),

while the BERT-based systems only rely on generic information sources which are

applicable across all datasets.

Do topics improve BERT’s performance? Adding LDA topics to BERT con-

sistently improves F1 performance across all datasets. Moreover, it improves the

performance on non-obvious cases over BERT on all datasets (except for Quora,

which contains many generic examples and few domain-specific cases, see Table

6.15). The addition of GSDMM topics to BERT is slightly less stable: improving

MSRP Quora SemEval
A B C

F1 on cases with named entities (total: 230/500)
BERT .20 .54 .50 .53 .32
tBERT .35 .49 .52 .21 .56
(# of cases) (23) (31) (58) (60) (58)

F1 on cases with domain-specific words (total: 159/500)
BERT .18 .00 .36 .36 .26
tBERT .67 .50 .62 .40 .58
(# of cases) (14) (7) (36) (41) (61)

F1 on cases with non-standard spelling (total: 53/500)
BERT .00 N/A .20 .71 .43
tBERT .00 N/A .80 .00 .62
(# of cases) (1) (0) (20) (19) (13)

Table 6.15: Performance (F1) for BERT and tBERT on annotated development set
examples (100 cases per dataset) by manually annotated properties. Number of
cases in parenthesis.
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s1 Are there good beaches in the Northern part of Qatar?
s2 Fuwairit is very clean !
gold label True
predictions BERT:False, BERT+topics:True
manual annotation domain-specific word:True, named entity:True, non-standard

spelling:False

Table 6.16: Predictions and annotation for an example from SemEval.

performance on MSRP, SemEval A and B, while dropping on SemEval C. However,

the higher performance of tBERT with LDA topics in comparison to GSDMM top-

ics is in line with the trend of the LDA and GSDMM topic baselines. The largest

performance gains regardless of the chosen topic model are observed in the internal

question-answering task (SemEval A).

Where can topics help? We randomly sampled 100 examples (half only cor-

rect by BERT, half only correct by LDA-tBERT) from the development set of each

dataset and manually annotated them (500 in total for all datasets) with binary

labels regarding three properties that may be associated with topic-related gains or

losses (Table 6.15). Named entities (e.g. iPhone) and domain-specific words (e.g.

murabaha) occurred frequently in the datasets, while there were too few examples

with non-standard spelling (e.g. thanx ) for meaningful comparisons. tBERT gener-

ally performed better than BERT on examples with domain-specific cases. Overall

patterns were less clear for named entities. Based on manual inspection, BERT

dealt better with common named entities likely to have occurred in pre-training

(such as well-known brands), while tBERT improved on dataset-specific named en-

tities. We reason that for domain-specific words which are unlikely to have occurred

in pre-training (e.g. Fuwairit in Table 6.16), BERT may not have learned a good

representation (even after finetuning) and hence cannot make a correct prediction.

Here, topic models could serve as an additional source for dataset-specific informa-

tion. The usefulness of topics for such cases is also supported by previous work,

which successfully leveraged topics for domain adaptation (Hu et al., 2014; Guo

et al., 2009), see section 6.2.

Could we just finetune BERT longer? Based on our observation that tBERT

performs better on dataset-specific cases, one could assume that BERT may simply

need to be finetuned longer than the usual three epochs to pick up more domain-

specific information. In an additional experiment, we finetuned BERT and tBERT

(with LDA topics) for 9 epochs (see Figure 6.7). On most datasets, BERT reached
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Figure 6.7: Performance of BERT and tBERT on dev set when trained for up to 9
epochs. The dotted line indicates tBERT’s best performance within the first three
epochs.

MSRP Quora SemEval
A B C

BERT
3 epochs 13 839 223 26 340
9 epochs 44 2710 638 75 1047

tBERT
3 epochs 13 885 211 24 348
9 epochs 42 2916 658 75 1082

Table 6.17: Average training time on one NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU in minutes.
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Model Quora → Quora Quora →PAWS Performance drop

BERT .902 .440 51.22%
tBERT with GSDMM topics .905 .442 51.16%
tBERT with LDA topics .905 .462 48.95%

Table 6.18: Robustness analysis of proposed tBERT models. Quora →PAWS indi-
cates that models were trained on Quora and evaluated on PAWS.

peak performance within the first three epochs. Although training for 4 or 7 epochs

achieved marginal gains on SemEval A and C, longer finetuning of BERT could not

exceed tBERT’s best performance from the first three epochs (dotted line) on any

dataset. We therefore conclude that longer finetuning does not considerably boost

BERT’s performance. Adding topics instead is more effective while avoiding the

burden of greatly increased training time (compare Table 6.17).

Robustness analysis We previously highlighted the prevalence of lexical overlap

bias in existing semantic similarity datasets (see Chapter 5): Example pairs with

high lexical overlap tend to have a positive label, while low lexical overlap is associ-

ated with a negative label. In order to explore to what extent BERT and our best

tBERT model (with LDA word topics) rely on lexical overlap, we conduct a robust-

ness analysis by evaluating models which were trained on Quora on the adversarial

PAWS dataset. PAWS was designed as an adversarial counterpart to Quora and

created through the permutation and back-translation of examples from Quora, re-

sulting in text pairs with particularly high lexical overlap. Therefore, models cannot

rely on word overlap to identify paraphrases as is possible - to a certain extent - in

Quora. Table 6.18 shows the results of the robustness experiment: the performance

of BERT and tBERT models on PAWS drops noteably in comparison to Quora -

as would be expected since the models have not encountered adversarial examples

in training. However, both tBERT models perform better than BERT on PAWS,

with the LDA-enriched tBERT model showing the smallest performance drop. This

indicates that topics can contribute to reduced reliance on direct lexical overlap and

increased model resilience to adversarial examples.
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6.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we proposed two topic-informed approaches to Semantic Similarity

Detection. The first part of the chapter introduced a novel topic-enriched CNN-

LSTM architecture. Our model successfully combined topics with a neural archi-

tecture and improved over several neural baselines on multiple Semantic Similarity

Detection datasets. We demonstrated that topics contributed consistently to our

model’s performance and that an early fusion of word embeddings with topic dis-

tributions is preferable over integration at a later stage. However, our results also

showed that the proposed model was clearly outperformed by the more recent BERT

model which has been fully pre-trained and been exposed to a sentence pair predic-

tion task. This finding raised the questions if topics could be successfully combined

with BERT and whether other topic models (e.g. short text topic models) might be

beneficial.

To address these questions, the second part of this chapter proposed a flexi-

ble framework for combining topic models with BERT. Within this framework, we

conducted experiments for combining BERT with LDA and GSDMM topics. We

demonstrated that adding LDA topics to BERT consistently improved performance

across a range of Semantic Similarity Detection datasets. Adding GSDMM top-

ics achieved strong results on 3 of the datasets, but was less successful than the

combination of LDA topics with BERT. Furthermore, our robustness analysis on

an adversarial dataset indicated that incorporating topics as an additional source

of information resulted in models which were more resilient to lexical overlap bias.

In our qualitative analysis, we showed that improvements were mainly achieved on

examples involving domain-specific words.

Future work may focus on whether combining topics with other pre-trained

contextual models can lead to similar gains. Subsequent research could also address

how to directly induce topic information directly into BERT without losing pre-

trained information through catastrophic forgetting. Another research direction

is to investigate if introducing more sophisticated topic models into the proposed

framework can further improve results. One possibility is incorporating named

entity promoting topic models (Krasnashchok and Jouili, 2018) which increase the

importance of named entities in LDA, as named entities play a crucial role in domain-

specific language. Another option is neural topic models (Ding et al., 2018), which

could be trained jointly to obtain more task-specific topics. However, this requires

more research since BERT is only finetuned for few epochs and with a small learning

rate to prevent overfitting, while a neural topic model is likely to require more
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training to learn meaningful topics.
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CHAPTER 7

A Linguistically-Informed

Approach to Semantic

Similarity Detection

7.1 Introduction

Pre-trained contextual models Semantic Similarity Detection refers to a col-

lection of sentence pair prediction tasks which aim at automatically recognising the

presence of certain semantic relationships (see Chapter 3.1). Recently proposed

pre-trained contextualised language models such as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) and

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) have achieved state-of-the-art performance across many

areas of NLP including Semantic Similarity Detection (see Chapter 2.3.3). Con-

sequently, there is an increased interest in exploring methods which build on and

further improve these architectures. One line of work is model compression, which

aims at developing smaller models that are more accessible while preserving most of

BERT’s performance (Xu et al., 2020; Goyal et al., 2020; Sanh et al., 2019; Aguilar

et al., 2020; Lan et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020; Sajjad et al., 2020). Another direc-

tion is to further enhance performance through increasing model parameters, e.g.

by duplicating existing layers (Kao et al., 2020). A third line of work seeks perfor-

mance gains by introducing complementary external information into BERT, such

as information from knowledge bases (Peters et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020a) or

multi-modal information (Lu et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2020).

Linguistically-enriched embeddings Before the advent of contextualised mod-

els, transfer of pre-trained information between datasets and tasks in NLP was

mostly based on word embeddings (refer to Chapter 2.3.2). Over multiple years,

substantial effort was put into the creation and refinement of such embeddings.
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While originally capturing mainly collocation patterns (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pen-

nington et al., 2014), subsequent work enriched dense word representations with

additional linguistic information, such as dependencies (Levy and Goldberg, 2014),

subword information (Luong et al., 2013; Bojanowski et al., 2017), and semantic

lexicons (Faruqui et al., 2015). As a result, there exists a wealth of pre-trained

embedding resources for many languages in a unified format which could be useful

for Semantic Similarity Detection.

Research questions In this chapter, we study the following two research ques-

tions (RQ3 and RQ4 from chapter 1): First, how can one develop a generic Se-

mantic Similarity Detection model which performs well across a variety of tasks

and datasets? Second, can alternative information sources be exploited to make

semantic similarity models more resilient to the identified biases? This chapter

addresses these questions by proposing an approach which combines a pre-trained

BERT model with linguistically-enriched embeddings. Semantic and syntactic in-

formation plays a crucial role in Semantic Similarity Detection tasks and has been

successfully exploited in earlier feature-engineered models (Filice et al., 2017). While

recent large pre-trained language models such as BERT have achieved state-of-the-

art performance in Semantic Similarity Detection, BERT is only trained to predict

missing words - either behind masks or in the next sentence - and has no knowledge

of syntax or semantics beyond what it picks up through this unsupervised pre-

training. Therefore, we propose a novel method that explicitly injects additional

linguistic knowledge in the form of pre-trained word embeddings in a pre-trained

BERT model.

Contributions In this work, we propose a novel method which injects pre-trained

embeddings into BERT’s internal representation. Our work differs from previous ap-

proaches by introducing linguistically-enriched embeddings (as opposed to visual or

knowledge base information) directly into BERT through a novel gated injection

method which requires only 14% of the parameters in a standard multi-head atten-

tion mechanism. We apply our method to a range of Semantic Similarity Detection

datasets and show that injecting pre-trained dependency-based and counter-fitted

embeddings can further enhance BERT’s performance. More specifically, we make

the following contributions:

1. We propose GiBERT - a generic lightweight method for injecting externally

pre-trained embeddings into BERT (section 7.4).
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2. We provide ablation studies and detailed analysis for core model components

(sections 7.4.4 and 7.7.2).

3. We demonstrate that our model improves over a vanilla BERT model and

other baselines on semantic similarity detection datasets (section 7.6.1).

4. We show that injecting linguistically-enriched embeddings increases model re-

silience on an adversarial dataset (section 7.6.1).

5. Through detailed error analysis, we highlight examples where GiBERT pro-

vides improved performance, such as in cases of sentence pairs involving syn-

onym pairs (section 7.7.1).

This chapter is based on our current NAACL submission, which is provided as

Appendix D.

7.2 Related Work

BERT modifications Due to BERT’s (Devlin et al. 2019, see Chapter 2.3.3.2)

widespread success in NLP, many recent studies have focused on further improving

BERT by introducing external information. Studies differ regarding the type of

provided external information, the application area and their technical approach.

We broadly categorise existing approaches based on their modification method into

input-related, external and internal. Input modifications (Zhao et al., 2020; Singh

et al., 2020; Lai et al., 2020; Ruan et al., 2020) adapt the information that is fed to

BERT - e.g. feeding text triples separated by [SEP] tokens instead of sentence pairs

as in Lai et al. (2020) - while leaving the architecture unchanged. Output modifica-

tions (Xuan et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020; Peinelt et al., 2020b) build on BERT’s

pre-trained representation by adding external information after the encoding step -

e.g. combining it with additional semantic information as in Zhang et al. (2020) -

without changing BERT itself.

In contrast, our approach belongs to the category of internal modifications

which introduce new information directly into BERT by adapting its internal archi-

tecture. This approach is technically more difficult and might increase the risk of

so-called catastrophic forgetting - completely forgetting previous knowledge when

learning new tasks (French, 1999; Wen et al., 2018), but also offers the opportunity

to directly harness BERT’s powerful architecture to process the external information

alongside the pre-trained one. Previous work on internal modifications has primarily

attempted to combine BERT’s internal representation with visual and knowledge
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base information: Lu et al. (2019) modified BERT’s transformer block with co-

attention to integrate visual and textual information, while Lin et al. (2020) intro-

duced a multimodal model which employs multi-head attention to integrate encoded

image and text information between each transformer block. Peters et al. (2019) sug-

gested a word-to-entity attention mechanism to incorporate external knowledge into

BERT and Wang et al. (2020a) proposed to inject factual and linguistic knowledge

through separate adapter modules. Our approach differs from previous research as

we propose to introduce external information with a simple addition-based mecha-

nism which requires fewer parameters than existing attention-based techniques (Lu

et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2020; Peters et al., 2019). We further incorporate a gat-

ing mechanism to scale injected information in an attempt to reduce the risk of

catastrophic forgetting. Moreover, our work focuses on injecting pre-trained word

embeddings, rather than multimodal or knowledge base information as in previous

studies.

Semantic Similarity Detection Detecting paraphrases and semantically related

posts in Community Question Answering requires modelling the semantic relation-

ship between a text pair. This is a fundamental and well known NLP problem

for which many methods have been proposed. Early work has focused on feature-

engineering techniques and successfully harnessed various syntactic (Filice et al.,

2017), semantic (Charlet and Damnati, 2017) and lexical features (Tran et al., 2015;

Almarwani and Diab, 2017). Subsequent work attempted to model text pair re-

lationships solely based on increasingly complex neural architectures (Deriu and

Cieliebak, 2017; Wang et al., 2017; Tan et al., 2018) or by combining both ap-

proaches through hybrid techniques (Wu et al., 2017a; Feng et al., 2017; Koreeda

et al., 2017). Most recently, contextual models such as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018)

and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) have reached state-of-the-art performance through

pre-training large context-aware language models on vast amounts of textual data.

Our proposed approach joins up earlier lines of work with current state-of-the-art

contextual representations by combining BERT with previously useful information

in the form of dependency-based and counter-fitted word embeddings.

7.3 Datasets and Tasks

Datasets In this chapter, we perform experiments on six well-known semantic

similarity datasets featuring different sizes (small vs large), tasks (answer selection vs

Paraphrase Detection) and sentence lengths (short vs long) which were described in
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detail in Chapter 4. Among these are three popular Paraphrase Detection datasets:

the general purpose paraphrase dataset MSRP (introduced in section 4.2), the

duplicate question dataset from the CQA platform Quora (discussed in section 4.3)

and the adversarial counterpart to Quora PAWS (see section 4.4). We also include

three domain-specific CQA datasets originating from the online forum Qatar Living

which were featured in the SemEval 2017 shared task: the internal Answer Selection

Dataset SemEval A, the question Paraphrase Detection dataset SemEval B and

the external Answer Selection Dataset SemEval C (described in section 4.5).

Task All of the above datasets provide two short texts (usually a sentence long

but in some cases consisting of multiple sentences). From here onward, we will use

the term ‘sentence’ to refer to each short text. We frame the underlying task as

predicting the semantic similarity between two sentences in a binary classification

task (see Chapters 3.1 and 4). We use a binary classification setup (rather than

ranking) as this is more generic and applies to all above datasets.

7.4 GiBERT Model

Feature-engineered Semantic Similarity Detection models have benefitted from se-

mantic and syntactic information which is not explicitly provided to current state-of-

the-art pre-trained architectures such as BERT. We therefore propose GiBERT - a

Gated Injection Method for BERT. GiBERT directly injects linguistically-enriched

word embeddings into BERT’s internal representations, allowing the model to use

this external knowledge to improve its performance further. Due to computational

restrictions, our approach focuses on injecting information into a pre-trained BERT

model during finetuning, rather than during the pre-training phase.1

7.4.1 Architecture

Overview Our proposed architecture is illustrated with a toy example in Fig-

ure 7.1. It comprises the following phases: obtaining BERT’s intermediate repre-

sentation from Transformer block i (step 1-2 in Figure 7.1), obtaining an alternative

input representation based on linguistically-enriched word embeddings (step 3-4),

combining both representations (steps 5-7) and passing on the injected information

to the following BERT layers to make a final prediction (steps 8-9).

1Devlin et al. (2019) report that pre-training one BERT model took four days on 16 TPU chips.
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Figure 7.1: Our proposed GiBERT architecture illustrated with a toy example (where internal BERT dimension D = 3 and
embedding dimension E = 2). The model input consists of a sentence pair which is processed with a word piece tokeniser (step 1)
and encoded with BERT up to layer i (step 2). We obtain an alternative representation for the sentence pair based on pre-trained
word embeddings (step 3), while ensuring that external word embeddings are aligned with BERT’s word pieces by repeating
embeddings for tokens which have been broken down into several word pieces (step 4). The aligned word embedding sequence is
passed through a linear and tanh layer to match BERT’s embedding dimension (step 5). We apply a gating mechanism (step 6)
before adding the injected information to BERT’s representation from layer i (step 7). The combined representation is passed on
to the next layer (step 8). At the final layer, the C vector is used as the sentence pair representation, followed by a classification
layer (step 9).
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BERT representation We encode a sentence pair with a pre-trained BERT

model (Devlin et al. 2019, see Chapter 2.3.3.2) and obtain BERT’s internal repre-

sentation at different layers (see section 7.4.4 for injection layer choices).2 Following

standard practice, we process the two input sentences S1 and S2 with a word piece

tokenizer (Wu et al., 2017b) and combine them using ‘[CLS]’ and ‘[SEP]’ tokens

which indicate sentence boundaries. Then, the word pieces are mapped to ids, re-

sulting in a sequence of word piece ids EW = [w1, ..., wN ] where N indicates the

number of word pieces in the sequence (step 1 in Figure 7.1). In the case of embed-

ding layer injection, we use BERT’s embedding layer output denoted with H0 which

results from summming the word piece embeddings EW, positional embeddings EP

and segment embeddings ES (step 2):

H0 = LayerNorm(EW + EP + ES)

EW,EP,ES,H0 ∈ RN×D (7.1)

where D is the internal hidden size of BERT (D = 768 for BERTBASE). For injecting

information at later layers, we obtain BERT’s internal representation Hi ∈ RN×D

after transformer block i with 1 ≤ i ≤ L (step 2):

Mi = LayerNorm(Hi−1 + MultiHeadAttention(Hi−1,Hi−1,Hi−1))

Hi = LayerNorm(Mi + FeedForward(Mi))
(7.2)

where L is the number of layers (L = 12 for BERTBASE).

External embedding representation To enrich this representation, we obtain

alternative representations for S1 and S2 by looking up word embeddings in a matrix

of pre-trained embeddings E ∈ R|V |×E where |V | indicates the vocabulary size and

E is the dimensionality of the pre-trained embeddings (step 3, refer to section 7.4.3

for details on our choice of pre-trained embeddings). To ensure alignment between

BERT’s representation at word piece level and the word embedding representation

at token level, an alignment function copies embeddings of tokens that were sepa-

rated into multiple word pieces and adds BERT’s special ‘[CLS]’ and ‘[SEP]’ tokens,

resulting in an injection sequence I ∈ RP×E (step 4). For example, we copy the

pre-trained embedding of the word ‘prompt’ to match the two corresponding word

pieces ‘pro’ and ‘##mpt’ (see Figure 7.1).

2We use the the uncased version of BERTBASE available through Tensorflow Hub.
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Multihead Attention Injection Multihead attention was proposed by Vaswani

et al. (2017):

MultiHeadAttention(Q,K,V) = [head1; ...;headh]WO

where headi = Attention(QWQ
i ,KWK

i ,VWV
i ).

(7.3)

and is employed in Transformer networks in the form of self-attention (where queries,

keys and values come from the previous layer) or encoder-decoder attention (queries

come from the decoder; keys and values from the encoder). Previous work has

successfully employed multi-head attention to combine BERT with external infor-

mation (see section 7.2). For example, in their multimodel VilBERT model, Lu

et al. (2019) combined textual and visual representations by passing the keys and

values from each modality as input to the other modality’s multi-head attention

block. Similarly, Peters et al. (2019) used multi-head attention to combine pro-

jected BERT representations (as queries) with entity-span representations (as keys

and values) in their knowledge-enrichment method for BERT. For our case of com-

bining BERT with the injection sequence, it is therefore intuitive to try to use the

following multi-head attention injection method:

Hi′ = Hi + MultiHeadAttention(Hi, I, I) (7.4)

where queries are provided by BERT’s internal representation, while keys and values

come from the injected embeddings. The output of the attention mechanism is then

added to the previous layer.

Gated Injection However, the above multi-head attention injection is rather

complex and requires many parameters. We therefore propose an alternative way

of combining external embeddings with BERT which requires fewer parameters (see

section 7.4.2). First, we add a feed-forward layer - consisting of a linear layer with

WP ∈ RD×E and bP ∈ RD with a tanh activation function - to project the aligned

embedding sequence to BERT’s internal dimensions and squash the output into a

space between -1 and 1 (step 5):

P = FeedForward(I) ∈ RN×D (7.5)

Then, we inject the projected external information into BERT’s representation from

Transformer block i (see section 7.4.4 for injection at different locations) and obtain
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a new enriched representation Hi′ ∈ RN×D as follows:

Hi′ = Hi + P (7.6)

However, as injection values can get rather large (between -1 and 1) in comparison to

BERT’s internal representation (based on our observation usually ranging around

-0.1 to 0.1), a downside of directly injecting external information in this way is

that BERT’s pre-trained information can be easily overwritten by the injection,

resulting in catastrophic forgetting. To address this potential pitfall, we further

propose a gating mechanism which uses a gating vector g ∈ RD to scale the injected

information before combining it with BERT’s internal representation as follows:

Hi′ = Hi + g �P (7.7)

where � denotes element-wise multiplication using broadcasting (step 6 & 7). The

gating parameters are initialised with zeros and updated during training.3 This

has the benefit of starting finetuning from representations which are equivalent to

vanilla BERT and gradually introducing the injected information during finetuning

along certain dimensions. In case the external representations are not beneficial for

the task, it is easy for the model to ignore them by keeping the gating parameters

at zero.

Output layer The combined representation Hi′ is then fed as input to BERT’s

next Transformer block i+ 1 (step 8). At the final Transformer block L, we use the

c ∈ RD vector which corresponds to the ‘[CLS]’ token in the input and is typically

used as the sentence pair representation (step 9). As proposed by Devlin et al.

(2019), this is followed by a softmax classification layer (with weights WL ∈ RC×D

and bL ∈ RC) to calculate class probablilities where C indicates the number of

classes. During finetuning, we train the entire model for three epochs with early

stopping and cross-entropy loss. Learning rates are tuned for each seed and dataset

based on development set performance (reported in section 7.5.1).

Overall, our proposed method offers a lightweight, intuitive and generic way of

injecting pre-trained word embeddings into a pre-trained BERT architecture. As

information can be injected directly into BERT (between any of the pre-trained

transformer blocks), the final layer preserves the same format as vanilla BERT,

3We continue by using the gated addition from equation 7.7, but present a comparison with the
non-gated variant from equation 7.6 in section 7.4.4.
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which offers the opportunity to directly switch out vanilla BERT for our model in

existing BERT-based architectures.

7.4.2 Required Injection Parameters

This section compares the number of required parameters in the two alternative

injection methods discussed in section 7.4: a multi-head attention injection mech-

anism which is based on previous methods for combining external knowledge with

BERT and a novel lightweight gated injection mechanism.

Multihead attention injection In multi-head attention injection (equations 7.3

to 7.4), the keys are provided by BERT’s representation from the injection layer

Hi and the queries are the injected information I. Multihead attention requires the

following weight matrices W and biases b to transform queries, keys and values

(indicated by Q, K and V ) and transform the attention output (indicated by O):

params(MultiHeadAttentionInjection) =params(WK,WQ,WV,bK,bQ,bV)

+ params(WO,bO)

=D(2D + 2E + 4D)

WQ,WO ∈ RD×D,WK,WV ∈ RE×D,bK,bQ,bV,bO ∈ RD

(7.8)

where D indicates BERT’s hidden dimension and E indicates the dimensionality of

the injected embeddings. When injecting embeddings with D = 300 (see section

7.4.3) into BERTBASE with E = 768, this amounts to ≈ 1.6M new parameters.

Gated injection The proposed gated injection method (equations 7.5 to 7.7) only

introduces the weights and biases from the projection layer, as well as the gating

vector:

params(GatedInjection) =params(WP,bP,g)

=D(E + 2).

WP ∈ RD×E ,bP ∈ D,g ∈ D

(7.9)

Therefore, injecting embeddings with D = 300 into BERTBASE requires ≈ 0.2M

new parameters. Our proposed gated injection mechanism only requires 14% of

the parameters used in a multihead attention injection mechanism. Using fewer

parameters results in a smaller model which is especially beneficial for injecting
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information during finetuning, where small learning rates and few epochs make it

difficult to learn large amounts of new parameters.

7.4.3 Injected Embeddings

While other kinds of information could be injected, we focus on two types of

linguistically-enriched embeddings: dependency-based (Levy and Goldberg, 2014)

and counter-fitted embeddings (Mrkšić et al., 2016). Our choice is motivated by

previous research which found syntactic features useful for Semantic Similarity De-

tection (Filice et al., 2017; Feng et al., 2017) and counter-fitted embeddings helpful

in several other tasks (Alzantot et al., 2018; Jin et al., 2020). We discuss both types

of pre-trained embeddings in more detail below.

Dependency-based embeddings The dependency-based embeddings proposed

by Levy and Goldberg (2014) modify the popular SkipGram embedding algorithm

(Mikolov et al. 2013, see section 2.3.2.2) by replacing linear bag-of-word contexts

with syntactic contexts. In SkipGram, bag-of-word contexts are used to train embed-

dings by predicting the surrounding words of a given word within a certain context

window size. However, especially for small window sizes this approach may miss

important words due to long-range dependencies. Dependency-based contexts alle-

viate this problem because they are not limited by linear token distance, but based

on syntactic dependencies which offer a more focused and inclusive context. Levy

and Goldberg (2014) extract dependency contexts from parsed English Wikipedia

sentences and report that the resulting embeddings show more functional similar-

ity than vanilla Skipgram embeddings. As BERT has not been explicitly exposed

to syntactic information during pre-training and previous studies have found that

BERT’s knowledge of syntax is only partial (Rogers et al., 2020), we reason that

these embeddings could provide helpful complementary information.

Counter-fitted embeddings The counter-fitted embeddings released by Mrkšić

et al. (2016) are obtained by finetuning existing word embeddings based on linguistic

constraints. Mrkšić et al. (2016) integrate antonymy and synonymy relations into

word embeddings based on an objective function which combines three principles:

repelling antonyms, attracting synonymy and preserving the vector space. For train-

ing, they obtain synonymy and antonymy pairs from the Paraphrase Database and

WordNet, demonstrating an increased performance on SimLex-999. We use their

highest-scoring vectors which they obtained by applying their counter-fitting method

to Paragram vectors from Wieting et al. (2015). We reason that the antonym and
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the synonym relations contained in the word embeddings could be especially useful

for Paraphrase Detection by explicitly capturing these semantic relations.

Settings Both dependency-based and counter-fitted embeddings have a dimen-

sionality of D = 300. Although the injected embeddings could be updated during

finetuning, we choose to keep them static so that the experimental results reflect

the effect of injecting the pre-trained embeddings as originally provided. Out of

vocabulary words are assigned a randomly initialised embedding.

7.4.4 Injection Settings

Gating Mechanism Catastrophic forgetting is a potential problem when intro-

ducing external information into a pre-trained model as the injected information

could disturb or completely overwrite existing knowledge (Wang et al., 2020a). In

our proposed model, a gating mechanism is used to scale injected embeddings before

adding them to the pre-trained internal BERT representation (see section 7.4.1). To

understand the importance of this mechanism, we contrast development set perfor-

mance for injecting information after the embedding layer with gating - as defined

in equation 7.7 - and without - as in equation 7.6 - (Table 7.1).

For dependency embedding injection without gating, performance only im-

proves on 2 out of 5 datasets over the baseline and in some cases even drops under

BERT’s performance, while it outperforms the baseline on all datasets when using

the gating mechanism. Counter-fitted embedding injection without gating improves

on four out of five datasets, with further improvements when adding gating, out-

MSRP Quora SemEval
A B C

BERT .906 .906 .714 .754 .414

GiBERT with dependency embeddings
- without gating mechanism .906 .905 .732 .751 .424
- with gating mechanism .913 .908 .755 .778 .433

GiBERT with counter-fitted embeddings
- without gating mechanism .907 .906 .733 .763 .435
- with gating mechanism .907 .908 .751 .767 .451

Table 7.1: Performance (F1) of proposed iBERT models injecting pretrained em-
beddings after the embedding layer with vs. without gating mechanism on the
development set.
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MSRP Quora SemEval
A B C

BERT .906 .906 .714 .754 .414

GiBERT with dependency embeddings
- injection after embedding layer .913 .908 .755 .778 .433
- injection after Transformer block 6 .911 .908 .755 .776 .438
- injection after Transformer block 11 .914 .910 .760 .773 .444

GiBERT with counter-fitted embeddings
- injection after embedding layer .907 .908 .751 .767 .451
- injection after Transformer block 6 .917 .909 .760 .771 .464
- injection after Transformer block 11 .910 .907 .755 .771 .450

Table 7.2: Performance of proposed GiBERT model for embedding injection at
different BERT locations on development set.

performing the vanilla BERT model across all datasets. In addition, gating makes

model training more stable and reduces failed runs (where the model predicted only

the majority class) from 30% to 0% on the particularly imbalanced SemEval C

dataset. These results highlight the importance of the gating mechanism in our

proposed architecture.

Injection Location In our proposed model, information can be injected between

any of BERT’s pre-trained transformer blocks. We reason that different locations

may be more appropriate for certain kinds of embeddings as previous research has

found that different types of information tend to be encoded and processed at specific

BERT layers (Rogers et al., 2020). We experiment with injecting embeddings at

three possible locations: after the embedding layer (using H0), after the middle layer

(using H6 in BERTBASE) and after the penultimate layer (using H11 in BERTBASE).

Table 7.2 shows that midlayer injection is ideal for counter-fitted embeddings, while

late injection appears to work best for dependency embeddings (Table 7.2). This

is in line with previous work which found that BERT tends to processes syntactic

information at later layers than linear word-level information (Rogers et al., 2020).

We consequently use these injection locations in our final model (Table 7.6).

7.5 Evaluation

7.5.1 Experimental Setup

Metrics Our main evaluation metric is F1 score as this is more meaningful for

datasets with imbalanced label distributions (such as SemEval C, see label ratios
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MSRP Quora SemEval
A B C

batch size 32 32 16 32 16

BERT
Learning rate (1st seed) 5e-5 2e-5 3e-5 2e-5 2e-5
Learning rate (2nd seed) 5e-5 2e-5 2e-5 2e-5 3e-5

AiBERT with dependency-based embeddings
Learning rate (1st seed) 3e-5 3e-5 2e-5 3e-5 2e-5
Learning rate (2nd seed) 5e-5 2e-5 2e-5 5e-5 2e-5

AiBERT with counter-fitted embeddings
Learning rate (1st seed) 5e-5 2e-5 2e-5 3e-5 2e-5
Learning rate (2nd seed) 5e-5 3e-5 5e-5 3e-5 2e-5

GiBERT with dependency-based embeddings
Learning rate (1st seed) 2e-5 3e-5 2e-5 3e-5 2e-5
Learning rate (2nd seed) 3e-5 2e-5 2e-5 5e-5 3e-5

GiBERT with counter-fitted embeddings
Learning rate (1st seed) 5e-5 2e-5 2e-5 5e-5 2e-5
Learning rate (2nd seed) 5e-5 3e-5 3e-5 5e-5 3e-5

Table 7.3: Tuned hyper-parameters for BERT-based models.

reported in Chapter 4.1) than accuracy. We also report performance on difficult

cases using the non-obvious F1 score (refer to Chapter 5). This metric distinguishes

non-obvious instances in a dataset from obvious ones based on lexical overlap and

gold labels, calculating a separate F1 score for challenging cases. It therefore tends

to be lower than the normal F1 score.

Tuning Dodge et al. (2020) recently showed that early stopping and random seeds

can have considerable impact on the performance of finetuned BERT models. In

this work, we finetune all models for three epochs with early stopping. Our reported

scores average model performance across two different seeds for BERT-based models.

Tuned hyperparameters for all BERT-based methods are shown in Table 7.3.

7.5.2 Baselines

Previous systems We compare the performance of our proposed models with

several previously published models: For SemEval, we compare against the best

participating SemEval 2017 systems based on F1 score. For MSRP, we show a

neural matching architecture (Pang et al., 2016). For Quora, we compare against

the Interactive Inference Network (Gong et al., 2018) using accuracy, as no F1 has

been reported. We further provide Shen et al. (2018b)’s simple word embedding-
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based model which employs GloVe embeddings.

BERT We further provide a vanilla BERT baseline which follows standard prac-

tice by encoding the sentence pair with BERT’s c vector from the final layer (cor-

responding to the ‘[CLS]’ token in the input) which is followed by a softmax layer.

We follow the same finetuning procedure as our main model by finetuning all layers

for three epochs with early stopping and tuning learning rates on the development

set of each dataset as recommended by Devlin et al. (2019).

tBERT Moreover, we attempt to combine embeddings with BERT using the av-

eraging and concatenation method from the tBERT model (see Chapter 6). Instead

of the word topics in the original system, we use pretrained counter-fitted and de-

pendency embeddings for a direct comparison with our methods.

AiBERT We provide an alternative Attention-based embedding Injection method

for BERT (AiBERT) based on the multihead attention injection mechanism de-

scribed in equations 7.3 to 7.4. We follow the same finetuning procedure as our

primary model by finetuning all layers for three epochs with early stopping and

tuning learning rates as well as injection location (after transformer block six for

both dependency and counter-fitted embeddings, see Table 7.4) on the development

set.

MSRP Quora SemEval
A B C

AiBERT with dependency embeddings
- injection after embedding layer .9028 .9058 .7306 .7512 .4214
- injection after Transformer block 6 .9040 .9073 .7342 .7493 .4177
- injection after Transformer block 11 .8993 .9070 .7265 .7506 .4296

AiBERT with counter-fitted embeddings
- injection after embedding layer .9008 .9078 .7181 .7472 .4186
- injection after Transformer block 6 .9066 .9070 .7269 .7500 .4267
- injection after Transformer block 11 .9010 .9068 .7171 .7505 .4206

Table 7.4: Performance of AiBERT model for embedding injection at different BERT
locations on development set.
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7.6 Experimental Results

7.6.1 Full Model

Overall results Table 7.6 shows the performance of our linguistically enriched

models in comparison with previous work. Our results demonstrate that GiBERT

with counter-fitted embeddings outperforms all other systems in both average F1

and average non-obvious F1 score. This shows that the model improves on challeng-

ing dataset instances, rather than merely leveraging shallow surface patterns. It is

worth noting that GiBERT has the fewest parameters of all BERT-enhancing mod-

els (see Table 7.5) and does not require any additional preprocessing tools (such as

the neural SRL tagger required by SemBERT), making it more efficient than Sem-

BERT, tBERT and AiBERT. The largest improvement of GiBERT over BERT is

observed with counter-fitted embeddings, especially on the internal CQA datasets

SemEval A and B (the datasets with the highest proportion of examples involving

synonym pairs, see section 7.7.1). GiBERT with dependency embeddings still im-

proves over vanilla BERT, but performance gains tend to be smaller and roughly

similar to the more complex AiBERT injection method. We reason that the injec-

tion of dependency embeddings may be less effective because semantic information

is more important for the tasks at hand or because syntactic information needs to

be introduced more directly.

Injection method This section contrasts our gated injection method (GiBERT)

with the alternative attention injection method (AiBERT). We find that both injec-

tion methods generally improve over the performance of the vanilla BERT baseline.

In a direct comparison between the two injection methods, we find that injecting

embeddings with our lightweight gated method achieves comparable results to the

complex multihead attention injection method for introducing dependency embed-

dings, while for the injection of counter-fitted embeddings, GiBERT even outper-

forms AiBERT.

Total parameters

BERT 110.1M
GiBERT 110.3M
tBERT 111.0M
AiBERT 111.7M
SemBERT 111.9M

Table 7.5: BERT-based models ordered by size (using BERTBASE).
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F1 non-obvious F1

MSRP Quora
SemEval avg

MSRP Quora
SemEval avg

A B C A B C

Previous systems
KeLP� - - - .506 - - - - - .199 - -
ECNU� - - .777 - - - - - .707 - - -
Bunji� - - - - .197 - - - - - .028 -
SWEM (Shen et al., 2018b) .813 .830 - - - - - - - - - -
DIIN (Gong et al., 2018) - (.891) - - - - - - - - - -
MatchPyramid (Pang et al., 2016) .829 - - - - - - - - - - -
BERT? .876 .902 .704 .473 .268 .645 .827 .860 .656 .243 .085 .534
SemBERT? .876 .901 7 7 7 - .820 .874 7 7 7 -
tBERTdependency? .882 .906 .780 .510 .242 .664 .827 .858 .728 .262 .090 .553
tBERTcounter-fitted? .879 .906 .756 .500 .215 .651 .824 .857 .699 .258 .064 .540

Proposed systems
AiBERTdependency .863 .903 .738 .498 .282 .657 .792 .866 .681 .268 .090 .539
AiBERTcounter-fitted .877 .904 .724 .496 .263 .653 .835 .867 .662 .264 .076 .541
GiBERTdependency .883 .904 .768 .474 .238 .653 .849 .864 .704 .231 .087 .547
GiBERTcounter-fitted .884 .907 .780 .511 .256 .668 .858 .862 .719 .248 .090 .555

Table 7.6: Model performance (F1) on the test set. All BERT-based methods use BERTBASE. avg = average performance across
all datasets, � = results from publication, ? = official code run on our data, 7= run failed due to insufficient GPU memory,

dependency = dependency embeddings, counter-fitted = counter-fitted embeddings.
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Robustness Analysis We previously showed that lexical overlap in existing se-

mantic similarity datasets provides direct clues for class membership (refer to Chap-

ter 5): Example pairs with high lexical overlap tend to have a positive label, while

low lexical overlap is associated with a negative label. In order to explore to what

extent BERT and GiBERT are prone to lexical overlap bias, we conduct a robustness

analysis in which we train models on Quora and evaluate them on the adversarial

PAWS dataset. PAWS was designed as an adversarial counterpart to Quora. The

dataset was created through the permutation and back-translation of examples from

Quora, resulting in text pairs with particularly high lexical overlap. Therefore, mod-

els cannot rely on word overlap to identify paraphrases (in contrast to Quora). For

comparison purposes, we also provide the models’ performance on Quora. Table

7.7 shows that performance of all models drops notably on PAWS in comparison

to Quora. This behaviour is expected because the models have not encountered

any adversarial examples in training. However, both GiBERT models perform bet-

ter than BERT in the adversarial setup, which indicates that injecting pre-trained

embedding into BERT increases model resilience slightly. The dependency injected

GiBERT model shows the smallest performance drop as dependency embeddings

appear to be more helpful in this syntactically adversarial dataset.

7.7 Qualitative Analysis

7.7.1 Error Analysis

Counter-fitted embeddings are designed to explicitly encode synonym and antonym

relationships between words. To better understand how the injection of counter-

fitted embeddings affects the ability of our model to deal with instances involving

such semantic relations, we use synonym and antonym pairs from the PPDB and

wordnet (provided by Mrkšić et al. 2016) and search the development partition of

the datasets for sentence pairs where the first sentence contains one word of the syn-

onym/antonym pair and the second sentence the other word. Table 7.8 reports F1

Model Quora→Quora Quora→PAWS Performance drop

BERT .902 .440 51.22%
GiBERTdependency .904 .450 50.22%
GiBERTcounter-fitted .907 .446 50.83%

Table 7.7: Robustness analysis of proposed GiBERT models. Quora →PAWS indi-
cates that models were trained on Quora and evaluated on PAWS.
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MSRP Quora SemEval
A B C

Instances with antonym pairs (4%) (4%) (21%) (28%) (20%)
- BERT .81 .87 .77 .75 .46
- GiBERT with counter-fitted embd .81 .86 .77 .75 .46

Instances with synonym pairs (11%) (9%) (22%) (31%) (17%)
- BERT .87 .90 .81 .78 .54
- GiBERT with counter-fitted embd .90 .91 .82 .83 .54

Instances without synonym/antonym pairs (85%) (87%) (64%) (51%) (68%)
- BERT .91 .91 .71 .72 .36
- GiBERT with counter-fitted embd .92 .91 .73 .73 .41

Table 7.8: Performance (F1) of proposed GiBERT model on instances containing
synonymy pairs, antonymy pairs or no pairs across datasets. Note that one instance
can contain synonym and antonym pairs at the same time, therefore the percentages
of the three categories do not necessarily add up to 100.

Sentence 1 Sentence 2 Gold
label

BERT
predic-
tion

GiB-
ERT
predic-
tion

(1)
it took me more than 10
people; over the course of
the whole day to convince
my point at qatar airways
... as to how my points
needs to be redeemed ... at
long last my point was
made ... dont seem know
what they are doing ???
appalling to say the least

this isn’t the first time.
so many rants by irate
customers on so many
diverse situations signals
a very serious problem.
so called first class
airlines and no basic
customer care. over
confidence much?

is re-
lated

not
related

is
related

(2)
hi; my wife was on a visit
visa; today; her residency
visa was issued; so i went to
immigration and paid 500
so there is no need to leave
the country and enter again
on the residency visa. she
has done her medical before
for the visit visa extension;
do we need to do the
medical again for the
residency visa? thanks

dear all ; please let me
know how many days
taking for approve
family visa nw; am last
wednesday (12/09/2012)
apply family visa for my
husband and daughter;
but still now showing in
moi website itz under
review; itz usual reply?
why delayed like this?
please help me regards
divya

is re-
lated

is
related

not
related

Table 7.9: Examples from the SemEval development set. Synonym and antonym
pairs are highlighted.
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performance of our model on cases with synonym pairs, antonym pairs and neither

one. We find that our model’s F1 performance particularly improves over BERT on

instances containing synonym pairs, as illustrated in example (1) in Table 7.9. In

contrast, the performance on cases with antonym pairs stays roughly the same but

slightly decreases on Quora. This can be understood with the help of example (2) in

Table 7.9, as word pairs can be antonyms in isolation (e.g. husband - wife), but not

in the specific context of a given example (e.g. here it is not important if the wife

or the husband applied for the visa). In such cases, the injection of distant antonym

pair embeddings could deter the model from detecting related sentence pairs. We

also observe a slight performance boost for cases that do not contain synonym or

antonym pairs. This could be because of improved representations for individual

words which occurred in examples without their synonym or antonym counterpart

and are therefore not captured under the antonym or synonym categories in Ta-

ble 7.8.

7.7.2 Gating Parameter Analysis

As described in section 7.4, the gating parameters g in our proposed model are

initialised as a vector of zeros. During training, the model can learn to gradually

inject external information by adjusting gating parameters to > 0 for adding, or

< 0 for subtracting injected information along certain dimensions. Alternatively,

injection stays turned off if all parameters remain at zero. Figure 7.2 shows a

histogram of learned gating vectors for our best GiBERT models with counter-

fitted (top) and dependency embedding injection (bottom). On most datasets, the

majority of parameters have been updated to small non-zero values, letting through

controlled amounts of injected information without completely overwriting BERT’s

internal representation. Only on SemEval B (with 4K instances the smallest of

the datasets, see section 5.2), more than 500 of the 768 dimensions of the injected

information stay blocked out for both model variants. The gating parameters also

filter out many dimensions of the dependency-based embeddings on MSRP (the

second smallest dataset). This suggests that models trained on smaller datasets may

benefit from slightly longer finetuning or a different gating parameter initialisation

to make full use of the injected information.4

4Note that we train models for the same number of epochs, but one epoch uses all training
examples contained in the dataset. This gives models trained on larger datasets more opportunity
to update their parameters.
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Figure 7.2: Histogram of the 768-dimensional gating vector g across datasets for
GiBERT with counter-fitted embeddings (top) and GiBERT with dependency em-
beddings (bottom).
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7.8 Future Work: Topic Injection

This chapter focused on the injection of linguistically-enriched embeddings into

BERT. However, the success of the proposed embedding injection method in com-

bination with our earlier finding that topics can improve BERT’s performance for

Semantic Similarity Detection (refer to Chapter 6) leads to the question whether

gated injection could be used for topics. In our earlier topic-informed neural model

TAPA (see Chapter 6.4), an early introduction of topics was critical for good results,

but topics are introduced relatively late in our successful tBERT model (see Chap-

ter 6.5). This suggested that an earlier introduction of topics into BERT could be

promising. We therefore experimented with injecting LDA topics in the embedding

layer (Table 7.10). While this topic injection improved over the BERT baseline on

three of the five datasets, it did not outperform the simpler tBERT model intro-

duced in Chapter 6. Therefore, more experiments may be necessary to determine

the best injection layer (trying injection in a different early layer, e.g. 1-5). Alter-

natively, the injection mechanism may need to be adjusted for topics. We leave this

question to be explored in future research.

Model Type
MSRP Quora

SemEval

A B C

LDA topic baseline feature-based .799 .736 .684 .436 .096
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) neural .876 .902 .704 .473 .268
tBERT with LDA topics neural .884 .905 .768 .524 .273
GiBERT with LDA topics neural .881 .904 .780 .473 .254

Table 7.10: Test set performance (F1) of proposed GiBERT model with topic injec-
tion in the embedding layer. Bold font highlights the best system.

7.9 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced a new approach to Semantic Similarity Detection

which introduced external word embeddings into a pre-trained BERT model. Our

proposed architecture combines linguistically-enriched embeddings with the repre-

sentation at an intermediate BERT layer based on a novel gated injection mechanism

which requires significantly fewer parameters than a multi-head attention injection

method. Evaluating our gated injection method on a range of Semantic Similar-

ity Detection datasets, we demonstrated that injecting counter-fitted embeddings

clearly improved performance over vanilla BERT, while dependency embeddings
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achieved slightly smaller gains for these tasks. In comparison to the multi-head

attention injection mechanism, we found our gated method at least equally effective

with a comparable performance for dependency embedding and improved results

for counter-fitted embeddings. In ablations studies, we showed that the choice of

injection location and the use of the proposed gating mechanism are crucial for our

architecture. Our qualitative analysis highlighted that counter-fitted injection was

particularly helpful for instances involving synonym pairs. Moreover, the evaluation

on an adversarial dataset showed that injecting linguistically-informed embeddings

increased model robustness.

This work has evaluated our proposed architecture for Semantic Similarity

Detection tasks. However, the model is very generic and could be applied to other

tasks in the future. Future work could also explore combining multiple embedding

sources or injecting other types of information (e.g. knowledge base embeddings).

Another direction is to investigate the usefulness of embedding injection for other

tasks or distilled BERT models. Our work focused on injecting linguistic information

during finetuning, but future work could focus on introducing linguistic knowledge

during pre-training.
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusions

8.1 Main Findings

This chapter summarises and discusses the main findings of this thesis with respect

to the research questions posed in Chapter 1. Following the structure of the thesis,

we start by discussing questions related to evaluation methods for Semantic Simi-

larity Detection and then proceed to questions concerned with modelling techniques

for Semantic Similarity Detection.

8.1.1 Evaluation for Semantic Similarity Detection

RQ1 Which biases exist in current semantic similarity datasets?

• OBJ 1.1 Select a range of well-known and commonly used Semantic Similarity

Detection datasets.

• OBJ 1.2 Analyse semantic similarity dataset properties and identify bias

patterns.

• OBJ 1.3 Demonstrate how models can exploit the identified biases.

• OBJ 1.4 Quantify the prevalence of identified biases across well-known se-

mantic similarity datasets.

Chapter 5 of this thesis investigated the role of lexical overlap across a range of

semantic similarity datasets. We demonstrated that sentence pairs with high lexical

overlap tend to be associated with a positive label, while sentence pairs with low

lexical overlap are likely to have a negative label (Section 5.4). Therefore, lexical

overlap can provide direct clues for class membership. We highlighted this lexical

overlap bias by visualising the relationship between lexical divergence distribution

patterns and gold labels and quantified the prevalence of lexical overlap bias based
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on a simple rule-based baseline, which assigned labels solely based on lexical over-

lap (Section 5.5). We found that lexical overlap bias was present to varying degrees

across the examined datasets: The highest levels were observed in two very popular

and widely used benchmark datasets (Quora and MSRP), where the simple lexical

overlap baseline as able to reach high performance (0.7 F1). In contrast, several

other datasets (STS, SemEval A and B) showed weaker links between lexical over-

lap and gold labels (0.4-0.6 F1), while the lexical overlap baseline could not predict

semantic similarity (< 0.1 F1) in SemEval C and the automatically created adver-

sarial PAWS dataset. We argued that the presence of high degrees of lexical overlap

bias is problematic both for training and evaluating Semantic Similarity Detection

models. Using biased datasets during training risks producing models which focus

only on shallow patterns and are not reliable for real-world applications. Using bi-

ased datasets during evaluation risks producing inflated scores and overestimating

true model capabilities. However, these problems can be addressed by taking lexical

overlap bias into account during dataset construction and model evaluation.

RQ2 What are ways to account for identified dataset biases during model

evaluation?

• OBJ 2.1 Understand currently used evaluation metrics and their limitations.

• OBJ 2.2 Demonstrate how identified dataset biases impact evaluation.

• OBJ 2.3 Propose novel evaluation techniques which account for identified

dataset biases.

• OBJ 2.4 Demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed evaluation techniques.

Current evaluation metrics give equal weight to all examples in a dataset, regardless

of their difficulty or existing biases. One approach to deal with lexical overlap

bias is by simply measuring bias prevalence for a selection of available datasets

and only working with bias-free datasets. However, this greatly limits the choice

of available datasets and in practise it is not always feasible to obtain unbiased

datasets. A compromise could be achieved in measuring the robustness of models

which were trained on biased datasets against lexical overlap bias by evaluating them

on an adversarial bias-free counterpart, which can be automatically generated, e.g.

based on the word permutation and back-translation method as proposed by Zhang

et al. (2019c). However, this method only focuses on instances with high word

overlap and requires human verification to ensure that the automatically produced

dataset instances are correct. Therefore, our work further investigated metrics which
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account for lexical overlap during model evaluation. We presented a criterion for

automatically distinguishing between easy and difficult items in text pair similarity

prediction tasks based on lexical overlap and gold labels (Section 5.6). Based on

this distinction, we found that more than 50% of cases in all human-created datasets

under investigation are relatively obvious. We further proposed evaluation metrics

based on this criterion and demonstrated that recently proposed models perform

significantly worse on non-obvious examples compared to obvious cases (Section

5.7). In order to capture model performance on difficult items and encourage the

development of models that perform well on such cases, we proposed the non-obvious

F1 score as a novel complementary ranking metric for model evaluation.

8.1.2 Models for Semantic Similarity Detection

RQ3 Can alternative information sources be exploited to make Semantic

Similarity Detection models more resilient to the identified biases?

• OBJ 3.1 Attempt to combine topics with neural models as an additional

semantic similarity signal.

• OBJ 3.2 Attempt to incorporate additional linguistic information into pre-

trained models.

• OBJ 3.3 Propose appropriate mechanisms for combining external information

with existing models.

• OBJ 3.4 Evaluate if the incorporation of additional information into pre-

trained models improves model performance and robustness.

• OBJ 3.5 Understand the properties of cases in which proposed models im-

prove.

Based on our findings regarding the prevalence of lexical overlap in existing datasets

and alternative evaluation methods, the second part of this thesis aimed at using

these methods to develop more resilient models for Semantic Similarity Detection.

To develop models that are less reliant on lexical overlap, we investigated two addi-

tional information sources for their potential to serve as complementary indicators

of semantic similarity. Our first approach in Chapter 6 investigated the incorpo-

ration of topic models with successful neural models. Based on experiments with

an earlier topic-enhanced neural model which indicated the usefulness of topics

for Semantic Similarity Detection (Section 6.4), we developed a simple framework

dubbed tBERT which successfully combined LDA topics with BERT (Section 6.5).
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We demonstrated that this model increased performance on non-obvious cases of se-

mantic similarity and performed better on the adversarial PAWS dataset compared

to its topic-unaware counterpart. Through manual error analysis, we found that

topics particularly improved model predictions for cases involving domain-specific

words which are frequently encountered in specialised online question answering

communities and are unlikely to have occurred during pre-training. Our second

approach in Chapter 7 explored combining pre-trained contextual language models

with pre-trained word embeddings for Semantic Similarity Detection. The results

of our GiBERT model showed that injecting linguistically-enriched embeddings into

BERT improved model performance and increased robustness against lexical over-

lap bias (Section 7.6). Our study indicated that injecting counter-fitted embeddings

was particularly effective and increased the model’s ability to deal with synonyms

(Section 7.7). For each information source, we investigated multiple mechanisms

for combining the additional information with neural models (Sections 6.4.1, 6.5.1

and 7.4.1). Based on our findings, there was no single best mechanism. Rather,

successful methods for combining additional information with existing models were

dependent on the type of information provided: While topics were best combined

with BERT through a simple external model modification, the integration of em-

beddings with BERT benefited more from a lightweight gated injection mechanism.

RQ4 How can one develop a generic Semantic Similarity Detection model

which performs well across a variety of tasks and datasets?

• OBJ 4.1 Identify well-known datasets covering a wide range of Semantic

Similarity Detection tasks.

• OBJ 4.2 Investigate the existing literature in the area of Semantic Similarity

Detection to understand common approaches and promising directions.

• OBJ 4.3 Develop robust and accurate neural models for Semantic Similarity

Detection which do not require feature engineering or dataset-specific infor-

mation.

• OBJ 4.4 Evaluate developed models against dataset-specific feature-engineered

systems and other neural baselines.

Many techniques have been proposed for semantic similarity tasks, including sta-

tistical, feature-engineered and neural approaches. While earlier work has focused

primarily on feature-engineered models, this thesis contributes to research on more

recent neural methods. Neural methods provide the benefit of not requiring manual
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feature-engineering which is time-consuming and does not generalise well. In order

to develop generic and transferable architectures which work well across a variety of

datasets and related tasks, we focused on the development of three distinct neural

models for Semantic Similarity Detection which do not require any task- or dataset-

specific information. Although our initial attempts were not able to compete with

feature-engineered models on the smaller datasets due to the scarcity of training data

(Section 6.4.4), our subsequent models built on pre-trained models such as BERT to

overcome this problem (Section 6.5.7). Our proposed architectures enhanced BERT

with external information sources which were chosen in a way that is relevant and

applicable across multiple datasets and tasks (Chapters 6.5 and 7). We leveraged

externally pre-trained embeddings which are generally available and topics which

can be easily obtained by training a topic model for each respective dataset. In our

evaluation, we demonstrated that our proposed models performed well on a range

of datasets and outperformed dataset-specific feature-engineered models, as well as

generic neural baselines.

8.2 Directions for Future Work

There are multiple directions in which the work presented in this thesis can be

further extended. This section discusses applications of the presented research and

highlights the main opportunities for future contributions to the area of evaluation

methods and modelling techniques for Semantic Similarity Detection.

8.2.1 Evaluation for Semantic Similarity Detection

Dataset construction In this thesis, we demonstrated that the majority of exam-

ined Semantic Similarity Detection sets contained noticeable levels of lexical overlap

bias, while only one human-generated dataset was bias-free. This highlights the need

for taking lexical overlap bias into account during dataset construction and creating

more challenging datasets which cannot be solved by merely exploiting superficial

surface structure similarity. The presented methods in this thesis can be employed

to visualise and quantify lexical overlap bias as a quality control measure for new

semantic similarity datasets. For example, the simple lexical overlap baseline can

be used to gauge to what extent surface similarity can be exploited to solve a new

dataset. If lexical overlap bias is detected, debiasing procedures should be applied

before releasing the dataset. Automatic methods for removing lexical overlap bias

could employ overlap-aware sampling strategies and are a promising direction for

future work.
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Evaluating non-obvious cases of semantic similarity We presented a simple

novel metric (non-obvious F1) for evaluating non-obvious cases of semantic similar-

ity. Future work could further refine this metric, for example by harnessing word

order and part-of-speech information. The current version of our metric only cap-

tures word overlap between individual tokens and is therefore not sensitive to word

order permutations. This could be improved by measuring lexical similarity based

on n-gram counts. Moreover, our metric currently does not distinguish between

content and function words, although overlap of the former is more important than

of the latter when it comes to predicting semantic similarity. This can be addressed

by filtering out or giving lower weight to certain words depending on their POS

or a stop word list. However, these decisions require careful consideration as cer-

tain function words (e.g. phrases involved in negation) can be crucial for detecting

semantic similarity between sentences.

Identifying and addressing other biases This work only focused on highlight-

ing the presence of lexical overlap bias. However, it has been demonstrated that

there exist other kinds of sentence pair prediction biases such as sentence length

bias (Gururangan et al., 2018) and selection bias (Zhang et al., 2019a). More work

is needed to develop resilient evaluation methods and appropriate procedures for

debiasing one or ideally multiple bias patterns at a time (Mahabadi et al., 2020).

Furthermore, semantic similarity datasets are likely to contain other kinds of biases

which remain yet to be explored.

8.2.2 Models for Semantic Similarity Detection

More recent pre-trained models While our presented BERT-based models

have been successful for Semantic Similarity Detection, it is likely that they can be

further improved by incorporating more recently released pre-trained models. Many

current pre-trained models are based on the Transformer architecture, which makes

it easy to replace BERT with them. The performance of our models is likely to be

further increased through improved BERT-like models such as RoBERTa (Liu et al.,

2019). Moreover, recent research in model compression techniques for reducing the

size of pre-trained models can be applied to our models by replacing BERT with

distilled or pruned BERT alternatives, such as DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) or

through layer dropping strategies (Sajjad et al., 2020).

Topic-enriched Semantic Similarity Detection Our proposed topic-enriched

BERT-based architecture performed well with simple LDA topics. Although the
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model was not improved with short-text topic models in our experiments, a promis-

ing research direction is to investigate if introducing more sophisticated topic models

into the framework can further boost results. One possibility is the incorporation

of named-entity promoting topic models (Krasnashchok and Jouili, 2018) which in-

crease the importance of named entities in LDA, as named entities play a crucial

role in domain-specific language. Another option are neural topic models (Ding

et al., 2018), which could be trained jointly with the Semantic Similarity Detection

model to obtain more task-specific topics. However, this still requires more research

as BERT is only finetuned for few epochs and with a small learning rate to prevent

overfitting, while a neural topic model is likely to require more training to learn

meaningful topics.

Linguistically-enriched Semantic Similarity Detection Our linguistically-

enriched BERT-based model benefited from the injection of dependency-based em-

beddings, although they were generally less effective than the addition of counter-

fitted embeddings. We reason that leveraging dependencies for the training of word

embeddings is a rather indirect way to capture syntactic knowledge and see great

potential in more direct ways of combining syntactic information with pre-trained

models, for example by directly encoding dependency relations between words as in

Zhang et al. (2019d).

Evaluation for automatic text generation With slight modifications, the pre-

sented Semantic Similarity Detection models in this thesis could also be applied for

evaluating automatically generated text. Commonly used methods for automatic

evaluation of generated text are primarily based on comparing the generated text

with a reference text based on lexical overlap measures. However, recently proposed

methods such as BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2019b) and MoverScore (Zhao et al.,

2019) have successfully incorporated contextual representations. However, both

methods are based on BERT, which is not pre-trained or finetuned on paraphrase

detection tasks. Our proposed GiBERT model may be particularly useful for such

purposes as it is finetuned on semantic similarity tasks and showed an improved

ability to identify paraphrases.
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Abstract

Existing datasets for scoring text pairs in terms
of semantic similarity contain instances whose
resolution differs according to the degree of
difficulty. This paper proposes to distinguish
obvious from non-obvious text pairs based
on superficial lexical overlap and ground-truth
labels. We characterise existing datasets in
terms of containing difficult cases and find that
recently proposed models struggle to capture
the non-obvious cases of semantic similarity.
We describe metrics that emphasise cases of
similarity which require more complex infer-
ence and propose that these are used for eval-
uating systems for semantic similarity.

1 Introduction

Modelling semantic similarity between a pair of
texts is a fundamental task in NLP with a wide
range of applications (Baudiš et al., 2016). One
area of active research is Community Question
Answering (CQA) (Nakov et al., 2017; Bonadi-
man et al., 2017), which is concerned with the au-
tomatic answering of questions based on user gen-
erated content from Q&A websites (e.g. StackEx-
change) and requires modelling the semantic simi-
larity between question and answer pairs. Another
well-studied task is paraphrase detection (Socher
et al., 2011; He et al., 2015; Tomar et al., 2017),
which models the semantic equivalence between a
pair of sentences.

Evaluation for such tasks has primarily fo-
cused on metrics, such as mean average preci-
sion (MAP), F1 or accuracy, which give equal
weights to all examples, regardless of their diffi-
culty. However, as illustrated by the examples in
Table 1, not all items within text pair similarity
datasets are equally difficult to resolve.

Recent work has shown the need to better un-
derstand limitations of current models and datasets
in natural language understanding (Wadhwa et al.,

id case documents

160174 Po
what‘s the origin of the word o‘clock?
what is the origin of the word o‘clock?

115695 Pn
which is the best way to learn coding?
how do you learn to program?

193190 No
what are the range of careers in
biotechnology in indonesia?
how do you tenderize beef stew meat?

268368 Nn
what is meant by ‘e‘ in mathematics?
what is meant by mathematics?

Table 1: Examples for difficulty cases from the devel-
opment set of the Quora dataset. o=obvious, n=non-
obvious, N=negative label, P=positive label

2018a; Rajpurkar et al., 2018). For example,
Kaushik and Lipton (2018) showed that models
sometimes exploit dataset properties to achieve
high performance even when crucial task infor-
mation is withheld, and Gururangan et al. (2018)
demonstrated that model performance is inflated
by annotation artefacts in natural language infer-
ence tasks.

In this paper, we analyse current datasets and re-
cently proposed models by focusing on item diffi-
culty based on shallow lexical overlap. Rodrigues
et al. (2018) found declarative CQA sentence pairs
to be more difficult to resolve than interrogative
pairs as the latter contain more cases of superfi-
cial overlap. In addition, Wadhwa et al. (2018b)
showed that competitive neural reading compre-
hension models are susceptible to shallow patterns
(e.g. lexical overlap). Our study digs deeper into
these findings to investigate the properties of cur-
rent text pair similarity datasets with respect to
different levels of difficulty and evaluates models
based on how well they can resolve difficult cases.

We make the following contributions:

1. We propose a criterion to distinguish between
obvious and non-obvious examples in text
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pair similarity datasets (section 4).

2. We characterise current datasets in terms of
the extent to which they contain obvious vs.
non-obvious items (section 4).

3. We propose alternative evaluation metrics
based on example difficulty (section 5)
and provide a reference implementation at
https://github.com/wuningxi/LexSim.

2 Datasets and Tasks

We selected well-known benchmark datasets dif-
fering in size (small vs. large), document length
(single sentence vs. multi-sentence), document
types (declarative vs. interrogative) and tasks (an-
swer ranking vs. paraphrase detection vs. similar-
ity scoring), see Table 2.

SemEval The SemEval Community Question
Answering (CQA) dataset (Nakov et al., 2015,
2016, 2017) contains posts from the online forum
Qatar Living. The task is to rank relevant posts
above non-relevant ones. Each subtask involves
an initial post and 10 possibly relevant posts with
binary annotations. Task A contains questions and
comments from the same thread, task B involves
question paraphrases, and task C is similar to A
but contains comments from an external thread.

MSRP The Microsoft Research Paraphrase cor-
pus (MSRP) is a popular paraphrase detection
dataset, consisting of pairs of sentences with bi-
nary judgments (Dolan and Brockett, 2005).

Name Task Type Size

SemEval (A) answer ranking rank 26K
(B) paraphrase ranking rank 4K
(C) answer ranking rank 47K

Quora paraphrase detection class 404K
MSRP paraphrase detection class 5K
STS similarity scoring regr 8K

Table 2: Selected text pair similarity data sets.
Size as number of text pairs. rank=ranking task,
class=classification task, regr=regression task.

Quora The Quora duplicate questions dataset
contains a large number of question pairs with bi-
nary labels1. The task is to predict whether two
questions are paraphrases, similar to Task B of Se-
mEval, but it is framed as a classification rather
than a ranking problem. We use the same train-
ing / development / test set partition as Wang et al.
(2017).

STS The Semantic Textual Similarity Bench-
mark (STS) dataset (Cer et al., 2017) consists
of a selection of STS SemEval shared tasks
(2012-2017). It contains sentence pairs annotated
with continuous semantic relatedness scores on a
scale from 0 (low similarity) to 5 (high similarity).

In this paper, we focus on predicting the seman-
tic similarity between two text snippets in a binary
classification scenario, as the ranking scenario is
only applicable to some of the datasets. Binary
labels are already provided for all tasks except for

1https://engineering.quora.com/Semantic-Question-
Matching-with-Deep-Learning
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Figure 1: Lexical divergence distribution by labels across datasets. JSD=Jensen-Shannon divergence.
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STS. In the case of STS, we convert the scores into
binary labels. Based on the description of the re-
latedness scores in Cer et al. (2017), we assign a
positive label if relatedness≥ 4 and a negative one
otherwise to use a similar criterion as in the other
datasets.

3 Lexical divergence in current datasets

To characterise the datasets, we represent the text
pairs as two distributions over words and measure
their lexical divergence using Jensen-Shannon di-
vergence (JSD) (Lin, 1991).2 Figure 1 shows the
entire JSD distribution by label for each dataset.

The datasets differ with respect to the degree
of lexical divergence they contain: The three Se-
mEval CQA datasets show a high degree of lexical
divergence (majority > 0.5), especially in the ex-
ternal QA scenario (task C). Text pairs in MSRP
tend to have low-medium JSD scores (majority
< 0.6), while items in Quora and STS show the
widest range of lexical divergence (see also Ap-
pendix A). Overall, pairs with negative labels tend
to have higher JSD scores than pairs with positive
labels. Especially in Quora, MSRP and STS, dis-
tinct distributions emerge for positive vs. negative
labels, providing direct clues for label assignment.

4 Distinguishing between obvious and
non-obvious examples

As shown, pairs with high lexical divergence tend
to have a negative label in the above datasets (e.g.
No in Table 1), while low lexical divergence is as-
sociated with a positive label (e.g. Po in Table 1).
Intuitively, these are cases which should be rela-
tively easy to identify. More difficult are text pairs
with a positive label but high lexical divergence
(e.g. Pn in Table 1), or a negative label despite low
lexical divergence (e.g. Nn in Table 1). We use Ta-
ble 3 to categorise cases in terms of their difficulty
level.

positive label negative label

low div obvious pos (Po) non-obvious neg (Nn)
high div non-obvious pos (Pn) obvious neg (No)

Table 3: Defining obvious and non-obvious similarity
cases based on labels and lexical overlap.

2We also calculated set-based similarity metrics (Jaccard
Index and Dice Coefficient) and found consistent results with
JSD, but give preference to the distribution-based metric
which is more natural for text. Due to space restrictions, we
only report JSD in this paper.

Fleiss’ Kappa Avg. time per pair Instances

Po 0.6429 11.58s 35
Pn 0.0878 11.68s 15
No 0.3886 12.50s 34
Nn 0.0892 13.83s 16

total 0.6267 12.27s 100

Table 4: Statistics for manual annotation on Quora.
o=obvious, n=non-obvious, N=negative, P=positive

SemEval Quora MSRP STS
A B C

Po 5893 1162 2492 107612 2398 1597
Pn 4428 531 1590 41691 1502 409
No 8842 1843 22155 160410 1398 3900
Nn 7377 1213 21253 94632 503 2719

o 56 63 52 66 65 64

m 0.80 0.79 0.82 0.53 0.52 0.52

Table 5: Difficulty case splits across datasets (train, dev
and test combined). o=obvious, m=median JSD.

Pairs are categorised into high and low lexical
divergence categories by comparing their JSD
score to the median of the entire JSD distribu-
tion in order to account for differences between
datasets (>median: high div, ≤median: low div).
To verify if this automatic difficulty distinction
corresponds with real-world difficulty, the authors
of the study annotated the semantic relatedness of
100 random pairs from the Quora development set
and measured inter-annotator agreement based on
Fleiss’ Kappa. The agreement for non-obvious
cases (Pn and Nn) is significantly lower (p-value<
0.01 with permutation test) than for obvious cases
(Po and No) and the average annotation time per
item is longer for non-obvious cases (Table 4),
confirming the validity of this distinction.

Table 5 shows the number of instances in the
four cases across datasets. In all of the analysed
datasets, there are more obvious positives (Po)
than non-obvious positives (Pn) and more obvious
negatives (No) than non-obvious negatives (Nn).
All obvious cases combined (Po+No) make up
more than 50% of pairs across all datasets.

5 Evaluating model predictions based on
difficulty

We now use this categorisation for the purpose of
model evaluation (Tables 6-8).3 We calculate the

3Due to the lack of openly available model pre-
diction files, we only present our analysis for the Se-
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KeLP Beihang
MSRA

IIT
UHH ECNU bunji EICA Swiss

Alps
FuRong

Wang FA3L Snow
Man

ran-
dom

TPRo 0.652 1.000 0.800 0.790 0.681 0.328 0.333 0.562 0.691 0.677 0.501
TPRn 0.496 1.000 0.676 0.636 0.575 0.269 0.223 0.399 0.478 0.469 0.499
TNRo 0.909 0.000 0.731 0.877 0.894 0.959 0.984 0.913 0.787 0.900 0.515
TNRn 0.908 0.000 0.676 0.820 0.851 0.953 0.950 0.892 0.751 0.757 0.536

F1o 0.751 0.682 0.781 0.829 0.765 0.480 0.494 0.684 0.731 0.765 0.513
F1n 0.628 0.686 0.686 0.707 0.672 0.410 0.352 0.533 0.560 0.555 0.519

F1 0.698 0.684 0.739 0.777 0.725 0.450 0.433 0.621 0.659 0.673 0.516
MAP 0.884 0.882 0.869 0.867 0.866 0.865 0.862 0.843 0.834 0.818 0.623

Table 6: Proposed evaluation metrics for top 10 primary submissions on SemEval Task A. The systems are ordered
in columns according to their MAP ranking. Bold indicates the highest value for each metric. We indicate the 2nd

and 3rd systems based on F1n and F1.

Sim
Bow

LearningTo
Question KeLP Talla Beihang

MSRA
NLM
NIH

Uin-
suska

TiTech

IIT
UHH

SCIR
QA FA3L ran-

dom

TPRo 0.976 1.000 0.920 0.760 1.000 0.880 0.752 0.704 0.912 0.448 0.552
TPRn 0.842 1.000 0.632 0.763 1.000 0.500 0.421 0.737 0.842 0.263 0.395
TNRo 0.609 0.000 0.831 0.684 0.000 0.841 0.858 0.682 0.709 0.861 0.495
TNRn 0.197 0.000 0.432 0.467 0.000 0.397 0.552 0.403 0.352 0.756 0.521

F1o 0.604 0.383 0.746 0.548 0.383 0.736 0.681 0.516 0.641 0.473 0.348
F1n 0.198 0.195 0.199 0.247 0.195 0.154 0.164 0.221 0.234 0.160 0.147

F1 0.424 0.312 0.506 0.426 0.312 0.473 0.467 0.390 0.464 0.365 0.280
MAP 0.472 0.469 0.467 0.457 0.448 0.446 0.434 0.431 0.427 0.422 0.298

Table 7: Proposed evaluation metrics for top 10 primary submissions on SemEval Task B.

true positive rate TPR (for Po and Pn) and true neg-
ative rate TNR (for No and Nn) to analyse model
performance within each difficulty category. In the
three SemEval 2017 CQA tasks, all systems per-
form worse on the hard cases compared to the ob-
vious cases (TPRn < TPRo and TNRn < TNRo),
while there are only minor changes in the ran-
dom baseline which predicts all classes with equal
probability. To compare how well models do on

IIT
UHH bunji KeLP EICA

ran-
dom

TPRo 0.570 0.246 0.911 0.006 0.520
TPRn 0.358 0.045 0.836 0.000 0.433
TNRo 0.898 0.991 0.720 0.998 0.502
TNRn 0.779 0.965 0.538 0.999 0.502

F1o 0.283 0.339 0.209 0.011 0.076
F1n 0.047 0.028 0.054 0.000 0.027

F1 0.144 0.197 0.121 0.008 0.053
MAP 0.155 0.147 0.144 0.135 0.058

Table 8: Proposed evaluation metrics for top 4 primary
submissions on SemEval Task C.

mEval CQA Tasks based on prediction files obtained from
http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2017/task3/index.php?id=results.

obvious vs. non-obvious cases overall, we com-
pute F1 scores for obvious cases (Po and No) as
F1o and non-obvious cases (Pn and Nn) as F1n sep-
arately. This is necessary as the high percentage of
obvious cases (observed in section 4) can inflate
the overall F1 score. F1n scores are consistently
lower than the F1o scores. This difference is espe-
cially pronounced in Task B, which contained the
highest proportion of obvious cases (62%) of the
SemEval tasks. Using the non-obvious F1 scores
results in a different ranking compared to the of-
ficial SemEval evaluation metrics (F1 or MAP),
even resulting in a change in the highest ranked
system in Task B (Talla instead of KeLP or Sim-
Bow) and C (KeLP instead of bunji or IIT-UHH).

6 Conclusion

We present an automated criterion for automat-
ically distinguishing between easy and difficult
items in text pair similarity prediction tasks. We
find that more than 50% of cases in current
datasets are relatively obvious. Recently pro-
posed models perform significantly worse on non-
obvious cases compared to obvious cases. In or-
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der to encourage the development of models that
perform well on difficult items, we propose to
use non-obvious F1 scores (F1n) as a complemen-
tary ranking metric for model evaluation. We also
recommend publishing prediction files along with
models to facilitate error analysis.
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Abstract

Question paraphrase identification is a key task
in Community Question Answering (CQA) to
determine if an incoming question has been
previously asked. Many current models use
word embeddings to identify duplicate ques-
tions, but the use of topic models in feature-
engineered systems suggests that they can be
helpful for this task, too. We therefore propose
two ways of merging topics with word embed-
dings (early vs. late fusion) in a new neural
architecture for question paraphrase identifica-
tion. Our results show that our system out-
performs neural baselines on multiple CQA
datasets, while an ablation study highlights
the importance of topics and especially early
topic-embedding fusion in our architecture.

1 Introduction

Paraphrase identification is a core NLP task and has
been widely studied (Socher et al., 2011; He et al.,
2015; Wieting et al., 2016; Tomar et al., 2017). One
interesting application area of paraphrase detection
is Community Question Answering (CQA) (Nakov
et al., 2017; Bonadiman et al., 2017; Rodrigues
et al., 2018). The aim of CQA is to answer real
open-ended questions based on user-generated con-
tent from question answering websites. Being able
to identify similar — already answered — ques-
tions can be helpful for this purpose. Question
paraphrase detection in CQA is difficult because
texts tend to be longer and have less direct over-
lap compared to traditional paraphrase detection
datasets (Rus et al., 2014; Peinelt et al., 2019).

Early work on paraphrase detection relied on
hand-crafted features, while state-of-the-art ap-
proaches for paraphrase identification are primarily
neural networks (Gong et al., 2018; Wang et al.,
2017; Tomar et al., 2017) and hybrid techniques
(Pang et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2017; Feng et al.,
2017). Many recently proposed CQA paraphrase

detection systems still use hand-crafted features
(Agustian and Takamura, 2017; Filice et al., 2017)
and some work has successfully integrated topic
model features (Duan et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2017).
This suggests that topic distributions could offer
auxiliary information for identifying related ques-
tions and complement word embeddings (Mikolov
et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014), which pro-
vide the main signal in neural systems. Contrary to
hand-crafted static topic features, integrating top-
ics in a neural framework brings the advantage of
joint updates during training. Recent work success-
fully introduced topics in neural architectures for
language generation: Wang et al. (2018) used a
topic-enhanced encoder for summarisation, Chen
et al. (2016) integrated topics in the decoder for
machine translation and Narayan et al. (2018) in-
cluded topics in both encoder and decoder of their
summarisation model.

However, it remains unclear if topics can be use-
ful in a neural paraphrase detection model and how
to best fuse topics with word embeddings for this
task. In this paper, we introduce a novel topic-
aware neural architecture and specifically make the
following contributions:

1. We define two settings (early and late fusion)
for incorporating topics in our neural para-
phrase prediction model (section 3).

2. Our topic-aware model improves over other
neural models across multiple question para-
phrase identification datasets (section 4).

3. In an ablation study, we highlight the impor-
tance of topics and early topic-embedding fu-
sion in our proposed architecture (section 4).

2 Datasets and Tasks

We address the problem of CQA question para-
phrase detection, where given two questions from
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Task Source Question pairs

Quora PD real-world 404 345
PAWS PD synthetic 12 665
SemEval PR real-world 4 749

Table 1: Selected CQA question paraphrase datasets.
PD=paraphrase detection, PR=paraphrase ranking

question answering websites, denoted as q1 and q2
with length n and m, the task is to predict a binary
label which indicates whether the two questions are
paraphrases. For this study, we select three popular
English question paraphrase identification datasets
and summarise their main properties in Table 1.

The Quora duplicate questions dataset consists
of over 400 000 question pairs, each annotated with
a binary label indicating whether the two questions
are paraphrases of each other or not.1 We use the
same split as mentioned in Wang et al. (2017).

PAWS (Zhang et al., 2019) is a synthetic para-
phrase detection dataset which was created on the
basis of Quora. The word order of Quora exam-
ples was automatically altered and words replaced,
resulting in question pairs with high word over-
lap which were manually annotated with binary
paraphrase labels.

The SemEval 2017 Task 3 dataset focuses on
Community Question Answering (Nakov et al.,
2017). While there are other subtasks, we only use
subtask B (question paraphrase detection) here. In
each example, the dataset provides a new question
and a set of ten possibly related questions which
were retrieved from the forum of the website Qatar
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Figure 1: TAPA with early topic-embedding fusion. Il-
lustrated with toy examples consisting of three tokens.

1https://engineering.quora.com/Semantic-Question-
Matching-with-Deep-Learning

Living2 by a search engine. For each question pair,
a relevancy label is provided.

3 Model Architecture

This paper examines whether we can successfully
integrate topic model information in a neural para-
phrase identification model. We also explore how
to best combine topics with word embeddings,
which are the main information source in exist-
ing models (Deriu and Cieliebak, 2017; Pang et al.,
2016; Gong et al., 2018). For this purpose, we
propose a novel architecture dubbed Topic-Aware
Paraphrase Identification Architecture (TAPA) de-
picted in Figures 1 and 2. Our model comprises
the following steps: Obtaining a representation
for both questions (Section 3.1), comparing these
representations (Section 3.2), and aggregating the
information for the final prediction (Section 3.2).

3.1 Encoding layer
Embeddings Given the sequence of words
(w1, ..., wn) in a question of length n, we map them
to embeddings x = (x1, ..., xn) (step 1 in Figures
1 and 2). For each embedding xi, we combine pre-
trained word and ELMo embeddings (Peters et al.,
2018) to leverage alternative representations:

xi = [embi; ELMoi] ∈ Rf (1)

where ; denotes concatenation and f the resulting
embedding dimension.

Topics We infer topic distributions from an LDA
topic model (Blei et al., 2003) with f ′ number of
topics for the whole question tD ∈ Rf ′

and every

(3) Encode 
with Bi-LSTM

(1) Embed

(4a) Compare 
representation

(5) Extract 
with CNN

xi

h1 hi hn

ti
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s2:   [w1 , wj , wm]s2:   [w1 , wj , wm]q1:   [w1 , wi , wn ]

topics
embeddings

Figure 2: TAPA with late topic-embedding fusion

2https://www.qatarliving.com/



word in the question t′ = (t′1, ..., t
′
n) with ti ∈ Rf ′

(step 2 in Figures 1 and 2). We follow Narayan et al.
(2018) in merging word-level and document-level
topics to capture the interaction between both as

ti = [t′i ⊗ tD] ∈ Rf ′
(2)

where ⊗ denotes element-wise multiplication as
‘word+doc’ setting. Previous work by Narayan
et al. (2018) focused on a different task (summari-
sation) with longer texts. In contrast, for our setting
we expect word-level topics to be more informa-
tive than document topics. Therefore, we further
include only word-level topics as ‘word’ setting

ti = [t′i] ∈ Rf ′
(3)

where the topic setting is treated as hyperparameter.

Fusion of embeddings and topics We propose
two different ways of combining topic distribu-
tions with word embeddings: early fusion and late
fusion. Early fusion combines topic distributions
with word embeddings before the encoder step (Fig-
ure 1), guiding the encoder in selecting relevant in-
formation when computing a representation for the
sentence. In contrast, late fusion combines infor-
mation derived from topics and word embeddings
after computing separate affinity matrices for top-
ics and word representations (Figure 2), therefore
introducing the topic information more directly into
the architecture as separate sentence interaction di-
mension. As a result, the encoding layer of both
variations differs slightly. In early fusion TAPA, we
obtain a sentence representation e = (e1, ..., en) by
concatenating topics and embeddings as follows:

ei = [xi; ti] ∈ Rf+f ′
(4)

Late fusion TAPA only uses embeddings for e

ei = [xi] ∈ Rf (5)

and obtains separate topic representations

TL = [t1, ..., tn] ∈ R(n×f ′) (6)

TR = [t1, ..., tm] ∈ R(m×f ′) (7)

Encoder In our preliminary experiments, BiL-
STMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) worked
better than CNN encoders, presumably due to their
ability to capture long-range dependencies. As a re-
sult, we encode e with BiLSTMs (step 3 in Figures
1 and 2):

L = BiLSTM(e) ∈ R(n×d) (8)

R = BiLSTM(e) ∈ R(m×d) (9)

We decide to share weights between both BiLSTMs
in a Siamese setting which reduces the number of
required parameters and has been shown to work
well for pairwise classification tasks (Deriu and
Cieliebak, 2017; Feng et al., 2015; Mueller and
Thyagarajan, 2016).

3.2 Comparison layer
We model the similarity between the two encoded
questions by computing pairwise affinity scores
between their words in affinity matrices similar to
previous studies (Deriu and Cieliebak, 2017; Pang
et al., 2016; Gong et al., 2018). In both early and
late fusion TAPA, we calculate the affinity matrix
Aemb based on the encoded sentences as

Aembi,j = s(Li,:,Rj,:) ∈ Rn×m (10)

using a similarity function s (step 4 in Figure 1
and 4a in Figure 2). For the late fusion model, we
also calculate an affinity matrix based on the topic
distributions in both sentences (4b in Figure 2):3

Atopici,j = s(TLi,:,TRj,:) ∈ Rn×m (11)

Common choices for the similarity function s are
Euclidean distance, dot product and cosine similar-
ity (Yin et al., 2016; Deriu and Cieliebak, 2017).
We use cosine similarity, as it worked best in pre-
liminary experiments. The comparison layer output
A is simply Aemb for early fusion TAPA, while we
combine topic and embedding affinity matrices in
the late fusion version:

A = [Aemb;Atopic]

3.3 Aggregation layer
Similar to extracting information from a grey scale
image in computer vision, we follow Gong et al.
(2018) and Pang et al. (2016) in aggregating useful
affinity patterns from A with a CNN (LeCun et al.,
1998) feature extractor (step 5 in in Figure 1 and
2). We use a two-layer CNN architecture (where
one layer consists of convolution and pooling). The
output of the last convolution layer is flattened into
a vector. This is followed by multiple hidden layers
of reducing size and a softmax layer for predicting
the two classes (step 6 in Figure 1 and 2). The
model is trained based on cross-entropy loss. We
tune hyperparameters with hyperopt (Bergstra et al.,
2013) and report them in Appendix B. For further
implementation details refer to Appendix C.

3We experimented with additional topic encoders, but
abandoned them as they didn’t consistently improve results.



4 Results

We evaluate model performance on the basis of F1
scores as this is more reliable for datasets with label
imbalance than accuracy and present the results in
Table 2.

Baselines As baseline systems, we provide the
three best performing SemEval 2017 models:
KeLP (Filice et al., 2017), NLM-NIH (Abacha
and Demner-Fushman, 2017) and Uinsuska TiTech
(Agustian and Takamura, 2017). All of these mod-
els employ hand-crafted features, which provides
an advantage on this small dataset (compare Ta-
ble 1 for dataset sizes). Results have been reported
for systems on PAWS and Quora with accuracies
ranging between 75 and 89, but are not directly
comparable to F1 scores (Gong et al., 2018; Tan
et al., 2018; Tomar et al., 2017).

In addition to the above mentioned systems, we
also compare our proposed model with a Siamese
network, as this is a common neural baseline for
paraphrase identification (Wang et al., 2017). The
two questions are embedded with pretrained 300
dimensional Glove embeddings (Pennington et al.,
2014) and encoded by two weight-sharing BiL-
STM encoders. This is followed by a max pooling
layer and two hidden layers. For Siamese network
+ELMo, we concatenate word vectors with ELMo
representations before the encoding step.

TAPA vs. baselines TAPA performs better than
the neural baselines. It cannot compete with the
highest ranked feature engineered SemEval system
(KeLP) due to the lack of sufficient training data
(compare Table 1), but gets within reach of the third
placed system (Uinsuska TiTech). Our neural archi-
tecture may not outperform the top three systems
on the SemEval dataset, but it can generalise better
across datasets, while the three SemEval systems
require dataset specific feature engineering.

Type PAWS Quora SemEval

KeLP feat. - - 50.6
NLM-NIH feat. - - 47.3
Uinsuska TiTech feat. - - 46.7
Siamese network neural 17.3 81.3 34.9
+ELMo neural 37.2 83.2 34.5
TAPA neural 42.2 84.1 46.4

Table 2: F1 scores of models on test sets. The first three
rows are taken from Nakov et al. (2017), the rest are our
own implementations. feat=feature-based

PAWS Quora Sem-
Eval

full TAPA (early fusion) 42.2 84.1 46.4
-topics 40.6 83.9 45.1
-ELMO 26.9 84.5 45.0
TAPA with late fusion 39.8 83.9 40.1

Table 3: Ablation study for our TAPA model reporting
F1 scores on test sets.

Influence of model components We conduct an
ablation study to understand the contribution of
individual model components (Table 3). Remov-
ing topics consistently reduces F1 scores on all
datasets, while the effect of ELMo representations
is dataset dependent. Deleting ELMo improves
performance on Quora, but leads to a massive per-
formance drop on PAWS. The large impact on
PAWS can be explained by the fact that this dataset
was automatically constructed to have high textual
overlap between questions and differences between
paraphrases are chiefly due to variations in syn-
tax. Our full TAPA model uses early fusion as this
was the best setting during hyperparameter tuning.
When comparing the full (early fusion) model with
a tuned4 late fusion variant, we find that perfor-
mance of the late fusion model drops to the same
or even lower level than TAPA without topics. We
conclude that topics contribute consistently to the
performance of our proposed model, but that early
topic-embedding fusion is crucial.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we introduced a novel topic-aware
neural architecture for question paraphrase identi-
fication. Our model successfully fuses word em-
beddings with topics and improves over previous
neural baselines on multiple CQA paraphrase iden-
tification datasets. We demonstrated that topics
contributed consistently to the performance of our
model and that an early fusion of word embed-
dings with topic distributions is preferable over
integration at a later stage. Our work suggests that
early fusion of topics with models which were pre-
trained with sentence pair classification tasks, such
as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) could be a promising
direction for future research. Other future work
could seek to enhance our proposed architecture
with more sophisticated topic models.

4As late fusion may require slightly different hyperparam-
eters, we compare with a tuned late fusion model to make a
fair comparison between early and late fusion.
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Abstract

Semantic similarity detection is a fundamen-
tal task in natural language understanding.
Adding topic information has been useful for
previous feature-engineered semantic similar-
ity models as well as neural models for other
tasks. There is currently no standard way
of combining topics with pretrained contex-
tual representations such as BERT. We pro-
pose a novel topic-informed BERT-based ar-
chitecture for pairwise semantic similarity de-
tection and show that our model improves per-
formance over strong neural baselines across a
variety of English language datasets. We find
that the addition of topics to BERT helps par-
ticularly with resolving domain-specific cases.

1 Introduction

Modelling the semantic similarity between a pair
of texts is a crucial NLP task with applications
ranging from question answering to plagiarism de-
tection. A variety of models have been proposed
for this problem, including traditional feature-
engineered techniques (Filice et al., 2017), hybrid
approaches (Wu et al., 2017; Feng et al., 2017;
Koreeda et al., 2017) and purely neural architec-
tures (Wang et al., 2017; Tan et al., 2018; Deriu
and Cieliebak, 2017). Recent pretrained contextu-
alised representations such as ELMo (Peters et al.,
2018) and BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) have led to
impressive performance gains across a variety of
NLP tasks, including semantic similarity detection.
These models leverage large amounts of data to
pretrain text encoders (in contrast to just individual
word embeddings as in previous work) and have
established a new pretrain-finetune paradigm.

While large improvements have been achieved
on paraphrase detection (Tomar et al., 2017; Gong
et al., 2018), semantic similarity detection in Com-
munity Question Answering (CQA) remains a chal-
lenging problem. CQA leverages user-generated

content from question answering websites (e.g.
StackExchange) to answer complex real-world
questions (Nakov et al., 2017). The task requires
modelling the relatedness between question-answer
pairs which can be challenging due to the highly
domain-specific language of certain online forums
and low levels of direct text overlap between ques-
tions and answers.

Topic models may provide additional signals for
semantic similarity, as earlier feature-engineered
models for semantic similarity detection success-
fully incorporated topics (Qin et al., 2009; Tran
et al., 2015; Mihaylov and Nakov, 2016; Wu et al.,
2017). They could be especially useful for dealing
with domain-specific language since topic models
have been exploited for domain adaptation (Hu
et al., 2014; Guo et al., 2009). Moreover, recent
work on neural architectures has shown that the in-
tegration of topics can yield improvements in other
tasks such as language modelling (Ghosh et al.,
2016), machine translation (Chen et al., 2016), and
summarisation (Narayan et al., 2018; Wang et al.,
2018). We therefore introduce a novel architecture
for semantic similarity detection which incorpo-
rates topic models and BERT. More specifically,
we make the following contributions:

1. We propose tBERT — a simple architecture
combining topics with BERT for semantic
similarity prediction (section 3).1

2. We demonstrate that tBERT achieves improve-
ments across multiple semantic similarity pre-
diction datasets against a finetuned vanilla
BERT and other neural models in both F1 and
stricter evaluation metrics (section 5).

3. We show in our error analysis that tBERT’s
gains are prominent on domain-specific cases,
such as those encountered in CQA (section 5).

1Code is available at https://github.com/wuningxi/tBERT.
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2 Datasets and Tasks

We select popular benchmark datasets featuring
different sizes (small vs. large), tasks (QA vs. para-
phrase detection) and sentence lengths (short vs.
long) as summarised in Table 1. Examples for each
dataset are provided in Appendix A.

MSRP The Microsoft Research Paraphrase
dataset (MSRP) contains pairs of sentences from
news websites with binary labels for paraphrase
detection (Dolan and Brockett, 2005).

SemEval The SemEval CQA dataset (Nakov
et al., 2015, 2016, 2017) comprises three subtasks
based on threads and posts from the online expat
forum Qatar Living.2 Each subtask contains an ini-
tial post as well as 10 possibly relevant posts with
binary labels and requires to rank relevant posts
above non-relevant ones. In subtask A, the posts
are questions and comments from the same thread,
in an answer ranking scenario. Subtask B is ques-
tion paraphrase ranking. Subtask C is similar to
A but comments were retrieved from an external
thread, which increases the difficulty of the task.

Quora The Quora duplicate questions dataset
contains more than 400k question pairs with binary
labels and is by far the largest of the datasets.3

The task is to predict whether two questions are
paraphrases. The setup is similar to SemEval
subtask B, but framed as a classification rather than
a ranking problem. We use Wang et al. (2017)’s
train/dev/test set partition.

All of the above datasets provide two short texts
(usually a sentence long but in some cases consist-
ing of multiple sentences). From here onward we
will use the term ‘sentence’ to refer to each short
text. We frame the task as predicting the semantic

Dataset Task Len Size

Quora paraphrase detection 13 404K
MSRP paraphrase detection 22 5K
SemEval (A) internal answer ranking 48 26K

(B) paraphrase ranking 52 4K
(C) external answer ranking 45 47K

Table 1: Text pair similarity data sets. Size = number
of text pairs. Len = mean sentence length in tokens.

2Following convention, we use the 2016 test set as devel-
opment set and 2017 test set as test set.

3https://engineering.quora.com/Semantic-Question-
Matching-with-Deep-Learning

similarity between two sentences in a binary classi-
fication task. We use a binary classification setup
as this is more generic and applies to all above
datasets.

3 tBERT

3.1 Architecture
In this paper, we investigate if topic models can
further improve BERT’s performance for semantic
similarity detection. Our proposed topic-informed
BERT-based model (tBERT) is shown in Figure 1.
We encode two sentences S1 (with length N ) and
S2 (with length M ) with the uncased version of
BERTBASE (Devlin et al., 2019), using the C vector
from BERT’s final layer corresponding to the CLS
token in the input as sentence pair representation:

C = BERT(S1, S2) ∈ Rd (1)

where d denotes the internal hidden size of BERT
(768 for BERTBASE). While other topic models
can be used, we experiment with two popular topic
models: LDA (Blei et al., 2003) and GSDMM (Yin
and Wang, 2014), see section 3.2 for details. Based
on previous research which successfully combined
word and document level topics with neural archi-
tectures (Narayan et al., 2018), we further experi-
ment with incorporating different topic types. For
document topics D1 and D2, all tokens in a sen-
tence are passed to the topic model to infer one
topic distribution per sentence:

D1 = TopicModel([T1, ..., TN ]) ∈ Rt (2)

D2 = TopicModel([T ′
1, ..., T

′
M ]) ∈ Rt (3)

where t indicates the number of topics. Alterna-
tively, for word topics W1 and W2, one topic distri-

wM’w1’wNw1

W2W1 C

Topic 
model

[CLS] [SEP]

BERT

C F1 FN FSEP F’1 F’M

ECLS E1 EN ESEP E’1 E’M

... ...

... ...

......

T1 TN T’M...... T’1

S1 S2

Figure 1: Architecture of tBERT with word topics.
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bution wi is inferred per token Ti

wi = TopicModel(Ti) ∈ Rt (4)

before averaging them to obtain a fixed-length topic
representation on the sentence level:

W1 =

∑N
i=1wi

N
∈ Rt (5)

W2 =

∑M
i=1w

′
i

M
∈ Rt (6)

We combine the sentence pair vector with the
sentence-level topic representations similar to Os-
tendorff et al. (2019) as

F = [C;D1;D2] ∈ Rd+2t (7)

for document topics and as

F = [C;W1;W2] ∈ Rd+2t (8)

for word topics (where ; denotes concatenation).
This is followed by a hidden and a softmax classifi-
cation layer. We train the model for 3 epochs with
early stopping and cross-entropy loss. Learning
rates are tuned per dataset and random seed.4

3.2 Choice of Topic Model
Topic number and alpha value The number of
topics and alpha values are important topic model
hyper-parameters and dataset dependent. We use
the simple topic baseline (section 4) as a fast proxy
(on average 12 seconds per experiment on CPU)
to identify useful topic models for each dataset
without expensive hyper-parameter tuning on the
full tBERT model. In our experiments, 70 to 90
topics with alpha values of 1 or 10 worked well.5

MSRP Quora SemEval
A B C

BERT .906 .906 .714 .754 .414

tBERT with LDA
+ word topics .905 .911 .744 .766 .439
+ doc topics .907 .909 .748 .761 .419

tBERT with GSDMM
+ word topics .918 .908 .752 .760 .447
+ doc topics .915 .909 .751 .760 .424

Table 2: F1 scores of BERT-based models with differ-
ent topic settings on development set. We report aver-
age performance for two different random seeds. Bold
indicates the selected setting for our final model.

4 We report tuned hyper-parameters in Appendix E.
5 See Appendix D for detailed topic model settings.

Topic model and topic type LDA (Blei et al.,
2003) is the most popular and widely used topic
model, but it has been reported to be less suitable
for short text (Hong and Davison, 2010). Therefore,
we also experiment with the popular short text topic
model GSDMM (Yin and Wang, 2014). To select
the best setting for our final model (in Table 3), we
evaluated different combinations of tBERT with
LDA vs. GSDMM and word (W1 and W2) vs.
document topics (D1 and D2) on the development
partition of the datasets (Table 2). The tBERT
settings generally scored higher than BERT, with
word topics (W1 and W2) usually outperforming
document topics.

4 Baselines

Topic baselines As a simple baseline, we train
a topic model (LDA or GSDMM) on the training
portion of each dataset (combining training sets
for SemEval subtasks) and calculate the Jensen-
Shannon divergence (Lin, 1991) (JSD) between
the topic distributions of the two sentences. The
model predicts a negative label if JSD is larger than
a threshold and a positive label otherwise. We tune
threshold, number of topics and alpha value based
on development set F1.5

Previous systems For SemEval, we compare
against the highest performing system of earlier
work based on F1 score. As these models rely on
hand-crafted dataset-specific features (providing an
advantage on the small datasets), we also include
the only neural system without manual features
(Deriu and Cieliebak, 2017). For MSRP, we show
a neural matching architecture (Pang et al., 2016).
For Quora, we compare against the Interactive In-
ference Network (Gong et al., 2018) using accuracy,
as no F1 has been reported.

Siamese BiLSTM Siamese networks are a com-
mon neural baseline for sentence pair classification
tasks (Yih et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2017). We
embed both sentences with pretrained GloVe em-
beddings (concatenated with ELMo for BiLSTM +
ELMo) and encode them with two weight-sharing
BiLSTMs, followed by max pooling and hidden
layers.

BERT We encode the sentence pair with BERT’s
C vector (as in tBERT) followed by a softmax layer
and finetune all layers for 3 epochs with early stop-
ping. Following Devlin et al. (2019), we tune learn-
ing rates on the development set of each dataset.4
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5 Results

Evaluation We evaluate systems based on F1
scores ( Table 3) as this is more reliable for datasets
with imbalanced labels (e.g. SemEval C) than ac-
curacy. We further report performance on difficult
cases with non-obvious F1 score (Peinelt et al.,
2019) which identifies challenging instances in the
dataset based on lexical overlap and gold labels.
Dodge et al. (2020) recently showed that early stop-
ping and random seeds can have considerable im-
pact on the performance of finetuned BERT models.
We therefore use early stopping during finetuning
and report average model performance across two
seeds for BERT and tBERT models.

Overall trends The BERT-based models outper-
form the other neural systems, while closely com-
peting with the feature-engineered system on the
relatively small SemEval A dataset. The simple
topic baselines perform surprisingly well in com-
parison to much more sophisticated models, indi-
cating the usefulness of topics for the tasks.

Do topics improve BERT’s performance?
Adding LDA topics to BERT consistently improves
F1 performance across all datasets. Moreover, it
improves performance on non-obvious cases over
BERT on all datasets (except for Quora which
contains many generic examples and few domain-
specific cases, see Table 4). The addition of GS-
DMM topics to BERT is slightly less stable: im-
proving performance on MSRP, Semeval A and B,
while dropping on Semeval C. The largest perfor-

MSRP Quora SemEval
A B C

F1 on cases with named entities (total: 230/500)
BERT .20 .54 .50 .53 .32
tBERT .35 .49 .52 .21 .56
(# of cases) (23) (31) (58) (60) (58)

F1 on cases with domain-specific words (total: 159/500)
BERT .18 .00 .36 .36 .26
tBERT .67 .50 .62 .40 .58
(# of cases) (14) (7) (36) (41) (61)

F1 on cases with non-standard spelling (total: 53/500)
BERT .00 N/A .20 .71 .43
tBERT .00 N/A .80 .00 .62
(# of cases) (1) (0) (20) (19) (13)

Table 4: F1 for BERT and tBERT on annotated develop-
ment set examples (100 cases per dataset) by manually
annotated properties. Number of cases in parenthesis.

mance gains regardless of the chosen topic model
are observed in the internal question-answering
task (SemEval A).

Where can topics help? We randomly sampled
100 examples (half only correct by BERT, half only
correct by LDA-tBERT) from the development set
of each dataset and manually annotated them (500
in total) with binary labels regarding three proper-
ties that may be associated with topic-related gains
or losses (Table 4). Named entities (e.g. iPhone)
and domain-specific words (e.g. murabaha) oc-
curred frequently in the datasets, while there were
too few examples with non-standard spelling (e.g.
thanx) for meaningful comparisons. tBERT gen-
erally performed better than BERT on examples
with domain-specific cases. Overall patterns were

F1 non-obvious F1
MSRP Quora SemEval MSRP Quora SemEval

A B C A B C

Previous systems
Filice et al. (2017) - feature-based - - - .506 - - - - .199 -
Wu et al. (2017) - feature-based - - .777 - - - - .707 - -
Koreeda et al. (2017) - feature-based - - - - .197 - - - - .028
Deriu and Cieliebak (2017) - neural - - .433 - - - - .352 - -
Pang et al. (2016) - neural .829 - - - - - - - - -
Gong et al. (2018) (accuracy) - neural - (.891) - - - - - - - -

Our implementation
LDA topic baseline .799 .736 .684 .436 .096 .780 .606 .684 .172 .019
GSDMM topic baseline .796 .679 .663 .403 .102 .769 .448 .488 .130 .015
Siamese BiLSTM .763 .813 .671 .349 .126 .781 .740 .597 .168 .049
Siamese BiLSTM + ELMo .765 .832 .661 .345 .149 .775 .754 .599 .180 .073
BERT .876 .902 .704 .473 .268 .827 .860 .656 .243 .085
tBERT with LDA topics .884 .905 .768 .524 .273 .866 .859 .708 .258 .100
tBERT with GSDMM topics .883 .905 .766 .518 .233 .844 .856 .714 .266 .081

Table 3: Model performance on test set. The first 6 rows are taken from the cited papers. Bold font highlights the
best system overall and our best implementation is underlined. Italics indicate that F1 and accuracy were identical.
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Figure 2: Performance of BERT and tBERT on dev set when trained for up to 9 epochs. The dotted line indicates
tBERT’s best performance within the first 3 epochs. Plots for the other datasets are provided as Appendix G.

less clear for named entities; based on manual in-
spection BERT dealt better with common named
entities likely to have occurred in pretraining (such
as well-known brands), while tBERT improved on
dataset-specific named entities. We reason that for
domain-specific words which are unlikely to have
occurred in pretraining (e.g. Fuwairit in Table 5),
BERT may not have learned a good representation
(even after finetuning) and hence can’t make a cor-
rect prediction. Here, topic models could serve
as an additional source for dataset-specific infor-
mation. The usefulness of topics for such cases
is also supported by previous work, which suc-
cessfully leveraged topics for domain adaptation in
machine translation (Hu et al., 2014) and named
entity recognition (Guo et al., 2009).

Could we just finetune BERT longer? Based
on our observation that tBERT performs better on
dataset-specific cases, one could assume that BERT
may simply need to be finetuned longer than the
usual 3 epochs to pick up more domain-specific
information. In an additional experiment, we fine-
tuned BERT and tBERT (with LDA topics) for 9
epochs (see Figure 2 and Appendix G). On most
datasets, BERT reached peak performance within
the first 3 epochs. Although training for 4 or 7

s1 Are there good beaches in the Northern
part of Qatar?

s2 Fuwairit is very clean !
gold label True
predictions BERT:False, BERT+topics:True
manual
annotation

domain-specific word:True, named
entity:True, non-standard spelling:False

Table 5: Predictions and annotation for an example
from SemEval.

epochs achieved marginal gains on Semeval A
and C, longer finetuning of BERT could not ex-
ceed tBERT’s best performance from the first 3
epochs (dotted line) on any dataset. We conclude
that longer finetuning does not considerably boost
BERT’s performance. Adding topics instead is
more effective, while avoiding the burden of greatly
increased training time (compare Appendix F).

6 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a flexible framework for
combining topic models with BERT. We demon-
strated that adding LDA topics to BERT consis-
tently improved performance across a range of se-
mantic similarity prediction datasets. In our qual-
itative analysis, we showed that these improve-
ments were mainly achieved on examples involv-
ing domain-specific words. Future work may focus
on how to directly induce topic information into
BERT without corrupting pretrained information
and whether combining topics with other pretrained
contextual models can lead to similar gains. An-
other research direction is to investigate if intro-
ducing more sophisticated topic models, such as
named entity promoting topic models (Krasnash-
chok and Jouili, 2018) into the proposed framework
can further improve results.
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Abstract
Large pretrained language models such as
BERT have been the driving force behind re-
cent improvements across many NLP tasks.
However, BERT is only trained to predict miss-
ing words - either behind masks or in the next
sentence - and has no knowledge of lexical,
syntactic or semantic information beyond what
it picks up through unsupervised pre-training.
We propose a novel method to explicitly inject
linguistic knowledge in the form of word em-
beddings into any layer of a pre-trained BERT.
Our performance improvements on multiple
semantic similarity datasets when injecting
counter-fitted and dependency-based embed-
dings indicate that such information is bene-
ficial and currently missing from the original
model. Our qualitative analysis shows that
counter-fitted embedding injection particularly
helps with cases involving synonym pairs.

1 Introduction

With the recent success of pre-trained language
models such as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) and
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) across many areas of
NLP, there is increased interest in exploring how
these architectures can be further improved. One
line of work aims at model compression, making
BERT smaller and accessible while mostly preserv-
ing its performance (Xu et al., 2020; Goyal et al.,
2020; Sanh et al., 2019; Aguilar et al., 2020; Lan
et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020). Other studies seek
to further enhance model performance by introduc-
ing external information into BERT, such as infor-
mation from knowledge bases (Peters et al., 2019;
Wang et al., 2020) or multi-modal information (Lu
et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2020).

Before the rise of contextualised models, trans-
fer of pre-trained information between datasets and
tasks in NLP was based on word embeddings. Over
multiple years, substantial effort was placed into
the creation of such embeddings. While originally
capturing mainly collocation patterns (Mikolov

et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014), subsequent
work enriched these embeddings with additional
information, such as dependencies (Levy and Gold-
berg, 2014), subword information (Luong et al.,
2013; Bojanowski et al., 2017) and semantic lexi-
cons (Faruqui et al., 2015). As a result, there exists
a wealth of pre-trained embedding resources for
many languages in a unified format which could
provide complementary information for contem-
porary pre-trained contextual models. Moreover,
aligning contextual embeddings with static embed-
dings has shown to increase the performance of the
former (Liu et al., 2020).

In this work, we propose a new method for
injecting pre-trained embeddings into any layer
of BERT’s internal representation. Our ap-
proach differs from previous work by introducing
linguistically-enriched embeddings directly into
BERT through a novel injection method. We apply
our method to multiple semantic similarity detec-
tion benchmark datasets and show that injecting
pre-trained dependency-based and counter-fitted
embeddings can further enhance BERT’s perfor-
mance. More specifically, we make the following
contributions:

1. We propose GiBERT - a lightweight gated
method for injecting externally pre-trained
embeddings into BERT (section 4.1). 1

2. We provide ablation studies and detailed anal-
ysis for core model components (section 6).

3. We demonstrate that our model improves
BERT’s performance on multiple semantic
similarity detection datasets. In comparison
to multi-head attention injection, our gated in-
jection method uses fewer parameters while
achieving comparable performance for depen-
dency embeddings and improved results for
counter-fitted embeddings (section 6).

1Code will be provided in the camera-ready version.



4. Our qualitative analysis provides insights into
GiBERT’s improved performance, such as in
cases of sentence pairs involving synonyms.
(section 6).

2 Related work

BERT modifications Due to BERT’s
widespread success in NLP, many recent
studies have focused on further improving BERT
by introducing external information. Studies
differ regarding the type of external information
provided, the application area and their techni-
cal approach. We broadly categorise existing
approaches based on their modification method
into input-related, external and internal. Input
modifications (Zhao et al., 2020; Singh et al.,
2020; Lai et al., 2020; Ruan et al., 2020) adapt
the information that is fed to BERT - e.g. feeding
text triples separated by [SEP] tokens instead of
sentence pairs as in Lai et al. (2020) - while leaving
the architecture unchanged. Output modifications
(Xuan et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020) build on
BERT’s pre-trained representation by adding
external information after the encoding step - e.g.
combining it with additional semantic information
as in Zhang et al. (2020) - without changing BERT
itself. By contrast, internal modifications introduce
new information directly into BERT by adapting
its internal architecture. Relatively few studies
have taken this approach as this is technically
more difficult and might increase the risk of
so-called catastrophic forgetting - completely
forgetting previous knowledge when learning new
tasks (French, 1999; Wen et al., 2018). However,
such modifications also offer the opportunity to
directly harness BERT’s powerful architecture to
process the external information alongside the
pretrained one. Most existing work on internal
modifications has attempted to combine BERT’s
internal representation with visual and knowledge
base information: Lu et al. (2019) modified
BERT’s transformer block with co-attention to
integrate visual and textual information, while
Lin et al. (2020) introduced a multimodal model
which uses multi-head attention to integrate
encoded image and text information between each
transformer block. Peters et al. (2019) suggested a
word-to-entity attention mechanism to incorporate
external knowledge into BERT and Wang et al.
(2020) proposed to inject factual and linguistic
knowledge through separate adapter modules.
Our approach differs from previous research as

we propose to introduce external information
with an addition-based mechanism which uses
fewer parameters than existing attention-based
techniques (Lu et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2020; Peters
et al., 2019). We further incorporate a gating
mechanism to scale injected information in an
attempt to reduce the risk of catastrophic forgetting.
Moreover, our work focuses on injecting pretrained
word embeddings, rather than multimodal or
knowledge base information as in previous studies.

Semantic similarity detection Detecting para-
phrases and semantically related posts in Commu-
nity Question Answering requires modelling the
semantic relationship between a text pair. This is
a fundamental and well known NLP problem for
which many methods have been proposed. Early
work has focused on feature-engineering tech-
niques, exploring various syntactic (Filice et al.,
2017), semantic (Balchev et al., 2016) and lex-
ical features (Tran et al., 2015; Almarwani and
Diab, 2017). Subsequent work attempted to model
text pair relationships solely based on increasingly
complex neural architectures (Deriu and Cieliebak,
2017; Wang et al., 2017; Tan et al., 2018) or by com-
bining both approaches through hybrid techniques
(Wu et al., 2017a; Feng et al., 2017; Koreeda et al.,
2017). Most recently, contextual models such as
ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) and BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) have reached state-of-the-art performance
through pretraining large context-aware language
models on vast amounts of textual data. Our study
joins up earlier lines of work with current state-
of-the-art contextual representations by combining
BERT with dependency-based and counter-fitted
embeddings, previously shown to be useful for se-
mantic similarity detection.

3 Datasets and Tasks

We focus on the task of semantic similarity de-
tection which is a fundamental problem in NLP
and involves modelling the semantic relationship
between two sentences in a binary classification
setup. We work with the following five widely used
English language datasets which cover a range of
related tasks and sizes (see Appendix A).

MSRP The Microsoft Research Paraphrase
dataset (MSRP) contains 5K pairs of sentences
from news websites which were obtained based on
heuristics and an SVM classifier. Gold labels are
based on human binary annotations for sentential



paraphrase detection (Dolan and Brockett, 2005).

SemEval The SemEval 2017 CQA dataset
(Nakov et al., 2017) consists of three subtasks in-
volving posts from the online forum Qatar Living2.
Each subtask provides an initial post as well as
10 posts which were retrieved by a search engine
and annotated with binary labels by humans. The
task requires the distinction between relevant and
non-relevant posts. The original problem is a rank-
ing setting, but since the gold labels are binary, we
focus on a classification setup. In subtask A, the
posts are questions and comments from the same
thread, in an answer relevancy detection scenario
(26K instances). Subtask B is question paraphrase
detection (4K instances). Subtask C is similar to
A but comments were retrieved from an external
thread (47K). We use the 2016 test set as the dev
set and the 2017 test set as the test set.

Quora The Quora duplicate questions dataset is
the largest of the selected datasets, consisting of
more than 400K question pairs with binary labels.3

The task is to predict whether two questions are
paraphrases, similar to SemEval subtask B. We use
Wang et al. (2017)’s train/dev/test set partition.

All of the above datasets provide two short texts,
each usually a single sentence but sometimes con-
sisting of multiple sentences. For simplicity, we
refer to each short text as ‘sentence’. We frame the
task as semantic similarity detection between two
sentences in a binary classification task.

4 GiBERT

4.1 Architecture
We propose GiBERT - a Gated Injection Method
for BERT. GiBERT’s architecture is illustrated
with a toy example in Figure 1 and comprises the
following phases: obtaining BERT’s intermediate
representation from Transformer block i (step 1-2
in Figure 1), obtaining an alternative input rep-
resentation based on linguistically-enriched word
embeddings (step 3-4), combining both representa-
tions (steps 5-7) and passing on the injected infor-
mation to subsequent BERT layers to make a final
prediction (steps 8-9).

BERT representation We encode a sentence
pair with a pre-trained BERT model (Devlin et al.

2https://www.qatarliving.com/
3https://engineering.quora.com/Semantic-Question-

Matching-with-Deep-Learning

2019) and obtain BERT’s internal representation
at different layers (see section 6 for injection layer
choices).4 Following standard practice, we process
the two input sentences S1 and S2 with a word
piece tokenizer (Wu et al., 2017b) and combine
them using ‘[CLS]’ and ‘[SEP]’ tokens which in-
dicate sentence boundaries. Then, the word pieces
are mapped to ids, resulting in a sequence of word
piece ids EW = [w1, ..., wN ] where N indicates
the number of word pieces in the sequence (step
1 in Figure 1). In the case of embedding layer in-
jection, we use BERT’s embedding layer output
denoted with H0 which results from summing the
word piece embeddings EW, positional embed-
dings EP and segment embeddings ES (step 2):

H0 = LayerNorm(EW + EP + ES)

EW,EP,ES,H0 ∈ RN×D (1)

where D is the internal hidden size of BERT
(D = 768 for BERTBASE). For injecting infor-
mation at later layers, we obtain BERT’s internal
representation Hi ∈ RN×D after transformer block
i with 1 ≤ i ≤ L (step 2):

Mi= LayerNorm(Hi−1+ MultiheadAtt(Hi−1))

Hi= LayerNorm(Mi+ FeedForward(Mi))

(2)

where L is the number of Transformer blocks
(L = 12 for BERTBASE) and MultiheadAtt denotes
multihead attention.

External embedding representation To enrich
this representation, we obtain alternative represen-
tations for S1 and S2 by looking up word em-
beddings in a matrix of pre-trained embeddings
E ∈ R|V |×E where |V | indicates the vocabulary
size and E is the dimensionality of the pre-trained
embeddings (step 3, refer to section 4.2 for details
on our choice of pre-trained embeddings). To en-
sure alignment between BERT’s representation at
word piece level and the word embedding represen-
tation at token level, an alignment function copies
embeddings of tokens that were separated into mul-
tiple word pieces and adds BERT’s special ‘[CLS]’
and ‘[SEP]’ tokens, resulting in an injection se-
quence I ∈ RP×E (step 4). For example, we copy
the pre-trained embedding of the word ‘prompt’ to
match the two corresponding word pieces ‘pro’ and
‘##mpt’ (see Figure 1).

4We use the the uncased version of BERTBASE available
through Tensorflow Hub.
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Figure 1: Our proposed GiBERT architecture illustrated with a toy example (where internal BERT dimension
d = 3 and embedding dimension e = 2). The model input consists of a sentence pair which is processed with a
WordPiece tokenizer (step 1) and encoded with BERT up to layer i (step 2). We obtain an alternative representation
for the sentence pair based on pretrained word embeddings (step 3), while ensuring that external word embeddings
are aligned with BERT’s WordPieces by repeating embeddings for tokens which have been broken down into
several WordPieces (step 4). The aligned word embedding sequence is passed through a linear and tanh layer to
match BERT’s embedding dimension (step 5). We apply a gating mechanism (step 6) before adding the injected
information to BERT’s representation from layer i (step 7). The combined representation is passed on to the next
layer (step 8). At the final layer, the C vector is used as the sentence pair representation, followed by a classification
layer (step 9).

Attention Injection Multihead attention was
proposed by Vaswani et al. (2017):

MultiheadAtt(Q,K,V)=[head1; ...; headh]WO

where headi=Attention(QWQ
i ,KWK

i ,VWV
i )

(3)

and is employed in Transformer networks in the
form of self-attention (where queries Q, keys K
and values V come from the previous layer) or
encoder-decoder attention (where queries come
from the decoder, keys and values from the en-
coder). Previous work has successfully employed
multihead attention to combine BERT with external
information (see section 2). For example, in their
multimodal VilBERT model, Lu et al. (2019) com-
bined textual and visual representations by passing
the keys and values from each modality as input
to the other modality’s multi-head attention block.
Similarly, Peters et al. (2019) used multihead atten-
tion to combine projected BERT representations (as
queries) with entity-span representations (as keys
and values) in their knowledge-enrichment method
for BERT. For our case of combining BERT with

the injection sequence, it is therefore intuitive to try
to use the following multi-head attention injection
method:

Hi′ = Hi + MultiHeadAtt(Hi, I, I) (4)

where queries are provided by BERT’s internal rep-
resentation, while keys and values come from the
injected embeddings. The output of the attention
mechanism is then combined with the previous
layer through addition.

Gated Injection The above multihead attention
injection mechanism is rather complex and requires
many parameters. We therefore propose an al-
ternative way of combining external embeddings
with BERT which requires only 14% of param-
eters used in multi-head attention (0.2M instead
of 1.6M, see Appendix C). First, we add a feed-
forward layer – consisting of a linear layer with
weights WP ∈ RD×E and bias bP ∈ RD with a
tanh activation function – to project the aligned em-
bedding sequence to BERT’s internal dimensions
and squash the output values to a range between -1



and 1 (step 5):

P = FeedForward(I) ∈ RN×D (5)

Then, we use a residual connection to inject the
projected external information into BERT’s repre-
sentation from Transformer block i (see section
6 for injection at different locations) and obtain a
new enriched representation Hi′ ∈ RN×D:

Hi′ = Hi + P (6)

However, as injection values can get rather large
(between -1 and 1) in comparison to BERT’s inter-
nal representation (based on our observation usu-
ally ranging around -0.1 to 0.1), a downside of
directly injecting external information in this way
is that BERT’s pre-trained information can be eas-
ily overwritten by the injection, resulting in catas-
trophic forgetting. To address this potential pitfall,
we further propose a gating mechanism which uses
a gating vector g ∈ RD to scale the injected infor-
mation before combining it with BERT’s internal
representation as follows:

Hi′ = Hi + g �P (7)

where � denotes element-wise multiplication us-
ing broadcasting (step 6 & 7). The gating param-
eters are initialised with zeros and updated dur-
ing training. This has the benefit of starting fine-
tuning from representations which are equivalent
to vanilla BERT and gradually introducing the in-
jected information during finetuning along certain
dimensions. In case the external representations are
not beneficial for the task, it is easy for the model
to ignore them by keeping the gating parameters at
zero.

Output layer The combined representation Hi′

is then fed as input to BERT’s next Transformer
block i + 1 (step 8). At the final Transformer
block L, we use the c ∈ RD vector which cor-
responds to the ‘[CLS]’ token in the input and is
typically used as the sentence pair representation
(step 9). As proposed by Devlin et al. (2019), this
is followed by a softmax classification layer (with
weights WL ∈ RC×D and bL ∈ RC) to calculate
class probablilities where C indicates the number
of classes. During finetuning, we train the entire
model for 3 epochs with early stopping and cross-
entropy loss. Learning rates are tuned for each seed
and dataset based on development set performance
(reported in Appendix D).

4.2 Injected Embeddings

While any kind of information could be injected,
we focus on two types of pretrained embeddings:
dependency-based (Levy and Goldberg, 2014) and
counter-fitted embeddings (Mrkšić et al., 2016).
Our choice is motivated by previous research which
found syntactic features useful for semantic similar-
ity detection (Filice et al., 2017; Feng et al., 2017)
and counter-fitted embeddings helpful in several
other tasks (Alzantot et al., 2018; Jin et al., 2020).

The 300-dim dependency-based embeddings by
Levy and Goldberg (2014) extend the SkipGram
embedding algorithm proposed by Mikolov et al.
(2013) by replacing linear bag-of-word contexts
with dependency-based contexts which are ex-
tracted from parsed English Wikipedia sentences.
As BERT has not been exposed to dependencies
during pretraining and previous studies have found
that BERT’s knowledge of syntax is only partial
(Rogers et al., 2020), we reason that these embed-
dings could provide complementary information.

The 300-dim counter-fitted embeddings by
Mrkšić et al. (2016) integrate antonymy and syn-
onymy relations into word embeddings based on
an objective function which combines three princi-
ples: repelling antonyms, attracting synonymy and
preserving the vector space. For training, they ob-
tain synoynmy and antonymy pairs from the Para-
phrase Database and WordNet, demonstrating an
increased performance on SimLex-999. We use
their highest-scoring vectors which they obtained
by applying their counter-fitting method to Para-
gram vectors from Wieting et al. (2015). We reason
that the antonym and synonym relations contained
in the word embeddings could be especially use-
ful for paraphrase detection by explicitly capturing
these semantic relations.

5 Evaluation

5.1 Setup

Preprocessing and Hyperparameters We low-
ercase and tokenise all datasets, replacing images
and URLs with placeholders. Sequences exceeding
the maximum length are cut off. Hyperparameter
settings of all BERT-based models are identical, ex-
cept for learning rate and injection location which
are tuned with grid search, see Appendix D. Each
model is trained on a single NVIDIA Tesla K80
GPU.



Metrics Our main evaluation metric is F1 score
as this is more meaningful for datasets with imbal-
anced label distributions (such as SemEval C, see
Appendix A) than accuracy. We also report per-
formance on difficult cases using the non-obvious
F1 score (Peinelt et al., 2019). This metric distin-
guishes obvious from non-obvious instances in a
dataset based on lexical overlap and gold labels
and calculates a separate F1 score for challenging
cases. It therefore tends to be lower than the normal
F1 score. As Dodge et al. (2020) recently showed
that early stopping and random seeds can have con-
siderable impact on the performance of finetuned
BERT models, we finetune all models for 3 epochs
with early stopping (based on dev F1) and report
average model performance across two different
seeds.

5.2 Baselines

SemEval systems We compare against the best
SemEval 2017 system for each subtask based on
F1 score: KeLP (Filice et al., 2017), ECNU (Wu
et al., 2017a) and Bunji (Koreeda et al., 2017).

BERT Following standard practice, we encode
the sentence pair with BERT’s C vector from the
final layer, followed by a softmax layer as proposed
by Devlin et al. (2019). We use Tensorflow Hub’s
distribution of BERTBASE.

SemBERT We also compare with the semantics-
aware BERT model (SemBERT, Zhang et al. 2020)
which leverages a semantic role labeler. As the
original paper reports results on different dataset
versions, we ran the official code on our datasets.
The longer sentences in SemEval A and C could
not be fit on a single GPU due to the larger model
size.

tBERT Moreover, we attempt to combine em-
beddings with BERT using an averaging and con-
catenation method proposed in tBERT (Peinelt
et al., 2020). Instead of the word topics in the orig-
inal system, we use pretrained counter-fitted and
dependency embeddings for a direct comparison
with our methods.

AiBERT We further provide an alternative
Attention-based embedding Injection method for
BERT based on the multihead attention injection
mechanism described in equations 3 to 4. Follow-
ing the same procedure as GiBERT, we tune the
injection location (see Appendix E).

6 Results

Gating Mechanism Catastrophic forgetting is a
potential problem when introducing external in-
formation into a pre-trained model as the injected
information could disturb or completely overwrite
existing knowledge (Wang et al., 2020). In our
proposed model, a gating mechanism is used to
scale injected embeddings before adding them to
the pre-trained internal BERT representation (see
section 4.1). To understand the importance of this
mechanism, we contrast development set perfor-
mance for injecting information after the embed-
ding layer with gating - as defined in equation 7
- and without - as in equation 6 - (Table 1). For
dependency embedding injection without gating,
performance only improves on 2 out of 5 datasets
over the baseline and in some cases even drops be-
low BERT’s performance, while it outperforms the
baseline on all datasets when using the gating mech-
anism. Counter-fitted embedding injection without
gating improves on 4 out of 5 datasets, with further
improvements when adding gating, outperforming
the vanilla BERT model across all datasets. In ad-
dition, gating makes model training more stable
and reduces failed runs (where the model predicted
only the majority class) from 30% to 0% on the
particularly imbalanced SemEval C dataset. This
highlights the importance of the gating mechanism
in our proposed architecture.

MSRP Quora SemEval
A B C

BERT .906 .906 .714 .754 .414

GiBERT with dependency embeddings
- no gating .906 .905 .732 .751 .424
- with gating .913 .908 .755 .778 .433

GiBERT with counter-fitted embeddings
- no gating .907 .906 .733 .763 .435
- with gating .907 .908 .751 .767 .451

Table 1: Development set F1 scores of GiBERT models
injecting pretrained embeddings after the embedding
layer with vs. without gating mechanism.

Injection Location In our proposed model, in-
formation can be injected between any of BERT’s
pre-trained transformer blocks. We reason that
different locations may be more appropriate for cer-
tain kinds of embeddings as previous research has
found that different types of information tend to
be encoded and processed at specific BERT layers
(Rogers et al., 2020). We experiment with injecting



MSRP Quora SemEval
A B C

BERT .906 .906 .714 .754 .414

GiBERT with dependency embeddings
- embd layer .913 .908 .755 .778 .433
- layer 6 .911 .908 .755 .776 .438
- layer 11 .914 .910 .760 .773 .444

GiBERT with counter-fitted embeddings
- embd layer .907 .908 .751 .767 .451
- layer 6 .917 .909 .760 .771 .464
- layer 11 .910 .907 .755 .771 .450

Table 3: Development set F1 scores of embedding in-
jection at different layers.

embeddings at three possible locations: after the
embedding layer (using H0), after the middle layer
(using H6 in BERTBASE) and after the penultimate
layer (using H11 in BERTBASE). Table 3 shows
that midlayer injection is ideal for counter-fitted
embeddings, while late injection appears to work
best for dependency embeddings (Table 3). This is
in line with previous work which found that BERT
tends to processes syntactic information at later
layers than linear word-level information (Rogers
et al., 2020). We consequently use these injection
locations in our final model (see Appendix E for
the tuned injection location in AiBERT).

Full Model GiBERT with counter-fitted embed-
dings outperforms all other systems in both average
F1 and average non-obvious F1 score (see Table 2).
This shows that the model improves on challeng-
ing dataset instances, rather than merely leveraging
shallow surface patterns. It is worth noting that

Total parameters

BERT 110.1M
GiBERT 110.3M
tBERT 111.0M
AiBERT 111.7M
SemBERT 111.9M

Table 4: BERT-based models ordered by size (using
BERTBASE).

GiBERT has the fewest parameters of all BERT-
enhancing models (see Table 4) and doesn’t require
any additional preprocessing tools (such as the neu-
ral SRL tagger required by SemBERT), making
it more efficient than SemBERT, tBERT and AiB-
ERT. The largest improvement of GiBERT over
BERT is observed with counter-fitted embeddings,
especially on the internal CQA datasets SemEval
A and B (the datasets with the highest proportion
of examples involving synonym pairs, see section
6). GiBERT with dependency embeddings still im-
proves over vanilla BERT, but performance gains
tend to be smaller and roughly similar to the more
complex AiBERT injection method. We reason
that the injection of dependency embeddings is less
effective because semantic information is more im-
portant for the tasks at hand or because syntactic
information needs to be introduced in a more direct
way.

Error Analysis Counter-fitted embeddings are
designed to explicitly encode synonym and
antonym relationships between words. To better
understand how the injection of counter-fitted em-
beddings affects the ability of our model to deal

F1 non-obvious F1
MSRP Quora SemEval avg MSRP Quora SemEval avg

A B C A B C

Previous systems
KeLP� - - - .506 - - - - - .199 - -
ECNU� - - .777 - - - - - .707 - - -
Bunji� - - - - .197 - - - - - .028 -
BERT? .876 .902 .704 .473 .268 .645 .827 .860 .656 .243 .085 .534
SemBERT? .876 .901 7 7 7 - .820 .874 7 7 7 -
tBERTdependency? .882 .906 .780 .510 .242 .664 .827 .858 .728 .262 .090 .553
tBERTcounter-fitted? .879 .906 .756 .500 .215 .651 .824 .857 .699 .258 .064 .540

Our implementation
AiBERTdependency .863 .903 .738 .498 .282 .657 .792 .866 .681 .268 .090 .539
AiBERTcounter-fitted .877 .904 .724 .496 .263 .653 .835 .867 .662 .264 .076 .541
GiBERTdependency .883 .904 .768 .474 .238 .653 .849 .864 .704 .231 .087 .547
GiBERTcounter-fitted .884 .907 .780 .511 .256 .668 .858 .862 .719 .248 .090 .555

Table 2: Model performance on test set. All BERT-based methods use BERTBASE. avg = average performance
across all datasets, � = results from publication, ? = official code run on our data, 7= run failed due to insufficient
GPU memory, dep = dependency embeddings, counter = counter-fitted embeddings.



Sentence 1 Sentence 2 Gold
label

BERT
prediction

GiBERT
prediction

(1)
it took me more than 10 people; over the
course of the whole day to convince my
point at qatar airways... as to how my
points needs to be redeemed... at long last
my point was made... dont seem know what
they are doing??? appalling to say the least

this isn’t the first time. so many rants
by irate customers on so many diverse
situations signals a very serious
problem. so called first class airlines
and no basic customer care. over
confidence much?

is re-
lated

not
related

is related

(2)
hi; my wife was on a visit visa; today; her
residency visa was issued; so i went to
immigration and paid 500 so there is no
need to leave the country and enter again on
the residency visa . she has done her
medical before for the visit visa extension;
do we need to do the medical again for the
residency visa? thanks

dear all; please let me know how
many days taking for approve family
visa nw; am last wednesday
(12/09/2012) apply family visa for my
husband and daughter; but still now
showing in moi website itz under
review; itz usual reply? why delayed
like this? please help me regards divya

is re-
lated

is related not
related

Table 5: Examples from the Semeval development set. Synonym and antonym pairs are highlighted in bold.

with instances involving such semantic relations,
we use synonym and antonym pairs from the PPDB
and Wordnet (provided by Mrkšić et al. 2016) and
search the development partition of the datasets
for sentence pairs where the first sentence contains
one word of the synonym/antonym pair and the
second sentence the other word. Table 6 reports F1
performance of our model on cases with synonym
pairs, antonym pairs and neither one. We find that
our model’s F1 performance particularly improves
over BERT on instances containing synonym pairs,
as illustrated in example (1) in Table 5. By con-
trast, the performance on cases with antonym pairs
stays roughly the same, although slightly decreas-
ing on Quora. As illustrated by example (2) in
Table 5, word pairs can be antonyms in isolation

MSRP Quora SemEval
A B C

Instances with antonym pairs
(4%) (4%) (21%) (28%) (20%)

BERT .81 .87 .77 .75 .46
GiBERT .81 .86 .77 .75 .46

Instances with synonym pairs
(11%) (9%) (22%) (31%) (17%)

BERT .87 .90 .81 .78 .54
GiBERT .90 .91 .82 .83 .54

Instances without synonym/antonym pairs
(85%) (87%) (64%) (51%) (68%)

BERT .91 .91 .71 .72 .36
GiBERT .92 .91 .73 .73 .41

Table 6: F1 score on instances containing synonymy
pairs, antonymy pairs or no pairs across datasets.
(Note that an instance can contain both synonym and
antonym pairs, therefore the added percentage of the
three groups can exceed 100.)

(e.g. husband - wife), but not in the specific context
of a given example. In rare cases, the injection
of distant antonym pair embeddings can therefore
deter the model from detecting related sentence
pairs. We also observe a slight performance boost
for cases without synonym or antonym pairs which
could be due to improved representations for words
which occurred in examples without their synonym
or antonym counterpart.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a new approach for
injecting external information into BERT. Our pro-
posed method adds linguistically enriched embed-
dings to BERT’s internal representation through
a lightweight gating mechanism which requires
considerably fewer parameters than previous ap-
proaches. Evaluating our injection method on
multiple semantic similarity detection datasets, we
demonstrated that injecting counter-fitted embed-
dings clearly improved performance over vanilla
BERT and on average outperformed all baselines
on the task, while dependency embedding injec-
tion achieved slightly smaller gains. In comparison
to the multihead attention injection mechanism,
we found the gated method at least as effective,
with comparable performance for dependency em-
beddings and improved results for counter-fitted
embeddings. Our qualitative analysis highlighted
that counter-fitted injection was particularly help-
ful for instances involving synonym pairs. Future
work could explore combining multiple embedding
sources or injecting other types of information. An-
other direction is to investigate the usefulness of
embedding injection for other tasks.
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